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PRESIDENTS MESSAGE

vocJ,

1998

\Øell here we go again. Another year has almost passed and it is
time to get another journal out. As they say, "Time flies when you are
having fun," and it has been a very fun year. Lots of great triPs and other
events have taken place and many great plans have been made for the future.
One of the biggest activities of the year has been trying to get "THE HUT"
(and that is said with and ominous air) ready to go into the backcountry.
My first VOC trip of the year was the week before school started. Dave
Dexter, his sister and I hiked into Phelix Creek packing shovels and spades
in order to prepare the foundation. At that point we still believed that the
hut would be in place before snow flew this year. $Øhat naÏve innocence. It
seemed from that point on that every exec. meeting was filled with
discussion about the hut and how to get enough $$$ together in order to
make the project work. At first it seemed that the club would end up with
a huge debt, but due to some great work by Andre (and too many others to
mention) we may come out of this only a little in debt. There is even a slim
chance of coming out of this debt free. Now if that gets pulled off it will be
a true feat of club ingenuity.

The hut is not the only thing
that has consumed the club's time. The
first change of the year was the location

of the clubroom. This did not
September from being great

stoP

with Glacier

School þefore any milor snow!) and
then Longhike the first weekend of

October. tlnfortunately, the weather
did not totally cooperate for Longhike,
but a good time was had by all and lots
was still learned. October rolled around
and the usual trips rolled out to
Leavenworth and Smith Rock. The

annual Halloween Party was

a

"smashing" success, literally, sorry about

'\Øith

the coming of
winter also came the Ski trips and the
annual trek south to warmer climes for
Christmas. The new term started out with
Shane near Sphinx Hut
much bad weather and many smaller ski
trips but by February the resurrection of Winter Longhike at Manning Park
had talcen place. February also signaled time for reading break. Many trips
the able Sho Sho.

q'ent out, either skiing or climbing, and good ole' El Nino did not
disappoint. This coming weekend, as I write, is the Annual Tele Ski School,
which should prove to be a great time with many great crashes. Other
events planned for the year should also bring the year to an exciting close.
Still to come is the Banquet and the much-av/aited Journal, which you are
no longer waiting for, as well as the resurrection of the VOC ski
competition. April has yet to come and should bring about the annual
Sphinx Camp and at the end of exams we will have the Spring Rock School.
These are some of the major trips that have gone out this year but by no
means comes close to all the weekend and day excursions that took place.

All of the events and trips of the year could not have happened
without the hard work of the executive. Paul can take credir f.or a great
many of the members and many great trips, Andre has worked tirelessly as
Fed Rep and also trying to get Permits and Funds for the Hut. Joanna has
done a great iob keeping track of the dollars and cents in a year where the
focus has been on saving every possible penny. Jeremy and Dave did a great
job keeping the gear moving in and out of the gear room and also managed
to restore the gear room to order after we moved. Mike managed to not
only restore order to the archives, but also hang the map back on the wall
after all the shuffling. Alanna kept the weekly meetings rolling and really
helped in getting sponsors and ads for this publication. Steph, with the help
of Kate, kept the club informed and entenained with the weekly
VOCENEs and initiated the concept of a preview copy for the Pres., a
concept of which I greatly approve. And speaking of entertainment I could
not forget the many great social gatherings and the wonderful Longhike that
Sho Sho organized. Jenny followed by Jen did an astounding job of keeping
track of the goings on during the executive meetings. Although they missed
meny meetings due to course timing Robin, who kept the huts in fine
repair, (and even managed to locate the missing stove from sphinx hut) and
Dan, who made sure that there v/ere things to do every weekend, regardless
of field schools and such, helped to keep the club running smoothly. Also,
who could forget Neil and the work he did keeping the climbing wall
booked and available. Last but not least, Mark has done a great deal to keep
the club moving, when not being a tart, and is also responsible for the great
publication that you have in your hand. Lastly I would like to thank all of
the other people who helped out at the many events and on the many trips
that make this club so great.
\Øith that I will sign off.
Get out there and PLAY.
Shane Coo
President 7997-1998
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VP's Message
As this year draws to a close, and I put my pen ro paper to wrire
about the VOC's social activities (i.e. gossip), I realize with a start that I am

out of the loop; I haven't had time to veg. in the clubroom this past
semester, so it'll just be the facts, I'm afraid.
I held the welcome-back potluck my house this year and
^t
managed to cram quite a few people into my livingroom for yummy food
and a slideshow marathon. Next on my list was Longhike which, despíte
being in the middle of a monsoon, was gre t success (in my humble
^
instructors and my right
opinion). Many thanks to keen students, patient

hand woman Joanna who can chop broccoli like you wouldn't believe. The
party went well with lots of studly climbing tricks and blood shot eyes (\dr.
President?).

The Halloween Party was the last official VOC social function,
(my house didn't even come close to being burnt down this year), but there
have been numerous potlucks, parties and disco nights since then. The
banquet is my current project, and as of now it will be at the Macaroni Grill
(mmmmmm yummy pasta), and I hope all goes smoothly there. I looked
for an all-you-can-eat place, since at last year's banquet VOCers frohn Ford)
showed what robust appetites outdoorsy people have.
Lastly, I was going to rant about the ongoing debate in the club
concerning hardcores vs. social outdoor recreationalists (good PC term, eh?).
Flowever, after going over several arguments in my head, I'm only going to
share the most important one: people need to stop complaining about
everybody holding different values (i.e. somebody could feel completely
fulfilled by skiing in the same place all the time, whereas somebody else
might need to feel the adrenaline rush of pushing themselves to the limit).
For example, in the space of time that it's taking me to write this down, I
could be out enjoying a bike ride or doing cartwheels in my front lawn.
'What
I'm trying to say is, in the words of two anonymous corporations,
"Get off the couch, andJUST DO IT."
Shoshanna Reiter
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tournøl Editor's Message
'Welcome to the fortieth incarnation of the VOCJ.

Vith

high hopes

a milestone journal, extra special touches on my wish

list included fancy
fonts, footers and colour. Vith naïveté and gumption I dove into the task only to find that there wasnt much water in this pool.
Never again. Not quite that bad, but at some times those two
words were on the verge of coming out of my mouth. As always, efficiency
increases exponentially as the deadline approaches. This year was no

for

exception. An incredible learning experience, I have probably learned more
about how the "real world" works through my journal experience, than I
have learned in several classes worth of lectures.
I am indebted to four club members in particular for their help.
Thanks to Verena Blasy for her editorial assistance. Thanks also to Andre
Zímmermann for entering several articles and creating a template to match
our format. Special thanks to Shane Cook for his'SØord wizardry, and skill
in procuring the computer lab where I type. A hearty thanks also to Dan
Perrakis for encouragement, support, editorial expertise and overall
competence in journal production. You last three really made it happen.
I am also indebted to Fernie Pereira, general maneger of the
Ubyssey, for his knowledge, patience and business sawy. A final thanks to
Ernst Vegt at Lithotech, for his patience and understanding.
Vhile the quality of subject matter for the journal was rather high,
the quality of writing was rather low. Rather than harp on the negative, I
would prefer to encourage higher standards of writing for the journal. To
this end, I would like to introduce two awards (with cash prizes) for
outstanding anicles. The first award is dedicated to the article which best
captures the subtle yet very tangible sense of humour characteristic of the
outdoor community. The second award will recognize the article which best
captures the essence of an outdoor experience - regardless of activity.
An honourable mention goes to Robin McKillop for his article,
*December
on the Pemberton lcefield." Clear, concise and inspiring.
Honourable mention also goes to Dave Dexter for his article, "Letter to a
Climbing Friend," an honest and touching account of. a day spent multipitch climbing at Squamish.
Two articles were outstanding and thus very refreshing to read.
Congratulations to Robyn Scott for skillfully combing insight and humour
in her description of surfing, entitled "Mastering the Moving Mountain."
Congratulations also to Kate Zidekfor capturing the joys of a daytrip in the
Rockies, especially for her lucid last paragraph of "To Ski or Not
To... There is no other option."
Mark Grist
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OPPOSITE PAGE:
Paul Excitedly Testing The First Ice Screw
He Ever Placed, Sledgemount Glacier

Photo: Dan Perakis

Letter to a Climbing Friend
Daoe Dexter

Introduction:

lVhile

Jen

Vild

was

in

Wales last spring,

I had to keep her

of how the rest of us managed v¡ithout her.
Thanks to Dan Perrakis for sharing the adventure.

informed

Dedicated to those who risk themselves to help others.
}l;day 30, t997

Jen, Darling!

On

Wednesday,

May

14, Dan and

I took off from Vancouver

at

12:30 on a warm, sunny afternoon and hitchhiked up to Squamish. Süe
brought along a rope, a rack, shorts, T-shirts, some water, and an eager
anticipation for some fun. '$7e got there at 3:00, and saw some police cars
and an ambulance in the Chief parking lot. \ü[e asked an RCMP officer
what was up, and she told us a climber had fallen. \üe took this as yet

another reminder to climb
safely, and headed off for

our own climbing on

the

Apron.

Our goal was

S¿.

Vitus Dance, three pitches

of

5.9 cracks on the North
Apron. It takes some
scrambling and two pitches
of 5.6 and 5.8 to get to the

base of the climb. We
shared the approach pitches,
and the I set off to lead the
first 5.9 pitch. It's similar to

the first pitch of

Givler's

Crack in Leavenworth; as
much fun, but harder. The
crack will take all kinds of
gear larger than nuts, but I
needed to save some key
cams for the belay, so I

Dan Perrakis Cranking on Pink Flamingo
(photo : André Zimmermann)

placed only a few pieces as

I

enthusiastically jammed my
way up. There's nothing

Iike being way nrn out on

a

fantastic, bomber hand crack, up high in a sea of granite, with a good friend
belaying and nothing above but more good climbing and a bright blue sky.
I reached the belay and set those cams for an anchor. As I belayed
Dan, I looked down at the ankle bracelet you gave me so long ago, on that
Valentine's Day after the romance had ended. I miss you terribly, my dear.
My eyes roamed from watching Dan second the pitch, to the distractions of
helicopters buzzing the Chief and Rescue trucks screaming down the
highway towards the Grand \X¡all. I also noticed clouds rolling in across the
head of Howe Sound, and thought of how easily our luck could change.
My heart went out to whomever it was whose luck had changed on the
Grand \Øall. I noticed that my bracelet was hanging on by a single thread.
Before I could fully develop the dark symbolism of this discovery in relation
to the rescue-taking place, I came back to reality as Dan reached the ledge.
'We
discussed the next pitch as gear was re-racked. A crack of
thunder brought our doubts to the fore, and sporadic raindrops prolonged
Kyle and I had been rained off
Dan's decision to lead. Probably ayear
^go
from this very spot. The retreat had been fairly straight forward, with two
ropes. The dreaded downpour didn't materialise this time, and soon Dan
was up in the fun stemming moves of the second pitch. He realised how

much he was enjoying himself, and then went into the awkward wide
section above. After some grunting and cursing, he was up, and anchored in
to some reasonable shrubs. It was only after I had follov¡ed his pitch and

monkeyed past the crux of the third pitch that v/e noticed the big bolt
anchor Dan could have used instead of the bonsai cedar trees.
Finishing the climb, we stopped on memorial ledge to enjoy the
return of the sunshine. It was sobering to watch the chopper activity in
front of the Grand $üall, but the age old question of why the rishs are
wonh mking was answered simply be the view of the daunting roofs on the
Sheriff's Badge. These vertical landscapes we play in are simply too
beautiful to pass up, too promising to ignore. Funher goals and exploration
would have to wait, since it was late enough to decide against going for the
Buttress, or even climbing Memorial Crack. It was time to refocus for the
descent, which ironically feels more dangerous than the roped climbing of
the ascent.
Back in the parking lot, Dan went for our stashed gear, while I met
up with Chris Lawrence, an instructor from COLT. The COLT group got

more than they bargained for from their rock-climbing curriculum, as they
had been involved in the rescue. They looked shell-shocked from the
experience, and barely warmed up to me after I told them I was a COLT
alumnus. Dan returned with our extra gear, and we decided to head into
town for dinner after sorting our gear. This seemed like a great idea, as it
would be light until about 8:30, and this climber named Jay offered us a ride
from the Apron parking lot. Sitting over our greasy dinner at Mountain
Burger Flouse, we reflected on how paradoxically beautiful Squamish was.

As the log yards and granite walls shone red in the setting sun, I thought to
myself that our time could be running out for hitch hiking home. Indeed,
on rhe highway, twenty minutes of hitching passed. The light, along with
our chances of a ride, gradually faded.
It was fully dark by 9:30, and chilly enough to keep us shuffling
our feet. At a quarter to ten, we phone the bus company from 7-eleven.
The last bus to Vancouver had left at 8:20. '\Jle continued to hitch, more for
something to do, as it seemed a futile exercise. The dearth of passing cars
gave us plenty of time to discuss our many undesirable options. \Øe could
head to the Psyche Ledge Boulders and spend the night huddled around a
fire, sitting on our rope. I racked my brain for ideas, or for people I knew

in town. Ironically, Tracey Mathews was days away from moving to
Squamish. \Jüe could spend the night in 7-eleven to keep warm. lVe laughed
at the idea of dozing in front of rhe magazine rack, pretending inrerest in
buying a Cosmo or something. I was glad for Dan's company; keeping my
spirits up would have been impossible alone. \Øe could phone someone in
Vancouver and beg them to pick us up.
At 11:00, I phoned my parents and talked ro rhe answering machine. I
phoned my brother and talked to his answering machine. I didn't have the
heart to wake anyone up. \Øe sat, dejected in front of the gas sration, asking
anybody who stopped if they were heading to Vancouver. No luck there,
either. Our prospects were getting dimmer and dimmer, and solutions
thought up in our desperate creativiry were gerring sillier and sillier. I heard
a train's horn, far to the north outside Squamish, sounding our fate of an
urban epic.

Back on the highway, we decided a more positive artitude was required.
Not only would we be picked up before midnight, but we'd be picked up
by a van full of naked women! Our hallucinations were interrupted by the
train's horn sounding once again, this time closer. I turned to Dan and
suggested, somewhat as a joke, that we hop the Nonh-Van bound train. FIe
Iiked the idea more than I expected, so we walked into town rowards the
tracks.

Hiding behind a pile of railroad ties just outside the Squamish
to risk it if the train was moving really slowly.
Fear of amputation by crushing was, to us, well justified when being
dwarfed by countless tons of moving steel. Just when everything looked
good, two BC Rail trucks drove by on the other side of the tracks. As the
train crawled enticingly by, I became super paranoid of getting busted, and
gave up on the whole idea. I think Dan was thoroughly disappointed in me,
to cop out at a crucial time like that. \Øe staned ro walk away, unril I
rallyard, we agreed only

noticed the locomotive's window was open, and there was the engineer.
\ü/ith nothing to lose, I called up to him and asked for a ride. In
silent hope we watched as he thought it over. Yes! Our morale rocketed
skyward as we climbed aboard the second locomotive, and rried to look
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It

it was okay with the
engineer, it wouldn't be okay with any Rail Police. Just as we were
comfortable, huddled against the grimy panelling, warm from the huge

inconspicuous.

was obvious that even though

us. He thought we were crazy
pity
on
such
obvious
neophyte hobos as we
for sitting outside. Taking
engine, the engineer came out looking for

were, he invited us up to the fronr locomotive.
Thus we found ourselves drinking spring water and chatting in the
high-tech "cockpit" of the train. Both engineers, who shall remain nameless
for their job security, were the epitome of hospitality, even as they carried
out the complex task of dropping off and picking up railcars. They would
receive requests, by radio, of which way and how many car lengths to move
the train. It was incredible to see such a huge machine handled so precisely.
IJnfortunately, some kind of head honcho was coming on board for the ride
to Vancouver. Before he showed up, we were escorted back to the second
locomotive, where we would remain undiscovered.
After being told to keep the lights off, and not to touch anything especially the BIG RED HANDLE, we were left alone to enjoy the ride.
The moon was up over Flowe Sound; its light shimmering of the rippled
water. Our big dose of adventure left us too tired to fully appreciate the
beauty. It wasn't long before we were falling asleep, Dan on the engineer's
chair and I on the floor, curled up to Dan's backpack and the BIG RED
HANDLE. \fle need not have worried about missing our stoP, however, as
freight trains are unspeakably loud. Every curve in the track would elicit a
piercing shriek from the wheels, shattering our rePose.

FIence it was with punctuated consciousness but steady
contentment that we rode into North Vancouver' As we passed under
Lion's Gate Bridge, we shouldered our packs and prepared to make
ourselves scarce. One of the engineers showed us where and how to get off
the engine, without being seen. The yard crew might have noticed the train
saw two guys
stoP

with
edge
horn

stopped at the
blast of the
o the Yard'
I've never been so h"ppy to be in North Van! As we walked
towards Marine Drive, we saw two cabs idling behind that big hotel on the
corner. This was obviously a sign. \ü7e figured that two a'm. was no time to
mess around. Half an hour and a well sPent twenty dollars later I was
home, Finally home. I kicked off my shoes and clothes, set my alarm for
7:30, and dropped into bed. You ask why I set my alarm for such a brutal

rt

time?

\íell, I had to work the next day, nice strenuous work. I woke up
to go shovel dirt. Mercifully only a half day's worth. Lucky for me it
didn't require much thought, as my level of awareness could barely handle
the repetitive task. By the time I showered off the grime I was in a delirium
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A Noaice on Garibaldi Néoé
Yuriko Riesen
In May 97, Reto and I went to the Elfin Lakes Cabin with telemark
planned on going only that far, but when we arrived at the cabin
skis.
around 6pm and heard everybody else's talk about their plans for the next
morning, we were inspired. The following day, we woke up after everybody
else had left, but still early at 5:3Oam, and went off to Mt. Garibaldi' \y/e did
not aspire to summit, we just wanted to see it from the Garibaldi Névé.
The sun was not up and it was cold and windy. My feet were sore
because my boots were small. It was my third time on skis - any kind of
skis. It took me quite some time to ski down the gullies. I was scared to go
down. I started to feel very sick, and asked Reto if we could go back to the
cabin. He did not listen to me. It must be hard for those who can ski to
understand how novice skiers feel on the slopes. He waited for me, and we
took our skis off to descend some of the worst Perts. Once we'w'ere at the
valley bottom, we had to get down a steeP bank. From then on'we went uP
and up, though the skiing was much easier. I started to relax a bitThe sun was up and was shining violently. Hours later, on the Névé, we
saw someone skiing down to us, all alone. It was Mark Grist! Mark left the
Sphinx Cabin at 3am that day, and had climbed Mt. Garibaldi. FIe was on
his way home via Elfin Lakes. \Øhat a crazy planl, süe offered him a ride
home, but he had to wait for us at the Elfin Lakes Cabin. Reto and I pushed
ahead past noon, across the endless snow plain, until we finally got to see
the Black Tusk. 'ùØe had lunch, took a picture or two' and headed back. At
the bottom of the valley, we found Mark leaning against his skis, basking.
He waited for us to climb the avalanche gullies together. It was around 3pm.
The sun was hot, the snow was soft, wet, slippery, and scary.
'SØe
started to climb. It was very steep everys¡here. I pulled myself together
and tried to forget the fact that I had started to ski only 4 months before.
The endless switchbacks were nightmares. If I had fallen, I would have been
badly hurt, or might have triggered an avalanche for the boys- But we
finally made it to the top of the gullies. When we arrived back at the cabin,
Reto v¡as dead. After an hour of rest, we headed back to the parking lot.
Having survived in the gullies, I was full of energy and confidence. I wanted
to practice skiing more. So I took the skins off below the Red Heather
cabin, ignoring Reto's cautions. It was getting dark, but I was optimistic
enough that I could ski down to the parking lot before dark. Mark went
ahead of us, skiing like a shooting star.
As soon as I started to ski on the trail in the forest, I found that I was
'wrong. I should not have taken the skins off. The trail was narrow, and too
steep for me. I knew I could not stop myself once I started to ski fast. I saw
the rocks on my left, and the edge on my right. I fell over and over again.
'We

The snow'was frozen by then, and very hard. It was totally dark in the
foresr. I finally lost my nerves, and screamed in terror. Reto was ahead of
me. FIe got out of his skis, and ran up to me. He thought I had been
attacked by some wild animal. When Reto came, I was very calm. I told him
that I could not ski any fanher. He made me take off my skis, and we
walked for the last 200 meters or so. \Øhen we arrived at the Subaru, it was
10:30 PM. \íe found Mark sitting comfortably in the car. For us, it was
more than 15 hours of skiing. For Mark, even longer. When we arrived in
town, we were too tired to talk.

Yuriko descending into Ring Creek þhoto: Reto Riesen)
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A \Vøddington Range Tiaaerse
Frtmer

--Jerem.y

The idea of a big traverse came to me when reading about the
Dunderheads (see "Four Dunderheads go skiing in the \íaddington Range"
he
a

ü
was interested. Then it 'was a matter of convincing Fred to go, which
turned out to be no task at all. So the stage was set for a two-week traverse

that I

Baldwin who
e information.
less enjoyable.

His advice also played a major part in the trip's
Day 0

success.

About ten days of rigorous planning in between studying

and

a kick out of it.
The'fõrecast called for a series of low Pressure systems to push
through the area, unleashing large amounts of wet, mushy stuff. All fingers
available were crossed that the forecast was erroneous.

music. I really got

Day

I

The Low hit! \Øe woke today and had our last non-oatmeal
breakfast. On to Campbell River's airporr where we would be chartered by
\üalt Air ro Bute Inlet. I found myself staring contemplatively as the scale
holding our gear read 380 lb. \øith skis we each had over 100 lb. of stuff.
"The Dunderheads" had 85 lb. each. The sentence "This is the hardest thing
I've ever done" (Thomas, t995) kept ringing through my head'
The flight turned out to be a lot of fun. I found that no matter how
much I tried tã relæc myself and prepare for the small drops the plane
suddenly made due to turbulence. I would tense uP and go wide-eyed every
time. In the later pans of the flight, I became amused by *y reactions and
laughed silently at myself after each bump'

Vithin minutes of landing in Scar Creek logging camP, we'were
greeted by two very friendly and interested road builders. Being Sunday,

vocl
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someone asked them if it v¡as their day off. Vhile they were intrigued to
find out what day of the week ir was, they regretfully informed us that they
work every day. I guess logging camps are pretry isolated from the world.
After a short wait around camp while Fred talked logging with them, we
jumped into one of the 4x4's sitting around. One of them drove us up ro
snow line (1400 ft) on the new South Coola Creek logging road that John
Baldwin had told us about. Ve would have used Scar Creek but the road
was covered in boulders and fallen trees. \Øhile trying ro rurn around, the
road-builder nearly flipped the truck, leaving it in a very precarious position
with one wheel 6 feet in the air. \Øhile we stabilized the truck, he senr out a
distress call on the radio to get the humorous response, "'$ü'e don't work on
Sundays".

The trip started painfully with 65 lb. on backs and 35 on sleds.
Grahame, Joakim and I soon discovered that clipping rhe sled ro our hip
beits was a lot more comfortable than into an alpine harness. This made

skiing much more bearable, even slightly enjoyable. The rain began,
effectively deflating our spirits. Skiing became increasingly more difficuh.
Much of the road was severely side-sloped which caused our sleds to jerk us
and slide down below us, making us carry almost all their weight. At 3OOO
ft, I was ready to stop for the day but I was, unfortunately, the oniy one. So
we continued to 3550 ft on the west side of Scar Mountain where we
camped.

Day

2

'We woke that morning to 72 cm of cement-like sno'w
accumulation. During breakfast, our first equipment failure occurred,

Joakim's stove. rüØhile Fred and Joakim inspected the damage, Grahame and
I sat in the vestibule of my tent, gazing wearily into the fog and moisrure
that encompassed us and everfthing we had, trying desperately to improve
our devastated spirits.
A turn for the better! The clouds broke a bit and improved for the
next hour until it was actually sunny and warm. Our spirits, having the
boost they so desperately needed, sky-rocketed as the local wildlife was
entenained by all kinds of hollerings of. joy.'!Øe pulled out our sunglasses
and sunscrugn for the first time. Grahame, noticing the immense amount of
sunscreen that I brought, described the abundance of joy he would
experience if I ended up running out on the trip.
Travel started easily for all but Joakim, who had quite a bit of sled
flipping problems. Soon, we came upon the wall that gave access to the
ridge line. The easiest access was too steep and narrow for skiing, so the next
few hours were spent hauling sleds and skis up and then carrying our packs
up. Vith the sun still shining brightly, no one minded the snail-like progress
that was made. Amidst the hauling, my pack spontaneously began barreling
down the slope. Not in the mood for watching, I flailed myself down-slope
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in its general direction. A short time later, I landed on toP of it, dampening
itr spåd but increasing mine. Anorher short time later, I tumbled to a halt

touring over Scar mountain
at 4t5O ft on the W shoulder
eather deteriorating, we had a

positive energy. Dave, Dextrose, Dexter's positive attitude is an ongoing
inspiration to me that keeps my spirit high in the worst of times'
Day 3

The Low remained. For the third straight day, the skies dropped
night, yielding
strating as 'we s
ear through tre
rced

the
trig
my
wai

to reiort

t

. The
Scar'

Even

nd of
hit bY three selfdePosited me and
buried uP 1o mY

rther, making the

at 5200 ft S\V of Pivot Dome.
This was a day of. numerous equipment failures. Vhile Joakim and
Fred were able to solve the stove problem, I was not nearly so fortunate. As
a result of the avalanches, all the rivets on my sled pulled through. My bib
, and both
pants' zipper broke in two places, my
that some
I
gue
tent
broke.
main zippers on my
problems
long
disasteri would occur on such a

ended

up

being

fixable.

Day 4

I

exhibited

the first symptom of
being on a long trip
by having no idea
what day it was until
I looked ar my

previous journal
entry on this d^y.
Camp below Mt. Munday
þhoto: Jeremy Frimer)

The last night was
bad. As a result of
three days of constant

rain, my down

bag

was very wer. The temperarure had dropped below -5oC last night and made
f.or a very cold night for me. Mentally, I was just barely hanging on. I was
on the verge of regretting this trip.

A turn for the berrer! I believe my prayers were heard as we woke
to discover almost totally clear skies: A chance to dry our our stuff. As I
opened my sled bag, I discovered that a tin of orange Kool-aid had exploded
and everphing was covered in a sticky orange paste. Since everything was
individually zip locked, nothing was lost o¡her than the Kool-aid.
After a lençhy drying/breakfast,/drooling (at the SØhitemantle
Range) session, we packed up and headed for the mighty lVaddington
Glacier. Even before leaving, we were already so hot thar we *.r. ,*."iirrg.
Skiing uphill with all our loads caused waterfalls to develop on each of o*
foreheads. I found that by continually eating snow, my mourh became
numb, but I was able to maintain a reasonable body temperature. From the
low point in the valley W of Pivot Dome (5100 ft), *. .nintrr"lly gained the
glacier at around 6600 ft. For me, the first part of the trip, characierized by
slogging, wetness, and low spirits, ended as we rounded the crest of the
lower glacier and got our first view of Monday, \Øaddington, Fascinarion,
and the upper parr of the massive \Øaddington Glacier. I suddenly got a
huge burst of energy and refreshment. By then, the few morning clouds had
cleared out and we were in total sunshrne.
The rest of the day was spent heading for Mystery Pass. Daylight
began to run our when we reached the ENE ridge of Mt. Marcello so we
made camp at 7550 ft on the ridge. The snow wes extremely deep and soft:
about waist deep when post-holing. Evening brought a glorious sunser but
violently dropping temperarures (8 C when we rurned in). Everybody went
to sleep in a great mood as that day was by far the best yer. \üe rook
comfort knowing that we were a long way from Scar mountain and all its

unpleasentries.

Day

5

\le

happily arose to clear sunny skies and beautiful vistas. A quick

pack up and we headed for the famous "Mystery Pass", separating Mt. Agur
and Mt. Munday. This v¡as the fifth straight day of hard hauling and irs
effects were becoming apparent on my body, as I was forced to rest every 50
steps or so. This was the first time that I had ever taken rest steps so I must
have been wasted. Although the hike to Mystery Pass was only a few
kilometers, I stopped for a break mid-way. I yelled to Fred (who was ahead)

I was stopping and invited him to stop too. He yelled back that
stopping only made him tired. So, during our break, Grahame, Joakim, and
I tossed around names. We agreed on "Energizer Bunny" for Fred.
As we neared the pass, the beautiful weather was lost as the clouds
rolled in and the wind picked up. Reaching the pass, I was a little
disappointed not to see the famous view of Waddington and Munday and
quite tired from finishing the 8000 feet ofvertical rise from the logging road.
\Øe spent the rest of the day building "The Great Vall of China" around
our campsite which was supposed to shield us from the wind. I think it
really served the purpose of giving us something to do around camp.
'uühile
cooking dinner or melting snow, I began to realize a growing
trend. Every time the water on the stove began to boil, Joakim would jump
up and exclaim "\üoops! Boiling!" in a melodic tune. Ffence the nickname. I
was given mine for the fact that I detest starchy pasta and would always
hound the cook not to add too much pasta to the water.

that

Day

6

After the mental and physical exhaustion caused by 5 days of
pulling sleds up a hill, we welcomed the chance to ski with just a day pack.
In fairweather, we left Mystery Pass for lrresistible, Grenelle, and friends.
On a whim, Fred placed a wand a few hundred meters from our campsite.
How silly it seemed to place but one wand in an indistinct area. But as fate
would have it, that 'magic'wand (as it was later named) became a hero by
the dayt end. \üüe skied from pass to pass to pass, eventually finding the
other side of the third pass impassable (it wasn't really impassable-just
technical- but I like that word.) IüØe had to decide either to ascend to a
ridgeJine or descend and skirt a peak on the low road. \Øe decided that we
wanted a better look. A quick ski up to a rounded bump on the ridgeJine
put me at 1O,OOO ft for the first time. Without consulting us, Fred decided
that he liked the ridge line and continued on, leaving the rest of us to
follow. This kind of decision-making was not isolated on this trip but it did
earn that rounded bump the name "Fred's Dome". The skiing down from
the dome was horrendous. There were wind features 50-cm high! I
eventually decided to walk and ended up beating Grahame and Joakim
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down (Fred was way roo far ahead.) More ridge skiing in strong wind
followed, and we were ready to bail from this O.K. ridge. After á quick
scout, I found a suitable escape and a lovely deep wind moar ro have lunch
rn.

After a nice lunch, we headed for Irresisrible and pals. \üith all the
wasting time on Fred's Dome, we had ro serrle for a ski up Mt. Irresistible
(9600ft). \Øe knew this adventure deserved a name- The Touche Variation

of Mt.

Irresisrible.

FA: Fred Touche

1997.

A

quick ski down and we

knew as time went on rhar Fred had us within 100 vertical feet of camp. But
Fred didn't have that information and rhe slope was 5Oo so 100 ft meant Z0O
meters in one direcrion or enother. I'd swear it was impossible if I hadnt
seen it myself but Fred straightJined it and hit that magic wand dead on! To
put this in more familiar terms, imagine skiing across Garibaldi Lake
blindfolded and stumbling upon Sphinx Hut. Anyhow, a quick bearing and
descent brought us back to camp.
That sixth evening was one of rhe most memorable evenings of my
life. Aside from Day 4, we had hardly seen rhe sun. Bur on rher eve, rhe
cloud-. exited in dramatic fashion leaving a mosr brilliant sunset to focus on

our retinas, with Vaddington and Munday standing as glorious as Libeny
herself. All the hell rhat we had paid to get ro this place was now
worthwhile.
Day

7

into

a

Glory me! The climax of the last night continued as we emerged
world of sun and sno'w rhe next morning. There were no doubts as to

what the plan was: It's a Sunday funday on Munday! I was so excited, I was
ready to go early and started breaking trail. A rampy glacier lead into a flat
basin below the southernmost peak of Munday. A rraverse brought us to a
short steep wall that lead onto the shoulder between Munday South and
Munday Central. Realize that, at rhe time, v¡e didnt know that Munday
Central was the True Munday. Looking up, we saw a mounrain. So we
roped up and began climbing through knee-deep snow'ro the bergrschrund.
I popped in an (unnecessary) picket and began crawling across the steep,
weak bridge. Before I had a chance ro commir, the bridge collapsed. Being
too far to climb over, I searched f.or a way around. But how far did this
'schrund go? I answered that question quickly by popping my head inside
and having a look around. It ended nearby on the right. So we crossed rhere.
Five minutes later, we stood upon the summit of what we thought was

Munday. "Hey! Sühat's that mountain over there?" "IJh oh". Joakim
feeling the effects of 11,000 ft and decided to head back to camp.

was

Meanwhile, Grahame, Fred,
made a move on for the True
Munday. It really was a ski right to
and

I

summit- the false and true
summits are separated by the airiest

the

fourth class knife ridge imaginable.
Let's just say itt a long way down
and not a lot of room for error. I
quickly decided to be satisfied with
the one-meter-shoner false summitperhaps a little too quickly. Grahame
lead then belayed Fred over. Maybe

it

was

for the best that I didnt go
for more

because there wasn't room

than 2 on the true summit. The day
ended with a cnrsty run down to
camp where Joakim was hanging out
(literally) in just his booties and sun
glasses. SØhat

Grahame on Mt Munday with
'SØaddington behind

(photo: Jeremy Frimer)

Day

a glorious day. \Øe

knew that there are not many days

in a year with 20"C, windless
weather at 1.1,OOO ft. Glory! Oh
Glory Me!

8

I

had envisioned a spring traverse: a skier wearing polypro and
winding glacier with the warm sun
casting shadows off all the mystical peaks in some far off land. This day left
nothing to be desired.
\Øe casually broke camp and left the beloved Mystery Pass. Our
route descended the Ice-Valley Glacier, crossed the Corridor Glacier, gained
a pass, then descended to the Dais Glacier. If youVe ever tried skiing superwind-crust, you will be able to sympathize with us. Take a super-wind
crust, add a 601b. pack, a 30Jb. sled, and someone who thought they knew
how to ski. Vhat do you get? A big tangle of sled, polypro, pack and skis,
and a little human being tumbling head-over-heels downwards into the
valley below. However, the grade eased off after some time and we were
cruising down the lce-Valley in our polypro. Incredible views of Munday
and Vaddinçon's South Face made the 8-km glide pass quickly. After
zipping across the Corridor, it was time to regain some elevation. By now,
sunglasses floating down a long, gentle,

ir was almost noon and the sun was glaring in all its fury. This made the
r¡ay up to the pass an incredibly steep and painful slog. I remember
sv.'eating so much that the sunscreen on my face ran streamJike into my
eyes, blinding me. Then came the descent to Dais Glacier. The glacier
separating us from our future campsite wâs a snow-bridged icefall. It was
justifiably unnerving to ski across sagging snow-bridges covering crevasses
that would easily swallow a garbage truck. This was only a rasre of whar was
to come later. Thinking back, I realize how stupid ir was to not rope up on
such deadly terrain. Soon, however, we stood at camp ar 6800 ft on Dais
Giacier with the 4000 ft 'Sü'est Face of Vaddington rising in its earthy
browns to the east. As I dug a kitchen, Grahame and Joakim wenr for an
excellent run where they both skied like pros in the perfect corn snow. Fred
decided he wanted to have a look ar the porenrial route on rhe Norrh-\Øest
Peak of lVaddington. In doing so, he ended up skiing nearly half the
elevation to the summit! Just a look, eh Fred?
Fredt scouting report: ir looks do-able. A little background may be
in order here. 'Sü'e had considered an ascent of the Northwest Peak of
Waddington (lfladd NVf before we began and even got beta from John

Baldwin. Ve didnt have any other references on rhe roure so we were going
on information from a west coast pioneer only. Let me tell you, there is a
very good reason why John is a pioneer: he's good at whar he does! I only
v¡ish we realized this before-hand. So we were armed with 4 pickets, rope
gear, 4 ice axes, and t helmet between the four of us. An important missing
item: crampons. Do you sense foreshadowing yer? A third cloudless day
ended with spirits high.

Day

9

It pains me to recall that dreadful day.
and get on with the story.

I'll

srop rhe foreshadowing

By 5 am, we were on the move, following Fred's tracks from the
previous evening. The snow had frozen up and was roo icy for me to ski
without slipping. Off came the skis and onto the pack they went. \üe
quickly gained the 2500 ft to the base of an avalanche gully which lead to a
ridge-line. It wasn't later than 7 am and we had already reached the end of
Fred's tracks.

The previous evening, some of the guys had had serious doubm
about the gully and were on the verge of calling the artempr off when
someone suggested that we go up and just have a look at it and decide from
there. Somewhere between that previous evening and that momenr,
something drastically changed as Fred had already began his way up the
gully by the time I reached the base. There was no discussion, no debate,
nothing. Fred thought it looked good so up he went. Evidently, it wasnt
easy as I could hear Fred cursing and grunting in an attempt to clear a
rocky section. Joakim and Grahame were both ahead of me too.

too

"Hey Joakim! I think we should rope up."

,'\Why?"

"It looks tough up there."
"'We can't rope up. There are too many avalanches ro rope up." He
had a point. \Øe had crossed the bergschrund on avalanche debris after all.

"I think we should rope up."
"There's no reason to"
"Yes there is. I won't go up there if we don't"
"I feel fine without one so I'm continuing."
*lflhat followed was the biggest mental lapse of my life. Vhy I
didn't turn around and ski back to camp is beyond me. Minutes later, I was
in the gully and fully committed.
It began all right with the slope around 30o and soft enough to
plunge my ice ax into deeply. But it progressively got thinner and steeper.
Soon there was a foot of soft snow covering loose rock while ice and rock
continually barreled down the gully. Of course my helmet and skis were on
my pack making the situation even more dangerous. By the time I realized
how much trouble I was in, the others were to far ahead. I had a picket but
there was nowhere sheltered from avalanches. My cries for rope or help fell
on the deaf ears of the unforgiving rock and ice of Vaddington. I was on my
own. Never having a sturdy foot or ax, I constantly slipped. Figuring I had
about a one-in-two chance of living, I began to pray. Death and I had a long
battle, constantly looking each other in the eye. \Øords like fear, exhaustion,
despair, and anger took on a whole new meaning. The logical part of my
brain became dormant as my instincts kicked in: climb lo save your life,
you fool. Flope was all but gone when I came out into the last stretch where
I saw the guys on top. "Give Me A Fucking Rope!!!"
It finally came down but was 1.0 meters beside me. I had to traverse
into the central gully where the slope was rock-hard ice. I kicked as hard as I
could three times to get a tiny divot for each toe. \ühat a horrible end' die
just a few meters from the safety of the rope. But I did eventually get to that
rope. Once I got it around me, I didnt care anymore. I began running up
the final 50 meters. As I rounded the crest of gully, I unleashed all the
remainder of my emotion "GOD FUCKING DAMN IT!!!!!!!!" and
collapsed.

Twenty minutes later, Fred, Grahame, and Joakim scraped me off
the ground. I had had enough of that stupid mountain, but they were
unaffected down from the "ordeal by gully". Figuring that we couldnt
descend until dusk (due to avalanches), they decided to ski on and have a
look at the route. They assured me, however, that they would return by 6
PM. It was 1 PM.
I spent the afternoon recuperating by sleeping, eating, drinking,
melting water. I was at 1O,7OO ft alone on an island of safety, 50 km from
the closest logging camp. No problem, the guys will be back in a few hours'
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By 5 PM, thoughts began creeping into my head, "What if they get in
trouble?...... Shut up, you'll only scere yourself ......... But what if? ...........
down-climb and go for help? ....... rry a rescue?......... Damn my luck!
This went on for a long time. I tried singing, sleeping, walking ...
anything to distract myself from my thoughts. 6 o'clock ....... 7 o'clock
......... 8 o'clock. Alright, this is trouble. Decision time. It would have to be

a snow cave.

I

had

to

give them the chance

of coming back before I

abandoned them and risked the gully. So I dug
- well, chipped at least layer
after layer of ice made another made digging impossible. The adze of my ax
did most of the work. I made a line with rocks and skis across the col so if
they returned while I slept, they would realize that I was still there. \Øearing

every piece of insulation I owned, I watched the remainder of the sun ser
and the temperature plummet. I was walking ro my ice coffin when
something caught my eye. I dismissed it as yet another teasing hallucinarion.
Then

a head

popped out. "Fred!"

"Yah"

"You Asshole!!"
through the day.

My

eyes filled

with

tears:

I

knew

I

would live

They had reached the Norrh-\flest summit of '$Øaddington (13,OOO
ft) at 7 PM: t hour after they were supposed to be back. Some things are
unforgivable.
I have never seen such bagged people; they were in really rough
shape. After some deliberarions (Fred decided that he would die if he
attempted bt.f) I lefr armed with 4 pickets, the end of the rope, a helmer,
" and of course my
a headlamp,
skis swinging around on my pack. I triple

kicked my way down the icy gully with three pickets in at all times.
Without the fear facror, it was easy-I wouldn't say enjoyable, considering
we were a tad tired and at 2 am. Since we only had 4 pickets and 3 were
always in, we had to send a picket down the rope after every L2 m of downclimbing. This may seem excessive (3 bomber pickets!?) but considering that
the guys were falling asleep while waiting for the "PICKET IN" call, they
were probably justified. A long stumble along our tracks brought us back
onto Dais Glacier. last down, I followed tracks until they horrifly stopped,
and I turned around. Tired and confused, I continued. On such a huge, flat
glacier, a headlamp is useless. In fact, it is a hindrance as it prevents you
from seeing faint lights off in rhe distance. I turned it off and conrinued.
Exhausted, tired, hungry, soaked in sweat, defeated, and lost, I began
screaming, waiting for a call back. Norhing. Keep moving. Scream.
Nothing. Move. Those Assholes. Scream. Nothing. Move. Scream. A
VOICE. There!! \Øalk there. Scream. There!! \v/alk. A light! \X/alk \øalk
Valk.

"YOU GLfYS AL\øAYS FUCKING LEAVE ME!!!!!" Deaf

ears.

Collapse. Sleep.

Day

10

to cemp, making the outing
noon and beganlaying
we
around
av/oke
23 hours of climbing. As a result,
for
the fourth straight day
our s'weet-soaked clothes out to dry. It was sunny
just
vital
organ removed' My
had some
but we didn't care. I felt like I had
muscles ached. A rest day was in order but Joakim was worried about
coming out late and missing his flight to Sweden so off we went.
The tone of the trip changed for me on that day. Up until Day 9, I
felt like we were heading into the main pan of the traverse. But on Day 10,
I was fantasizing about being home. I was getting ready to leave.
By 4 PM, we had packed up and began a gliding descent of the Dais
Glacier. lVhile cruising down , I had the privilege of witnessing a class 3
avalanche tear down a ridge nearby. It was quite a spectacle! Although the
traverse was dubbed the "Franklin Glacier Traverse", the route only crossed
the mighty Franklin once. The glacier was so flat and wide that we were
able to cross the Franklin, then ascend the Finality Glacier without skinning
'We
were amazed by the openness of the area. Grahame and I decided to
up.
hike with our eyes closed for 5 minutes just for the hell of it. Incredible.
By 7 p.m., we reached the col separating the Hoodoo Glacier from
the Finality Glacier where we camped. The perfect weather streak ended: it
socked in as we retreated to the safety of our tents for the night. The four
days of sun had left us all quite tanned and nursing cracked lips. Of
panicular interest was Grahame who now looked like a Sherpa. Ah-h! A

It

was 4 am when we finally returned

nickname.

Day

11

'$Øe av¡oke to rain and clouds once again: a familiar rival. I was
to
leave. In a short break in the weather, we skied up Mt. Finality
ready
(9600 fÐ for good measure. After breaking camp, we continued on, skiing a
dangerous downward treverse under an icefall to hit the col between Mt.
Bessel and Baracuda Peaks at 7500 h. The warm rain had soaked the
snowpack rendering it a deep, unstable slush. This made the next downward
traverse, on steep slopes above cliff bands, very dangerous. But that hardly
compared to what we did next. The Confederation Glacier wound its way
down the valley below towards Jubilee. A wet, loaded avalanche gully
separated us from the Confederation Glacier. After all we'd been through,
our nerves were of steel. Nothing scared nor fazed us, including all the

to the Confederation. Emotional
long
cruise
and we stood 3000 ft below
was
setting
in.
Another
numbness
we
knew
we
had
a long way up. In contrast
Mt. Jubilee. Spirits fell deeper as
proved
9,Day
LL
to
be my hour. I decided it
to the mental slackness of Day

avalanches that we set off, then rode down

was time

to take control and enjoy the forthcoming slog. So I sang. I sang
out loud. I thought all the

positive thoughts I
feeding

could,

off all the available

Dextrosian energy.

rìJ

Back in the day of Phyl
and Don Munday, the Franklin
Glacier could be skied down to

the Franklin River valley. But
most of a century had turned
the Franklin into a Khumbu
icefall. The best escape roure
was recommended by John
Baldv¡in. It involved a huge
amount of up-and-down, passto-pass, traverse-and-descent.

began

by climbing a

It

snow-

covered crevasse field known as
the Jubilee glacier. lVe crossed
many more drooping crevasse
bridges but our nerves were
rock solid. The light senserion
Jubilee C*p with the
of immortality was setting in.
'We
Confederation Glacier
made it up 2500 of the 3000
þhoto: Jeremy Frimer)
feet up Jubilee and camped on
its E shoulder. '$?e had an incredible view of the whole rreverse which
sprawled out into a 18Oo panorama. Being isolated from society for such a
time made us wonder about several things. \üØe discussed the possibility of a
IJS takeover of Canada. We really would have had no idea!

Dey

12

The beautiful sunset of Day 11 contrasted starkly wirh the whiteout gloominess of our 12th morning. Breaking camp had become an all-toofamiliar routine. Vhile we had originally agreed nor ro move on a glacier in
a whiteout (open crevasses can become transparent), no one even suggested

that we stay put. So off we wenr. Route finding became a problem
immediately. Ve had no concepr of where we were at all. There was some
pass on the ridge that we had ro hit but rhere were many of them and they
all seemed the same. To add ro rhe chaos was rhe suicidal trail that Fred
broke. I recall one instance where rhe tracks lead up ro a crevasse
perpendicularly, hung a right, paralleling rhe crevasse, then hung a lefr to
cross the crevasse at the first spot where the sagging bridge hadnt quite
collapsed yet. No rope. Our nerves went from steel to concrete.

Eventually we made it through the fog to the ridge-line, bur there
was discrepancy among the group as to where the correc¡ pass existed. Fred
scoured up the ridgeJine and nearly stumbled up to the summit of Jubilee.
Grahame and Joakim went down and found the pass. And I stayed out of it
(seeing that both directions had been taken) and ate lunch. After lunch, we
threw the packs and sleds back on and headed down to the pass. This
involved a short and steep downward traverse in mushy snow. As I made

my wey down, my sled (as usual) pulled me downward. But this time, the
route down led to a very thin, sagging bridge over a mammoth crevasse. I
lost balance and began sliding towards its salivating jaws. My sled slid onto
the bridge and cracked it just as I somehow stopped myself. Nerve mutation
coming on.

Over the pass, we skied down an opening icefall with gaping
that crushed the final nerve. 'We had entered the realm
of NERVES OF DIAMOND. The rest of the day was sPent going pass-topass. One notewofthy event occurred when Grahame broke a binding
within an hour of needing his skis for the last time. Finally, we reached the
LAST PASS and descended into the forest. It was a most sensational event!
In the past 9 days, we had smelled nothing but ourselves (YUK)' The forest
offered a variety of colours and smells which excited our drooping senses.
The trees thickened and the skis came off. As short bushwhack brought us
'$üe
looked into the Klinaklini
to the most gorgeous clear-cut ITe ever seen.
River valley to see incredible rays of sunshine squeezing through the clouds.
Grahame decreed it to be a divine sign, indicating that we had done well to
leave. \üe camped in the clear-cut as a storm blew in.
crevasses: the straw

Day

13

Spirits and motivation hit rock bottom as we awoke to the sounds
of rain. No one would move from their bag. But I had something else in
mind. \üe were within view of the logging roads. So close. Let's finish this
thing. I bribed everyone out of their bags with breakfast. A shon slide alder
ski down to the road and we were hiking. With no sled support, our packs
weighed 70 lb. Our poor backs and feet begged for mercy as we tromped
heavily downward. Besides a black bear and bloodied blistered toes' we
tromped down to the mainline without being impeded. Joakim decided to
go for a swim while we waited for a truck to come by and give us a ride to
Knight Inlet's logging camp. Luckily, a truck came by quickly and found
Joakim walking up the road. 13 days of traversing had turned Joakim into
scruffyJooking, green-shirted, stench-monster with glasses, a beard, and

a
a

big grin. " Are you From Green Peace?" the loggers asked fearfully' "No,
I'm a skier!". Four hours later, we were in Campbell River.
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Mt.'Waddington:

Tb e Nortbu)est

Summit

Grabame Quan
Throughout læt winter, Jeremy Frimer and I discussed how great it
would be to ski in the \Øaddington range, but we figured it would be
impossible due to our modest levels of experience. Our compromise was to
traverse the Permerton Icecap in May. in mid-April we discovered that
Joakim Hallin and Fred Touche were also keen to try a traverse of the
\laddingron range. Suddenly our Pemberton "compromise" turned into a
two-week point-to-point traverse of the Vaddington range. Even before we
left, I new this would be a great and memorable trip. To simply complete
the traverse was exciting enough and we all figured that any peaks scaled
along the way would be gravy. The mountain gods blessed us thought out
the trip as they gave us precisely the weather we needed for the entire trip.
(In fact, we did not have a single bad weather day confining us to our tents Murphy is going to kick my ass next year). Due to the ridiculously good
weether we managed to scale quite a few peaks along the way. Rather than
recount the entire treverse, I would rather tell the tale of our aÌtempt on
Mt. \?addington.
During the first week of the traverse we figured that it was unlikely
we could get a chance to attempt Mt. ItrØaddington due to time constraints
and weather. The day we arrived at the base of Vaddington on the Dais
glacier we were in the middle of a high pressure system with a wide open
blue sky. Given the perfect weather window, we decided to go for it and we
would try to follow John Baldwin's 1996 route skiing up rhe Dais glacier
icefalls up though a "snow gully" over to the Angel glacier up to the
Northwest summit. I think on the evening before, and even in the morning
we were all a little anxious and in disbelief that we were actually going to
try this. As I believe Fred put it, "Yeah it'll be fun if we dont get killed!"
Ulp... is that dunderhead syndrome I'm detecting? (VOCJ 1996)
(Monday May 12 1997) \re woke up ar 5am and stumbled around
getting dressed and scarfed down a quick but large breakfast. By 6am we
were all heading up the upper sections of the Dais glacier. Fred had actually
scouted out the "gully" the previous afternoon, which we were to climb up
in order to get over to the northwest side. Our starting elevation at base
camp was approximately 2200 meters. The snow was rather crusty and even
icy in sections because of the melting during the previous day and
'subsequent
fteezing overnight. As a result skins did not hold very well on
the surface and to compensate I had to edge my skis into the slope to grip
the surface; ski crampons would have been very useful, although I dont
know if there are any available f.or a telemark setup. At a certain point up

the Dais it became rather steep and I no longer felt comfortable edgrng my
v,-ay up with my skis so I threw my skis on my pack and post-holed up the
resr of the way. The firmness of the snow made it nor so bad. Ve reached
the first bergschrund at approximately 8:30am. This was abour 200 merers
below the base of the couloir we would need ro climb up. The climbing at
this point was quite a rush, the air was crisp and fresh, the sky was a clear
deep blue and only now the sun was rising over from the east with irc light
hitting the peaks of Cavalier and Jester.
\Øe arrived at the base of rhe couloir a litde after 9am. On the way
up the Dais giacier the "gully" seemed prerry casual but on closer inspection
it was considerably steeper. Group dynamics got rather interesting at this
point. The four of us had been staggered out on our climb up with Fred
"the energizer bunny" quite a ways ahead while Joakim, Jeremy and myself
were all in close proximity of each other. Joakim and myself were prerry
content to climb up the couloir with Fred already on his way up. Jeremy,
however, did nor feel very comfonable about it and wanted to rope up. I
felt that this was not a good idea because roping up would only increase
safety if we had a running belay and such a srraregy v¡ould only take up
more time. I also felt that the sno'w was soft enough that it v¡ould not be
hazardous to simply kick steps up the gully. My main concern was rhar rhe
longer we spent in the gully rhe more dangerwe were in; the snow on rhe
upper reaches of the chute would begin avalanche sloughing as soon as rhe
sun began to hit it. It ended up nor being possible to rope up right away
anyhow because Fred had the rope and was already on his q¡ay up. ft was
not safe for him to wait there in the middle of the chute because of the risk

of anything coming down. Joakim and I

continued on while Jeremy

declared that he would back down.

Climbing up the couloir was exhilarating but rather frightening at
the same time. I was constanrly concerned that it could begin avalanching
down at any moment. As well, there were sections where the snow and ice
were very thin with rocks protruding thorough making it impossible to
kick steps in. There were rwo parts where we actually had ro climb up over
sections of rock. Normally this would nor be a big deal as ir was low class 5
climbing, but with ski boots and a large pack with skis strapped on it was
considerably tougher. Needless ro say, ar one point I was rarher gripped
climbing over one of the rock sections. It took just under an hour ro ger up
the chute and by the end I was pretty tired. To make things even more
interesting, while I was about halfway through the couloir I noticed that
Jeremy had started climbing up from the bortom. I guess he had changed his
mind but this was also discomforting because by the time the three of us
were safely at the top Jeremy was making slow progress and was only one
third of the way up. It was a very helpless feeling because we could only
wait until he got within 50 meters so rhat we could throw dov¡n a rope and
belay him up.

lVhen we got Jeremy up to the top we were all a little disheanened.
It was expected that the "gully" would be an easy scramble but it had turned
our to be a lot more difficult. \üe had lunch at the top of the pass and
procrastinated a bit. Jeremy decided that he was not going to go on any
funher. The remaining three of us decided we would scout out the rest of
rhe route but we figured we would likely not go on much funher. 1ù(/e
assured Jeremy v¡e'd be back to the top of the gully no leter than 7pm. We
headed off leaving Jeremy at around 1pm. \Øe first skied down and traversed
across a small bowl. This v¡as horrible skiing as it was essentially a big ice
bowl and a fall on this stuff would have sent you hurtling all the way down
if you couldn't self arrest. After traversing around to the north-west side,
the snow gor much better and suddenly the Angel glacier came into view. It
was awesome and looked completely possible to do. \Øe decided to go for
the top.
'Süe
roped up to cross a bergschrund in order to drop down onto
the Angel glacier. We began a slow but steady switchback ascent uP the
Angel glacier. The ski up was straight forward but occasionally we had to
detour around open crevasses. I enjoyed this section of the ascent as I was
blown away by the scenery and it was a rush to be skiing up this glacier' I
think the altitude might have also helped in my euphoria. I believe we were
stricken by summit fever because we calculated to be at the top no later than
5pm but when 5pm rolled around nobody said anything about turning
around and we kept going.
'\Øe
reached the last bergschrund at around 6pm' \Øe dropped our
packs and skis and roped up. \We had lots of rouble crossing the final
tergschrund and we wound up having to bridge it with a pair of skis. After
two roped pitches we made it to the north-west summit! From our camP to
the summit we had climbed 18OO meters. Q200m to 4000m) At this point it
was about 7pm. The views from the summit were amazing! The sky was so
blue and clear and you could see all around. \Øe could see the main summit
of Vaddington and although it is supposed to only be 19 meters higher it
appeared much more impressive than that. After standing around in awe
anã taking some summit photos we headed back down. As I was belaying
Fred and Joakim down, I got the summit all to myself for a few minutes - it
v/as a pretty cool feeling.

'!0e got back

to our packs and then proceeded to ski down the
It was pretty horrific skiing. As it was getring late, the slightly
isothermal snow was starting to fteeze up' This produced a disgusting
breakable crust weak enough to break through and skiing 'was very
frustrating. After falling all the way down the Angel glacier with the
occasionaÍ ski turn here and there we roped up to cross a bergschrund and
climb up the ice bowl. Instead of skiing we decided to posthole attemPting
to traverse high, hoping to cut down some time' At this point it was about
lOpm and we figured Jeremy would be getting a little freaked out by now' I

Angel glacier.
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recall the sun .was
staning to set and
created a cool orangered haze in the sky.
Joakim commented

how cool this looked

but to me the

sun-

setting meant a bit
more of a problem

for our

descent. \Øe

eventually had to run

a fixed belay on our
traverse where we

Angel Glacier
(photo: Grahame Quan)

I couldnt wake up from. \Øe stumbled back into camp ar
around 4am. Süe all promptly dove into our sleeping bags. \Øe didnt get up
until ebout four in the afrernoon the next day.
The side-trip of our traverse stands our in my mind as the crux of
our traverse in th
though it was a grueling 23
hours and at some
many months after that irip,
nightmare that

I cant help but
\Øaddington

a

giving the true summit of

second look...

Participants:

Jeremy Frimer
Fred Touche

Joakim Hallin
Grahame Quan
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TIte News undisputed Cbampion of My

'World

leremltFrimer
The spring of '97 provided weekend after v¡eekend of spectacular
weather. I f.it sã lucky: so many grand adventures to be had and
schoolwork wasnt too much of a problem. So weekend after weekend, off I
went with a glimmer in my eye and skis on the roof raclç.
ChÃtof wanted to climb Rainier for some time. He just loved
"volcanoes." Plans started to come together until we found out that the road
for the Sherman Glacier Route was 2Q f.eet under snow. Suggestions.
Spearhead... Matier... skypilot... None would do when the classic Garibaldi
Névé Traverse was to be had. It was settled.
As we drove the C2Skyway for the umPteenth time that year, I
wondered if this would be my chance to climb the undisputed champion
of My Vorld, Mt. Garibaldi (see VOCJ '97). \Xrith only one car-between
Daviá, Christof, and myself we opted to park at Rubble Creek and traverse
nofth-to-south. That way, v¡e would likely be able to get a ride from
Diamond Head to the highway and then hitch up to Rubble creek to get
our car.

Rumor had

it

that you could ski almost directly from Rubble

Creek parking lot up the frozen creek ro the upper lakes. So David and I
gaveit a go *hil" christof braved the icy trail. The creek quickly turned
,r"rty, t.r"*bling with skis, poles, and pack over bushy rock with a taging
.r."t b.lo*. 'SØã quickly ditched the creek and headed up for the trail.
Being late in the season the trail required cramPons' but I hated carrying my
heavy skis, so I clawed my way up with them on. A non-eventful ski
followed, first to the lakes and then across Big G to Sentinel Bay.. I hung
out at the small, 3-person glaciology hut located on a bump at the back of
Sentinel Bay, while David and Christof went for a ski. The weather was
perfect, and that night provided us with an incredible star-filled sky. Hale
bopp comet (with both (!) its tails showing) glowed brightly in he sky as a
spring day came to a close.
perfect
'We woke up late in "Christof Standard Time" (3a.m.) and were
moving by headlamp af 4. Aglorious sunrise over the distant Garibaldi Park

peaks warmed us as we neared the Sharlcfin and glimpsed Her Royal
Èighn.tr. By 7, we had reached the high point on the traverse, dropped our
started up the 'Warren Glacier. At the glacier at that time of year
p"cks,
"nd crevassless- simply a joy! From a roclç band just above where
was nearly
the bergschrund is in summef, we ditched our skis and headed up and to the
left of ihe rock band. \v/hile the simplest route slants off to the right and
gains the ridge on softer snow, we straight-lined it for the summit and ran
into a litle 40o ice: my first alpine ice encounter. Christof gave me a few
pointers on technique and minutes later, we were on toP. Garibaldi and I
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had had deliberations, broke

them off, renegotiated, and
came to terms. No more was
Garibaldi a champion-just

a

good friend.

By 9, we had returned

to our

packs and had some
morning soup (which Christof

all over
himself). Continuing the

subsequently spilled

into a group
of 20 ACCers going south-tonorth. The 4 a.m. start was
shaping up to be a very good

traverse, we ran

idea. I just had to feel sorry for

them because they were on
their way to climb Garibaldi

as

well, but now it had been
skied and was all tracked up!
Several other encounters and
we were within an hour of
Diamond Head (just below
Opal Cone). It was only 11

Sunrise on the Névé

þhoto: Jeremy Frimer)

a.m. though. David went for a
ski up Opal Cone while Christof and I had a nap. Boy, I love napping on
big, open glaciers in the middle of the day! A little later, we arrived at Elfin
shelter. But where's the closurel Something's missing from the story.
Although we could have easily made it to the parking lot in good time, we
doubted that anyone would be driving out on a Saturday. So we shacked up
at Elfin (I snow-caved to save $10.)

Sunday dawned clear once again: not a cloud all weekend. We
to day-trip Little Diamond Head. As we toured up to the knify
summit, awe struck me in the head. Doink! Atwell stood in front of us,

decided

cutting the sky like a tomato with its south ridge. Look at that bloody knife
ridge! How on earth do you get up that? I knew that feeling of awe from
somewhere... Ah yes: closure! The New Undisputed Champion of My

Vorld!
Participants:
Christof Gattringer
David Persson
Jeremy Frimer
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'Work,

and Play
Dave Carnpbell

Part I
Wo's been eating

my ponid.ge?

One beneficial aspect of tree-planting is that it allows you to work
some of the remote and beautiful (except the clear-cuts) areas of the
province. Employed in the field this summer, I found myself working in
the \ùü'estern edge of the Canadian Rockies. Each day at v¡ork brought me
into high elevations surrounded by majestic and mostly unexplored peaks.
These awe inspiring mountains lured me into their grasp from the start.
The first month of our season sew us in the swampy plains around
Prince George and Ft. St. James, and on the lower elevation blocks to the
east. This made me think of the mountains even more, and I desired very
much so to be amongst them. As the summer's sun began to melt away the
final remnants of the winter's snow, we moved ourselves closer to the
mountains and the higher elevations. This was my second season working
for this tree-planting company, Puck, and also my second time back into
the mountains which I had admired the year previously though I had no
time to explore them) .
Puck is a lot different than most tree-planting companies. Its
numbers small, 15 planters at the height of the season; the philosophy is a
bare-bones company led by an unusual alcoholic foreman, Franzotto. Our
camp was a very basic cook-for-yourself set-up. Bathing was exclusively an
in-the-river type affair. As for the company vehicles, all were scabbedtogether rusted-out beater man-sized trucks whose average cost certainly did
not exceed the 3 digit price. Max, a macho-type 1970's Chevy four-by was
at the head of the convoy with Franz (though he couldn't drive due to
losing his license-D1ù(/-Ð. The next in line was the 'P-one', or as we
preferred to call it the 'Sled'. This was another 7O's vintage vehicle, but not
a truck. Instead it was an old-school wood-paneled 9-person station wagon.
It was referred to as the 'Sled' largely due to its proficiency at travelling
along logging roads with a little over 6 inches of clearance. In line in the
convoy after the 'P-one' was the 'Chugger', a couple of vehicles owned by
the odd planter (All of which were in far superior shape than any Puck
vehicle), and me and Ross were tail-end Charlie in 'Jimmy'. So v¡ith our
Motley Crew we headed into the mountains to put little trees into the

in

ground.
Ross is the oldest friend I have. We first met in Cookie Monster
school at age 4. After a few years apart we were re-united in Cub scouts,
where we both gained our appreciation of the mountains. In our
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adolescence we spent many of our weekends exploring the local mounrains
for which we had a great passion and respect for. \Øe were both keen to do
some climbing over rhe summer and as Ross had procured a spot with puck
we had the will and means to do some adventuring in these màuntains.

As we had been tied up in the flatlands of rhe interior for rhe
majority of May, Ross and I were very anxious once .we started working in
the mountains. Often we passed by each other planting and would haie a
break on a stump and gaze off to the mountains on rhe other side of rhe
valley and plan routes, or talk about how much we needed to get our feet
onto some solid rock. Other times we would sir in silence, and though we
didn't speak we knew we were both thinking about the same thing. It was
'that ridge off to the left' , or 'that peak you can kind of catch a glimpse of

at kilometer 2l on the road'. Jusr whatever. These mountains were
fantastic and it was all we could think of.
But despite our desire to explore, logistics were difficult. Muscles
were sore from working all week, and the one day off was usually spent
buying food and supplies, doing laundry, and if gor rhe chance, relaxing
from the hard work. This greatly impeded our prospects of exploring. But
one day opportunity knocked.
One day in early June our crew was invited to a soiree that another
planting company was having about 15 clicks up the logging road from our
camp. My crew, whose consumption patterns were all too similar to our
boss's, were keen to join in on this event. Late that night as my crew
stumbled around the campfire of the party, Franz, who had consumed his
Kokanee in far excess(to the point of being offensive and an embarrassment),
convinced the crew that it may be better if we rake rhe next day off work
for recuperation(and also an excuse being that he wanted our crew ro
participete in the logger games that were being held in the local
community), and continue with the beer. Ross and I had for the most parr
eliminated alcohol consumption lately (argely due to rhe fact that we had
spent the previous month with our crew and boss for which evenings like
this were more common than not). Instead, we sipped intently on the Tea
that was being served by the more sedare conringenr of the party. \øith
news that the next day would be a 'resr day' (we had had a day off two days
prior when we relared and got chores done) our plans for mountaineering
were in full swing. \ùØe needed now to procure a vehicle. Due to the srare
of our boss it was not difficult to persuade him to lone us the company
'Jimmy'. So we were set.
At first light, around 4:30, we caught a glimpse of a peak that
rose out of the trees a few kilometers up the road from the orher planrers'
camp. A steep wall dominated the scene, and a thin rocky ridge separated
this from another sharp drop off on the other side. lVe decided this would
be the objective for the day. \Øe needed to go back ro our camp and get
supplies for the day's journey, but because we did not desire to drive from

the party back to the camp with our crew in their state, and also because
we stayed at the other planting camp to apologize for the fairly inexcusable
behavior of our intoxicated company, we decided to v¡alk the fifteen
kilometers back to our camp.
IJp to now I have not discussed the situation concerning the bear
population in the valley which we were camped on. I need not say more
than they were plentiful. This was all too apparent as we strolled along the
logging road back to our camp on this early morning. In the stretch
between camps we ran into no less than seven black bears, some by
themselves, others in pairs. In each instance our yips and hollers were
enough to send them into the bushes enough to make our safe passage by.
Being so close to such a magnificent animal is always intriguing, and
although you become more 'used' to it in the bush, you're never tamed to
it. Interest and curiosity is sparked by both parties, though it is always a

bit edgy.
\Øe made it back to our camp with no serious incident. SØe
quickly packed our bags, hopped in 'Jimmy', and were on our way back
along the road which we had just walked along. Süe parked the car at the
base of the mountain at about 7:OO, and began to scope out our route. The
first obstacle to overcome was a fairly large, and steep, clear-cut which led
to dense forest. A BJine through this would intersect a ridge which would
lead us out of the tree-line, and onto the rocky line that bisected the
mountain to its peak. The entire mountain was a very aesthetic pyramid
shape, which was predominantly why we chose this as our objective. The
details of the route had been discussed in the early morning before we had
set off from the party, and also before rhe thick stratus of wet clouds,
which now overwhelmed the mountain a fev¡ hundred meters above us, had
settled in.
'\JØe

had some tee and then started our way up through the clearcut, which quickly led us into the thick of the forest. The valley we'were
in was particularly wet, and the forest was predominântly cedar and spnrce
v¡ith thick a underbrush of devil's club. For the next several hours we
bushwhacked our way up terrain which certainly ranks with the best of the
Coast mountains, particularly the abundance of devil's club and the steep
grade of the slope. To aid our ascent we donned our yellow webbed gloves
for moving the club to the side as we passed through. At about 1:00 we had
reached the top of the steep slope and we found ourselves on top of a nice
sub-alpine ridge. \fle stopped for a quick lunch then continued on our way
along the ridge.

The next hour brought us through ever thinning forests, until they
disappeared altogether, and all that was left was heather overtop the rocks.

It was fantastic to finally break out of the forest and bush that lay below.
Although still overcast, the clouds stopped raining and lifted a bit, and we
were rewarded with views across the valley, and of the shear drop off the
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left side of our ridge. But the ridge itself was quite wide, and for the most
pert not too steep. 'We soon left the heather, and scrambled our way up
scree with the occasional step of solid stone. 'We were led from false summit
to false summit as the angle steepened and relented. And then the angle
eased off, and we found ourselves on the summit ridge. The ridge itself
extended about five or six hundred merers, notched the entire way. From
our vantage we could see the tallest of such notches off in the distance, the
summit. The weather had blown back in, and cooled off so that we now
found ourselves in a light snow. The temperature had also frozen a thin
film of ice over the rocks, which made the traverse of the knife-edge tricky.
I think we were glad that the clouds had blown in and we could not see the
exposure on either side of us. A few ofthe notches offered a few nice moves
on rock and snow, and finally we pulled up to the summit. \Øe built a
sizeable cairn on the most suitable spot and inserted a Pepsi bottle as a log
boolç. Then we thought we should come up with a name for the mountain.
Ross, being a somewhat self-proclaimed womanizer and passionate
mountaineer, suggested that we should name the peak after his other passion

in life. He had had one lass on his mind all summer, so we named the peak
Mount Zoe.
After a shon time for reflection, we were on our way back down.
From our bushwhacking experiences during the morning, we decided to
pick an alternate route down. \Øe found that from above it is a lot easier to
plan a route than from below. !üe looked in contempt at the unnecessarily
long approach we had taken, and were able to plot a far more direct
descent, using the talus slope from the ridge as an advantage and continued
down far below the tree-line on the adjacent slopes. A few hours later we
were back at the clear-cut we had started on earlier in the morning.
As we descended through the last hundred meters or so of the clearcut we noticed two black objects investigating our vehicle-bears. Although I
have previously mentioned the nature of the Puck vehicles, I feel I should
make the few comments concerning 'Jimmy'. 'Jimmy' was just that,
^
L979 GMCJimmy which had been purchased for the sum of $500. This last
fact was quite apparent. The body was rusted so badly that duct tape was ro
alarge degree the main thing that held it together. The handle on rhe rear
window was broken such that it hung open a few inches and could not be
rolled up or down, or even locked into position. As the bears were
investigating the vehicle the female became aware of the faulty window.

The Jimmy was used f.or many purposes around camp, including rhe

storage of food and garbage, and this is what artracred the animals here.
Now the female bear managed to get onto her hind legs, and inserr her two
front paws in the small crack in the window. In no time at all she had
managed to force the window completely down, put her arms into the
back, prop her hind legs onto the tailgate, and tumble into the back of the
Jimmy v¡here a veritable feast, our week's food, awaited her.

At this point Ross and I felt that we may potentially have a
situation arising. FIow were we to get a bear out of the back seat of car? As
we were contemplating things the second bear now had left his panner, and
began to focus his attention in our direction. First he slowly meandered his
along the logging road and stopped at the side, about 50 meters or so
directly below us. He then proceeded to get up on his hind legs and swayed
his nose in the air to get a better smell of us. Unsatisfied with this, he
started to move up the hill towards us for a better investigation. At this
point I was getting a little concerned. The bear came closer and then
repeated his head bobbing routine. This time satisfied by our smell (which
as tree-planters is quite noticeable) he lost his interest and saunrered off into
the bush across from the road. With one bear our of the picture we srill
needed to deal with the female who was indulging in the smorgasbord in the
back of the truck. As we neared rhe truck our yell and screams could not
persuade her to leave her dinner. \üe feh it may be quite probable that as
the rear windov¡ is quite small, she could be stuck in the car. If that was
the case we could have a serious problem trying to get her out, parricularly
if she began to panic over the situation. As we approached the Jimmy she
still didn't remove herself, and we began devising a plan to ger her our. '$ü'e
figured we could get on rhe roof of the truck and coerce her out. If she was
to get aggressive we could have an advanrage on the roof and be able to
"Duke's of.Hazard" our way into the front seats. But as we neared within
10 meters or so of the car, yelling and bouncing rocks off the Jimmy, she
tumbled oul rhe windov¡ and scrr.iied into rhe b-ush a dozen *ãt.rs, where
the other bear had now repositioned himself. \Øe were now free ro get to
the car, and as we loaded our gear into the car the 2 bears sat intently
watching in the nearby bushes.

\Øe rolled back into camp about 9 o'clock, awake for nearly 40
now, exhausted and hungry. \X/e quickly are our dinner and wenr ro
sleep, forwe knew the horns would be blowing soon for anorher day of
hours

work.
PART

2

A Midsummer's Dream

A similar scenario about a month later allowed for another chance
to get out onto some rock. Once again the afrer effects of a hard night of
drinking on the part of the crew led Franz to suggesr "Ler's take the day off
and climb a mountain". This motivetion of. Franz and the crew for
mountain climbing had sprung from the influences of Ross and me. 'We
were incessantly talking about climbing and the mountain wirh our
crewmates. So again we had the day off, and with the other ten or so
members of our crew we hopped in the back of rhe truck and headed off for
a day of adventure.
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There was a nice hanging valley a few kilometers from the terminus
of the logging road we were working on. From the end of the valley fell a
large waterfall, which we called "Spider Falls' for some reason that I am
not yet aware of. At the top of the falls was a small tarn, surrounded by a
steep sided mountain to the East, and nice rolling hills to the north.
The last 6 or 7 kilometers of the logging road was recently
deactivated, so we started on our way where it started to deteriate \üe
walked along the road and gazedat the scenery around us. The first part of
the road was across the valley from the block we had been planting the
previous week. To our right was an old slash and burn cut, and it appeared
as if the burning got out of control, as there were large sections of burnt
forest extending out from the edges of the cut. Above these cuts was more
alpine and more peaks. 'We continued along the road to an area I had
planted the previous ye r; my trees seemed to be growing fine. At the end
of the road we continued through the forest and alongside of the river that
drains from "spider Falls". We decided to stop for lunch and we waited for
our fairly large group to organize themselves. The size of the Perty was

starting to wear so Ross and

I took

an alternate route

to the falls than the

crew. At the fall we crossed the river, and ascended the steep slopes to the
left side. 'We saw our party on the other side of the waterfall, and they
yelled over to us that one of the crew had been hit by some rockfall, and
had severely injured his hand ( It ended up he broke his hand and seriously
mangled a few fingers- an accident that ended his planting season there).
'We re-united at a large err^tic by the tarn and made our plans.
Franz, who felt his manhood was being threatened by the fact that Ross
and me were mountaineers, had rushed off ahead to be the first man to the
top. SØe didn't care much for the macho games. The crew was keen on
following Franz up the hill to the north, but Ross and me had our eyes on
the spectacle to the East.
On the East side of the valley two walls fell from the summit to the
lake where we sat. Dividing these was a couloir which narrowed to a gully
that ended at a col between the two summits. The skyline on the left joined
this mountain with the one our crewmates were headed up. \üüe could not
see the route properll, but it appeared as if there would be a third class way
up that side. Instead we turned our direction to the attractive snowslope

off to our left.

Ve trekked across the open bowl of the cirque we were in towards
to couloir. From the base of the slope we worked our way on the ridge of
the moraine to the left of the snow. As the ridge steepened we worked our
way onto the snow and continued our ascent. I had brought an axe along
and found the colour to be nice travelling. Ross on the other hand had not
brought one out plandng, so as the slope steePened we opted to move out
onto the rock on the right hand face for firmer ground. The face consisted
of.layered beds, alternating between loose ledges and bluffs of sound rock.

\fe

continued this scrambling until we found ourselves on rhe south ridge
or the main summit just above the col between it and the south summit. It
was here that we ran inro a bit of difficulties.
The ridge had been fairly stiff scrambling so far, but we hit a
section which, to overcome seemed to be fairly rechnical. \Øe had two
option. Off to the left was a thin corner that led ro a roof. There wasn't a
ridiculous amount of exposure, but it appeared as if the moves would be
challenging. The other oprion v¡as off ro the right where a large hand crack
led out from the ledge we were at, and traversed our onro the main face of
the mountain. The crack led to a corner, and there appeared as if there was
some easier face climbing above. The entire section was about 20 meters,
all of which was a bit exposed on the left side. This looked a bit more solid
so we opted for it as our means of by passing the crux. Ross headed off
across the hand traverse as I waired and watched. The crack looked nice for
the hands, but footholds, parricularly with the boots, looked difficult.
Ross managed to lug himself out of the crack and then smoothly up the face
to the top. "No worries" he yells down.
the safety of the
crack was just as

in.

Bombproof.
down ro the base
of the valley below me contemplate my position high on this wall. This
was quite an exhilarating experience. After a few moments of relishing this
I continued with the task at hand and mantled myself out of the crack and
scrambled up the face. I rejoined Ross ar the upper ledge. Vith the crux of
the ascent behind us we continued our way to the top.
\Øe arrived at the summit, which was a large flar rop, and shook
hands in congratulations of our achievemenr. ìùüe named the peak 'Mt.
Brunette'. From the summit we had an incredible view of the area. Mt. Sir
Alexander was in clear viev¡ and Mt. Robson could only be made our by rhe
storm clouds which enshrouded it. More closely we saw an impressive set
of pinnacles to our west, and to the north we could see a couple of
crewmates building a cairn on the summir they had artained. NØe continued
to do the same. Ross ,being an artist, wanted to attain some form of
expression in the cairn. So I collected rocks and he piled. The rocks were
quite flat and well suited to the job. The decision was made ro malçe a srone
man; similar to an Inuit Inukshuks. This man would stand as the guardian
of the mountain, and he looked out across the valley, arms spread wide.
Overall it was about 6 or so feet tall, so the construction took some time.
\Øhen we were done we wrote up a summit log and slipped it into a pepsi
bottle and inserted this into the cairn.
\Øe then started our descent. Due to the difficulties we had
encountered on the ascent we decided to chose an alternate route down.
From our judgement earlier in the day the north side of the mounrain
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step. And then one ledge led to nothingness.
From the end of this ledge was a corner that led down about 15
meters to the next ledge, but it seemed to be fairly difficult. From our
venrage point we could see that there was solid scrambling below this that
*o,rld leãd ,rs off the mounrain. So all we needed to do was overcome this
last crux and we were home-free. I put my hands at my feet and down
a bit of a
mantled off the ledge
for e try'
precarious situation I
g
through
i{e managed to hang
d
into the
the moss in the corne
to
layback
pursued
crack and found the gem of all holds. Pulling off it he
sure
make
"Just
me.
his way to the ledge. "No worries" he calls back up to
and
ledge
the
off
you get that good hold and you're laughing". I followed
over.
found the hold. The mental climbing for the day was
\Øe scrambled down the third class ridge to the col. From here we
ht us back to
managed our way to
he daY so we
the bottom of the ci

very
the other side of "S
started to move

\t(/e stuck to
substantially

time. We then trucked our wey
across the valley and back along thre logging road. By the time we were
back where 'we started off in the morning it was past dark, and the crew
trucks had left. We figured they'd come back for us at some time so we
waited around until they did. Ve rolled back into camp around eleven
o'clock and cooked up some food and then off to bed for we knew that the
easier that our ascent, so we made uP some

horn would be blowing soon for enother day of work.

PART
The

3

Beginning and the End

The nev¡ era in our summer exploits came with the introduction of
Trad. Both Ross and I were feeling cramped by our reliance on the crew
and company with respect to transportation. As such when the flow of
money from planting was starting to collect we made the decision to buy a
clunker. After making the decisionthat a cailwas necessary we took our
next available day ofÍ. and set to work in finding an automobile. Being in a
small town there is little in the way of choice in this department. I had a
slighr connection with the local auto wrecker (due to the demise of a Subaru

I had owned the previous planting season), so we first headed in his
direction. lJnfortunately Len had difficulties in helping our needs. There
were a few Civics lying around his scrap yard which we thought we could
maybe combine to get a running vehicle, but the necessary paperwork was
lost as far as Len knew. But he pointed us in a direction. That led us on a
path here and there across the town looking at one beater to the next, but
none were suitable. Half of them didn't run, and the half that did were
actually decent cars that were way out of our student/climber's budget.
And then we stumbled across Trad.
'We saw a nice looking sration wagon
parked in front of one of the
farmhouses in town with a for sale sign on it. It was perfect. Süe took him
wheelin' and dealin'
(Ross was really the
this), and
managed to procure

man for

the car and
canoe in
backyard of

the
the
the

residence for $500.
So we now owned a
1982 Ford Fairmont

'Wagon,

canoe

mounted on

the

roof racks and as far

as

we

were

concerned this was
as stylish as

'We

it

now had

gets.

access

to the mountains.

The season
soon drew to an

end, which for
some meant a
return
to
civilization, but for

Ross and me we saw

Ross Sturgeon Scrambling on Mt. Emily

Photo: Dave Campbell

this as our time to
climb. Our interest
in the area we had
just visited near Mt.

Brunette sparked
our interest to

return to the area for a while, before our return voyage to the Coast. So we
parted ways with our crew and headed back to the bush.
At rhe end of the logging road we parked rhe car and set up what
would become 'Base Camp' for the next several days. We grabbed a few
sticks and built a tarp lean to off the side of the car for shelter while v¡e
'We
were already used to the front and back seat as
cooked and hung out.
sleeping quarters. With camp organized we decided to hit the hills.
As we had done the left end of the valley with Mt. Brunette, we
decided to focus our attention to the mountains on the southern end of the
road. \üe decided we would try the fourth main summit clockwise from
Mt. Brunette, and then continue in that direction to the next peak on the
ridge and then back to camp. Ve hiked along the logging road until we hit
a thinner patch of forest on the adjacent slope which appeared to be the
fastest way of gaining alpine. This did quickly take us up to above the trees
into another cirque, which was quite a lot smaller than the ominous one
that loomed below Brunette. To our left we saw a fine loohing line up
bluffs which led to the summit of our objective. We scrambled our way up
the bluffs and ledges (siff third class), all of which was superb scrambling.
Soon we found ourselves et the summit. Ross, who was pining for a girl
from his past who we had recently visited in Edmonton, suggested we name
the mountain Emily. So we did.
\Øe spent a few hours building another characteristic cairn at the
summit. \üíe then turned our attention along the narrow ridge which
connected Emily with the next peak along. The ridge seemed fairly mellow
but there s¡as a greasy looking band on the ridge, which from our vantage
point did create some concern. As we scrambled our way along our fears
lost as it was only a loose bit of rock which wasn't too steeP (again stiff 3rd).
Again we found ourselves on another summit. A
fade away to the west we built a quick cairn on the
as the others but I must still commend Ross's art
take suit in the peak naming scheme. I was not big on the idea, but he
managed to persuade me to name the peak after the only girl which
dominated my thoughts.
As the sun set we were coming off the slopes of Mount Krislen and
into the valley next to the one we had ascended in the morning. Thr valley
brought us into the tree-line just near the time it was getting dark. Neither
of us had a headlamp, so tromping through the forest was a bit challenging'
I was keen to push on, but I wasn't going to leave Ross, who wanted to set
down for the night. So the decision was made to bivy. All I had for extra
clothes, aside from my shorts and t-shirt I had been wearing, was a pair of
gore-tex pants and jacket. The place we had bunked down was also pretty
wet. It was a fairly cool night and neither of us got a particularly good sleep
(if any). Periodically we would get up and do jumping-jacks to maintain
warmth. As soon as a hint of light made it possible to see we were off and
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moving once again. In a couple of hours we were back reunited with rrad,
hungry and tired. \Øe cooked up some food, and smoked plenty of tea and
chatted about life. The rest of the day was ,p..r, *o.ã or less in this
manner; lounging taiking, resting, living.

Again we headed off along the road. Our plan was to work our
way counter clock-wise from the peak next to Emily and continue ro rhe
last peak which we could then drop down from back to rhe road. The

in. Today we snuck a fantastic
with huge walls and spires were seen
interesting mounrains, including the
be quite rechnical. Other first ascenrs
waited to be had rhere as well, but with the limited food we had for a trip
into this area which, would require a few days, we decided to leave them
for another time.
\Øe left the summit of Mt. Danielle and were back to our packs to
continue our trek. From here we worked down into the vast alpine
meadows before us. A beautiful lake enticed us so .we stripped down and
enjoyed a nice bath. Ross wanted ro settle down here for the night, but the
area was a bir of a marsh and hence a mosquito heaven. There were some
nice rocky knolls along the ridge ahead of us which I suggested we head
towards. '{/e found an ideal spot just off the summit of the second tallest
one and decided ro sray there. Ross wenr ro his artistic skills and built a bþ
pad out of the surrounding quanzite. As he built ir we saw strange light in
the sky. After much debare as to its cause, we confirmed that it was not in
our minds, but actually an approaching thunderstorm which spread out for
mile to the south and north. The strange thing was there was a open patch
in the sky right above where we lay. That night not one drop of rain hit us
time

s

as

the surrounding mountain a few kilometers to either side of

us

were ln

constant showers.

scrambling þtiff 3rd) ro rhe summit. To our surprise the summit wore

a

cairn. Someone had been here

before, which actually kind
of soothed us a bit. Up to
now we had seen no sign of
human interaction with these
mountains, and we were glad
that at least someone had
been to this area before. This
was the highest peak in the

valley and the least technical
(there is a 2nd class scramble
up the back side). There was
no registar in the cairn so we
threw in a pepsi bottle with a
note. 'We then headed down
and back to camp.

It was a

beautiful
in
no rush
were
day and'we
a
naP in
for
so we stopped

the sun in the meadow.
'\ühen the bugs became

intolerable we headed back

down, and within a few
hours we were back at the

Dave Campbell on the Summit of

Mt. Emily
Photo: Ross Sturgeon

car. 'We packed up camp and
were back on the road, back

to the city,
of our
summer.

it

back

to

was the end
pioneering for the

civilization and

Oaerseer and tbe Big Ziggy
Paul Fearing
July! Sweet summer madness! Beautiful sunshine! Four wonderful
days exploring the peaks and glaciers around Flarrison Hut! A trip with far
too many exclamation marks!

I

in an extremely painful and
I was keen to throw away the damn crutches

had recently twanged my ankle

depressingly wussy way, so

and finally get outside. Our planned destination was Flarrison Hut - the
I had never been to. Our perty was small but enthusiastic:
Dave (accidentally injected with happy-drug when young) Dexter, Aiden
(sport climbing goddess from Oz) Oleham, Jeremy (ust back from flat
Cincinnati) Frimer, and myself.

only VOC hut

'$le met at the Pemberton parking lot, where we all admired
Aiden's nice green 4x4 and made disparaging comments about my Neon's
off-road performance. But then again, we're AL\øAYS making those sort of
comments about the Neon ("Neon's offroad motto: pebble : death").
Aiden was fresh from Australia, clearly evident by her superior tan and the
frightened koala bear still tangled in her hair. The last time I had seen Aiden
was during my ill-fated Sphinx hut trip, (I broke my skis and Fern fell off
the trail) where she had mercilessly teased me and otherwise clearly proved
her mental superiority. This time, I had prepared myself for all social
eventualities, bringing MEC's new guidebook ("'Witty Comebacks for the
'Süoods") in
case I needed to fight, and a pound of cheesecake in case I
needed to surrender.

At the start of the gravel road, the Neon hit a bug and blew up, so
we all piled into Aiden's 4x4, and headed off down the Meager Creek Road.
The ride was fairly uneventfully, except for the time everyone had to get
out and strangle me for saying "the Neon would NEVER have made it over
that rock no way never uh-huh" over 2 billion times. Eventually we made it
past the bridge, and over a few water bars before we had to stop.
We followed a logging road up through a nice, juicy clearcut,
aiming for the highest point, and the start of the "Mark Grist Official Epic
Trail". This was fairly well flagged, although the trail seemed to do an
endless lateral traverse through slide alder. Jeremy had previously obtained
some super-secret directions from Mark, indicating that we were supposed
to leave the trail at some point to avoid the worst of the traversing. To me,
that point would have probably been right at the start - but we managed to
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it for a while before rhe slide alder drove us crazy. I was hobbling
along with the help of ski poles, so I was rather glad when we left the

stick with

traverse for a wide-open bushwack.

As bushwacks go, this one wasn'r much fun, except for the pan
where we stumbled across the skeletons of the Lewis and clark expedition.
Enough said.
Flarrison Hut itself is just fabulous. I think the surrounding terrain
is some of the nicest and most interesting of all the VOC huts, including the
new one. The inside is exceptionally clean, and there is a nice wood stove
one can use to burn those really smelly socks. Judging by the log book, it

it's primarily a winter hut - probably because past summer
still caught out there on the trail somewhere, hanging upside down

appears that's
users are

from a particularly nasty patch of slide alder.
\Øe settled in for the night, hoping for an nice day and an early
start. Dave and Aiden were keen to do the 'West face of Overseer (gullies
plus several pitches up to 5.9), while Jeremy and I planned ro rackle rhe
glacier route. Everyone was a little nervous - Jeremy and I weren't too
confident of our two-person crevasse rescue skills, and Dave and Aiden
hadn't done much climbing together). The rock climbers clearly had the
more difficult route, so Jeremy and I settled in our sleeping bags to listen to
Dave and Aiden hilariously psyche themselves up for the next day. There
was much deep and serious questioning of motivation, talking abour rescue,
discussion of "why I climb" and so forth, while I basically snorted and
giggled and was a bad influence on rhe whole proceedings. Evenrually, the
whole discussion turned onto the fundamental reesons for climbing and

why those

reasons

had nothing to do
with getting up at
4am, and so we fell
asleep

with a

consensus:

new

we'd

do

any route that didn't
require getting up too
early.

'!üe
Summit of Zygomaticus Major
Photo: Paul Fearing

finally

struggled out of bed
at 7 ("alarm? wæ I
supposed to set my
alarm?"), and set off

down the

valley

towards "Zygomatictts Major". This is a large, eight-thousand-some foot
peak directly visible from the hut, and a fine objective for a beautiful day.
lVe climbed up past a pretty alpine lake and waterfall, before eventually
reaching the glacier and roping up. Most of the crevasses were filled in, so
we were able to march up the path of least resistance ro the shoulder of the
big "Ziggy". \Øe charged up rhe slope, past a few rocks, and finally
summitted.
'W'e

lazed in the sun for a while, while Dave and Aiden argued
about the nutritional qualities of sperm. ("Say you were sruck on a deserr
island...") This conversation degenerated quickly, until eventually Jeremy
and I were forced to charge off down the mountain, dragging along Dave
and Aiden, still arguing about how many calories various orifices could
produce.

to brush up on our
skills. Dave and Aiden "had a snack" and fiddled with

\Øe had plenty of daylight left, so we stopped
crevasse-rescue

anchors, while Jeremy and

I

pracriced roped self-arrests. Basically, as we

both climbed up a slope, one of us would suddenly fling himself

downwards, sending the other person flying and necessitating an immediate
I found this much more insightful than doing unroped
self-arrests, especially the few times we tried self-arresring a roped leader fall.
Finally, we tried doing an arrest and anchor, where the lead person on a
two-man team has to both remain in the self-arrest position and
simultaneously build an anchor. After all this practice, I felt much more
confident about a 2-person rope ream, but I was eager to get rid of the
watermelon-sized ball of snow that had slowly accumulated in my pants.
weighted self arrest.

Back at the hut, we hung out, made supper, and desperately tried to
convince Aiden that she really DID have soor on her nose.
"Yeah, right guys."
"No, REALLY, you've got soot ALL over your nose..."
"'Whatever, you big kidders."
"You DO! FIere...rub your nose against this paper to see if it leaves a
streak... "

Next morning the alarm went off

4am, and everyone woke up

I was able to bludgeon it into silence^t and go back to sleep. So, we
were off - to conquer the mighty Mt. Overseer! Our route started by
before

climbing up and over the Frozen Boot Peak ridge to get into the Overseer
valley. Although this involved a thousand or so feet of up-and-down, the
wildflowers made it an exceptionally pretty journey. Once in the right
valley, we hopped through and around the mud and moraines at the base of
the glacier, and set out towards Overseer's base. The crevasses on the

Madhorse were much more exposed than the previous day's glacier, but we

were able

to travel unroped up the extreme left-hand

side

until we all

reached the \üü'est face of Overseer.

At this point, we split into two groups and headed our separate
ways. The Madhorse glacier seems to have retreated significantly compared
to the topo, so Jeremy and I were able to make it neady to the Overseer-

Spidery col before roping up. At the top, we hit our main difficuhy - a
snow bridge over an obvious bergschrund. We could clearly see that we

were over a set of crevasses, so we put in some snow pickets and belayed
each other across. Beyond the bergschrund, we travelled up east side of the
summit ridge for a little ways before scrambling across rocks to the summit.
There was no sign of Dave or Aiden at the top. Perhaps they had stopped

for

a snack.

,A,fter sunning and surveying the vast glaciery vista, we belayed
back across the bergschrund and headed down. Suddenly, the vast exposure
caused my head to swirl, and I felt faint and giddy. "Jeremy..." I croaked
"...too steep....must set up...crazy carpet belay...." I quickly slammed in a
cr^zy carpet anchor, while Jeremy set up his own garbage bag belay system.
"'Whew. I feel so much safer now."
"Ya know, these crazy carpet anchors don't feel so solid."

"\Øhy

don't

we

try

weighting

them

\THOAAAAAAAAAAAAAA fu\A fu\A T
Eventually, we made it baclc to the hut, after another annoying and
extremely exhausting up-and-down over the Frozen Boot Ridge. If you are
planning on spending much time in the Overseer valley, it might actually be
better to come up Madhorse creek and avoid the hut altogether - thus
avoiding an extra 1800 feet of unnecessary elevation gain and loss each day
I

you set out.
ended

Poor Dave and Aiden had gotten off-route, and had eventually
up doing a lateral traverse of the mountain in search of the right

gully. ("UP! you go UP mountains, guys"). \Øhen they eventually found the
gully, it was too late to try it, so they were forced to back off and head
home. We were sympathetic, and for their effort they gor to share in the
victory cheesecake.
The next day, we tragically had to back to Vancouver, so we set off
via Pine Bump (on the other side of the valley from the hut). This also
involves unnecessary climbing, but happily through some spectacular alpine
meadows. We bushwhacked down Pine Bump, but stayed too far left and
almost totally missed the clearcut. Finally....home. All-in-all, it was one of
the nicest trips of the summer for me. The weather was beautiful, the bugs
were nearly non-existent, the company was great, and we climbed some nice
I could just get that last little bit of soot off my nose...

peaks. Now, if

SANDBAGGED!
More Or Less the First Ascent of the

NV

Ridge of the Old Settler

Drerp Brayshaut
"...with

a

wisdom born of experience, we decided to rurn a roure finding
error into a brilliant aariationl." - Don Serl, 1986 CAJ

For the last feq¡ years I have been looking at The OId Settler from

lot of different

angles.

I

have seen

it from the Chehalis, looking

easr

a

from

Grainger and Clarke; from the Chilliwack Valley, staring north into the
wind from Cheam; and from the Coquihalla area, silhouened against the
sinking sun. The Old Settler is located between Flarrison Lake and the
Fraser River, in the somewhat obscure 'Harrison East' region, which is
home to a number of undriveable roads and obscure peaks, as well as
southwestern BC's first Grade vI big wall climb...but I digress. The settler is
probably the best known summit there, which isn't saying much, but it gets
climbed a few times a year, and rhere is a pub named after it in Flarrison
Hot Springs.
Deep in my climbing past lies my first encounrer with Fairleyt
guide. This book introduced me ro rhe mounrains beyond 103 Hikes and
expanded my consciousness into the vast area with neither trails nor routes
to follow, which surrounds, like rhe sea, our daily world. So some of the
blame for what transpired on the Settler accn¡es to Bruce.
Several years ago that limey bastard, Lenny Thomas, managed to
dunderhead his way up the Old Settler and live to tell the tale. He wrore e
little story about his advenrure in the VOC Journal, v¡here it was almost
lost among the usual load of junk that accumulates rhere, but it caught my
eye. This was another early step on my journey to rhe Settler.
The "third blow"l which really gor rhings going was a rrip to
Silvertip. As Cam and Graham and I scurried down the north face as the sun
was setting, I could see the peak of the Serler far off in rhe distance, and ir
seemed fairly snow-free. It wasnt, but appearances are often more persuasive
than reality, as everyone learns in their first serious relationship.
A few days later I happened to be hanging out, and probably
drinking, with Shane Cook and Doug Vilm - the exacr details of what
happened are unclear. At that time Shane looked like a Hell's Angel minus
the Harley, while Doug had recently been mistaken for Barry Blanchard by
no less a luminary than'SØarren Hollinger. (Given the length of Doug's hair,

I

It takes three good hits to

trip, or

ger anyrhing stubborn moving, be

a camel.
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it your car, a

and the amount of time 'Slarren had spent on Baffin Island's Grade

VI and
VII walls, it's probably lucky for Doug that \üarren only mistook him for
one of Canada's best alpinists, instead of for a woman.) Somehow Doug and
Shane and I decided to go and climb some peak somewhere. Despite the
fiasco on Silvertip I hadn't learned my lesson yet, and so we accepted
Lenny's directions as the gospel truth. Our decisions about the coming rrip
were thus severely distorted.
\With a map and the guidebook spread out in front of us we decided
that we would go into the lake on the east side of the Settler as Lenny had
supposedly done, climb the standard route on the peak on Saturday, do a
new route on the East face on Sunday, and come out Sunday night, since the
weather was supposed to be excellent all three days. Süe packed accordingly
- bivi sacks, one ice axe each, and lots of rock gear.
Friday night saw us tooling out through commuter traffic towards
the Fraser Valley and our friend Tim's house. Tim lives right by the freeway
in Sardis- he's from Ontario, the poor bastard, and he has this donut fetishmaybe he got a head injury when he was playing with the Leafs. Tim's
house is full of the things, and the coffee is brewed every twenty minutes.
'We
got a box (twelve of them) to go.
'uØe
zipped over to Flarrison Hot Springs and got on the right road
after only a slight detour through nowheresville. Unfortunately the logging
road was too bumpy for Doug's CD player to work, so we were forced to
fall back on conversation. Itt a miracle we were still friends by the time we
hit the end of the road! Fortunately donuts lubricate social discourse- just
look at how they keep the police from rioting.
Fifty km or so of dirt and rocks had ground itself against the soft
underbelly of Doug's car when we recieved the first indication that things
were not right- the spur we were supposed to drive up was seriously
overgrown. tüØell, what the fuck, a little walk never hurt anyone, especially
a bold mounteineer- but v¡e left the survivors of the donut massacre in the
car to save weight. Since Lenny had said it was only a 45 minute walk from
the end of the road to the lake, we figured (looking at the map) that we

wouldnt need more than two hours or so. The dark clouds

overhead

werent in the plan either, but off we went.
Two and a half hours later, 10:00 PM and the sun setting, we were
still on the road. The alders just got thicker and thicker and we couldnt
even see the Settler yet. Suddenly I had this cosmic visualization - it was

to me. "Vait a second," I yelled out to Doug
and Shane, who were breaking a trail by swimming through the thickly
interlaced alders ahead of me, "this is fucked! Lenny never ceme this waythese alders cant have grown this much in two years!". \Øith night falling
we backtracked and bivied in the middle of a clear patch in the road, right
next to an old campsite where, judging by the spent shell casings, a bunch of
good ol' nature boys had also bivied not too long ago. \Øe built a nice fire
almost like God was talking

out of the remains of
fell asleep.

a

washed out bridge, foughr off some huge spiders, and

Come dawn on Saturday the weather had finally cleared. \Øe
repacked and trudged back out ro rhe car. Not to worrf, we had a plan. \Øe
still, for some reason, believed that fucker Lenny's directions. lVe figured he
had driven up the obvious, nice, new roads in Settler Creek (on the north
side of the Settler) and then followed the base of the Norrh face around to
the lake on the East where he supposedly camped. Sounded like a plan at the

time!
'S7e

got on the Setder Creek road alright. The first obstacle was a
big creek- no bridge. Doug coaxed his little Honda through the shallowest
ford. Shane and I got out to lighten the load but the warer was still up ro the
windows. If that car hadn't been waterproof it probably would have sunk.
After crossing the creek we headed up the road a ways. The ditches got
bigger and bigger. Shane and I kept gerring out ro let the car maks it
through withour scraping off its floorboards. After a few of these in-n'-ours,
Shane figured we were almost "rhere". He decided he'd walk the last few
meters. However, the actual "there" was several kms funher up the road
and Shane had to run to make it back into the car before he was left in the
dust. Eventually we found it - the mother of all waterbars. No Honda
Accord could drive through this one. It was time to walk.
After ditching a bit of gear in the car we headed up rhe road. We
hiked for an hour or two until we gor ro rhe best view of rhe North face
("1000 m of crap rock). It seemed kind of foolhardy to keep rraversing
around under that motherfucker- ir was way big. A Class 2 or 3 avalanche
peeled off a snowpatch as we watched and took out half of the face on its
way down, landing right on our proposed traverse route. So much for that,
eh? But we could see rhis gully that ran up the right side of the face to the
NSØ ridge. It looked like it would "go". By now it was past noon. 'We
decided to ditch the gear here, hike up to Settler Lake, hang our, maybe
swim, and come baclc to the gear and camp rhat night, then give the N$Ø
ridge a try the next day. Right at our campsite was a front-end loader
(digging machine) with the door unlocked; we piled some of our food in the
cab and hung the rest of it off the grease nipple on the digger arm, so as ro
keep it away from any bears that mighr be about.
It was hot - really hot, and we were dying for a swim. Off we went
to the lake. \Øe thoughr we'd be smart and take a shortcur up rhe obvious

creek to the lake, instead of following the road, which made a big
switchback. Forgetting that 9Oo/o of shortcuts end in disastel, we starred up
a talus slope next to the creek. It got steeper and bushier and turned into a
cliff. I bushv¡acked one way and Doug and Shane went another way- theirs
was bad, but mine was worse. At one point I was traversing above the creek
2 Based on personal observations
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on slimy, mossy rotten rock and the line of holds ended- I ripped out the
last one when I weighted it. I had to jump backwards a meter or two' turn
180" in the air, and grab invisible holds on the other wall of the ravine. It
was just like the top of the North Gully of the Chief. By the time I got to
the lake, the others were already there. Some swimmin' hole - the whole
thing, except for a teeny patch around the outlet, was frozen solid!
'We

hung out for a bit and watched another avalanche or two fall
off the N. face. It was humongous - one of the biggest faces I've ever been
snuggled up to. The avalanches and rockfall were big things, but they
seemed small against the face- it was only when it looked like they were
going to hit you that you reaJized how big they were! Eventually we got
macho and decide to do some lake dippin'. The water, not surprisingly, was
right at the freezing point. It was really fucking cold, eh! Even when you
just put a toe in it would hurt like hell for a few seconds, then go numb.
'$Øithout
even dipping the wedding tackle into the lake they would shrivel
up and head for warmer regions of the body (like the back of the neck).
Yep-that's cold alright!
As we watched the lake we saw little berglets float out into the
creek, get sucked into the first set of rapids and destroyed. Looked fun, so
we decided to help the process along. First we broke uP the thinnest ice
with hurled stones. Then we started chipping up the thicker stuff with
boulders so big it took two people to lift and throw them. Eventually Doug
(the lightest one) was out on the ice pack hacking away with a stick, then I
'went out to help him, then Shane- we were all splitting up the ice, sending
ice bergs meters on a side out into the open water, where most of them
stuck to the shallow bottom. It was while I was working on sawing off the
largest berg yet that I felt a sinking sensation- the whole ice sheet had
quick leaps to make

it

safely to shore - Shane

&

Doug

were

laughing too hard to
have saved me from

anything. Once I
pointed out the
hypothermia

treatment routine

get naked in

with the^
victim - they realized
sleeping bag

it wasnt just me
who had escaped a

that
Shane Cook Er Doug'SØilm on the Ridge

Photo; Drew Brayshaw

fate w'orse than death,
and sobered up.

Ve heade

campsi

a
found a great prob
a 20'plunge into a

I went

road. Doug rook

rhen ju
ane, in his Tevas, did

it, it

was so fly.

Then we went back ro camp, woke up Doug, made a bonfire, ate dinner,

drank some hard liquor, and passed out.
, Next morning saw us heading up rhe gully. 2g0o vertical feet of

snowslope up to 30 degrees gor us to rhe ivw tidg.. The weather had
decided ro crap out - ir.v¡as getting cloudy and windy. Ve couldn't see along
the ridge to find out what we_ were getting into- protabry a good thing, as ii
turned out, However, we did get a view inro the S\l cirqu'e of rhe Setrler.
rüØe could
see down to "Daiphy Lake" where rhe standa¡d route begins.

There was a nice logging
road mnning almost right
up to the lake. \Øe were

looking

Lenny's

^t it w¿ls
approach routeobvious from above. The
poor fucker had mixed up
the East and \Øest faces in
his description- I guess they
dont have magnetism in
Britain, so he never learned
how to read a compass.
\Øe headed easr
along the ridge. At first we
walked on a cornice, then
cut

through

some

krummholz3, then onto a
rock ridge- the cornice had

fallen off. The
steepened

up and

ridge

became

scrambly. There was shit

and hair everywhere- not
from Doug getring scared,
but because the ridge was
apparently a goart dream
toilet. Then we ran into the
culprits- two of them. They

Shane Roped Up

Photo: Drew Brayshaw

saw us and jumped over the
edge of the ridge onro the

3 Kraut for "annoying
little trees".
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North face - goats are psycho climbers, man! They were rraversing
snow and 75-80' shitrock without a qualm. It was cool!

steep

After the goats, the ridge steepened more. \üe went over the rop of
the first major bump (¡rk. 6500), and found that the second one had a very
steep drop on its east side- rappel territory. \Jfle backtracked and worked our
way down a loose gully and across the south face of bump # 2 - scary 3rd
class in thick fog, so we couldnt see how exposed we were. Back on the
ridge crest, we climbed a bunch more easy scrambling and walking. Then
things steepened up again. At first it was just a small rock step, but vertical.
Doug went up a corner pretty fast, unroped. He said it was harder than it
looked, though. I followed. Yep, hard alright - a bouldery move at the
bottom and a few ricky stems up a moss-filled groove. Shane called for the
rope - he got it.

After this step, we had a bit more easy travelling, then came across
a caírn on a bump. Just after this we dropped into a notch. Out of the notch
rose a steep wall. "OK," I rationalized, "this must be the notch the std.
route ends in- this will be the North Peah just above us. That cairn must
have been built by some yahoo who bouldered up out of the notch after
'We
are nearly there - hey hey!"
doing the std. route.
lVe climbed three pitches out of the notch. I led the first two - a
fourth/ low fifth class wall and blocky corner, and a 5.5 arete- both 25m
pitches due to rope drag. This ended in yet another notch. Doug led
through on the third pitch up a 4th class groove/g'ally thing with the
hardest moves at the start and end and easy climbing in the middle. This got
us onto a bump type summit with a ridge dropping down to the east. If the
notch we started from was THE notch, then that made this Nonh Summit but there was no cairn. Now Lenny had said there was a cairn- was he
smoking crack, or did he actually get some details right?
'W'e
ate some lunch. I decided to saunter along the ridge and have a
Iook-see. D S¿ S stayed put. I did a bunch of. easy third and ended up on
another bump, just as high, or a bit higher, than the one I had quit. Then
the fog lifted. I found myself on a bump just before the notch we had
thought we had been at an hour ago. The N. peak towered above me. I
went back and waved at Doug E¿ Shane - "H.y Hey real peak over here
guys!" But they did not move. I was screwed - I would have to do this last
bit alone.
The main reason I was hoping they would come was sitting in the
gap at the top of the std. route descent gully - a snow patch. At its most
gentle it was 4O-45o. My ice axe was with my camera and pack, back with
the slackers. I was worried - was it game over? Then I saw a line of holes
traversing across the snow. Goat hoofprints! "\Øell, if agoat can climb it, so
can I- I am naturally the equal of anything that needs four legs to walk goets may be good scramblers, but the opposable thumb has yet to be

bettered for rrue climb-ing," I told myselfa. So out I went- kicking sreps end
holding on to the hoofprints for bala¡ce. I made it to the oth., ,iä", and did
some hard 4th class climbing up the rap descenr line from the N. peak;

ticked.the summit þes, it had a cairn- b,rilt on a cracked overhang, you can
iook through the cairn and see air underneath); downcrimu.¿ ¡LL to the
snow, taking all the rap stations' webbing with me; crossed back over the
snow; and scrambled back to s E¿ D, who had watched the whole thing like

it was on ESPN2.

.X/e left the lunch
spor end went all

th

uily

along the same route. Three raps down to
my
salvaged webbing, then baclç along the ridge.
we
rapped - I was rapping off a ree when Shaneioticed it tearing out under
my
so much for "German engineering!,,
ond bump of pk. 6500, it once again
ugh that the rock was nor only loose,

tr:

bivi bags were rying around unzipped. *1. *:,fri'"ïï:,tJ:T ,ïJ:ilt
guily route we had climbed down to get back ,o ìh. ridge crest - Doug
found one hand traverse (no feet) to be gripping enough"that he took á

somewhat easier-looking5 line off to the right.
Back through the goat toilet and krummholz- along the cornicedown the snow gully. lVhat had raken us two and a half hãurs to go up
.li.{ about thirty minures to go down, except for a slight mishapïhen

l:"k

Doug fell in rhe creek. since I had done a similar thin[ a yeat'ago on
Rexford, I loaned him some dry clothes ro return the favor.

bags
"gru

now

Yes,

it

y;

"*:::'i.#;:ä

4'WD

i'il:

truct dro-r. irp our of
..Are

ked us,
you boys lost?"
was the answer ro our silent prayers - a friendly hick with a

truck' "Flerb"6 told us a bunch of stories as he drove us back to the
Dougmobile- how he used ro be a skid row rubbie, but gave it up; how he
hung out on rhe reserve and shot the shit with his wife'Jfamily, i,rt ..t got
to get away today- the old bag's bitchin'was drivin'me nuts!"; how he mãde
his living in the 'black economy', stealing leftover wood from clearcurs. Fre

was pretty cool.

a

\(/hat a load of bullshit. Goars rock, humans suck, when ir comes ro
mountaineering. Didja ever see a goat that needed a guide - or supplemental
oxygen- or a helicopter rescue- or that got frostbite?

5

It wasn't.
His real name, not some sort of marijuana slang reference. I just .want to
make this point clear to avoid any confusion.
6
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'\Jüe

waved goodbye to Herb, jumped back in the car and headed
down the road. Doug fucked his brakes up by driving through the ice cold
ford while they were smoking hot - then we drove to the Old Settler (the
pub) and ate good food and drank good beer while listening to really bad
music, proving you cant have everything. I was too intimidated by the
mega-uglyz waitress to ask for my free beer for climbing the Settler.
The postscript to this trip was that Doug trashed his brand-new
muffler and brakes on the logging road, but was able to get them replaced
for free due to the warranty - he told the mechanic "I dont know how it
happened, I just looked under the car and it was like that".
SIIMMARY: Probably the first complete ascent of the Nrfl ridge of the Old Settler.
from the top of the gully to the summit, including lots of 3rd class, 45
pitches of 4th, and 1 of 5.5. Previous attempt (cairn) seems to have ended at the stan of the
technical climbing. 10.5 hrs return from logging road @ base of gully - rock OK on roped
l5OOm horizontal travel

sp. at least one

Cook, and Do
bugs are really

7I think

she was a

troll.

Rockies

Hat Trick
Dape Campbell

I had met up with Gavin for a day of. climbing in Squamish when
he made the proposition. Gavin was on exchange from Britian, and his stay
in Canada was drawing to a close. He had plans to meet up with his morher
in Calgary in

a week and take her on a

tour of the Canadian Rockies. Due

to lack of partners, he had not much opportunity to climb over rhe
summer so he was looking for someone to join him in the Rockies before he
met his mother. That's where I came in.
It was the end of the summer and I was unemloyed. I had just got
back from a trip to Ranier and was ready for my nexr adventure. The one
thing was I had yet to be payed from work earlier in the summer, and only
had $20 to my name. I feh rhis would be inadequate for the cost of the trip
but Gavin insisted that since he needed to drive there regardless, I needn'r
worry about gas. I felt quite bad about this so I came up with a solution. I
offered to supply the food for the enriariry of the rrip; an objective which I
managed to achieve by raiding the larders ar my mom's house. The plans
were set.
My previous exploits in the Rockies have humbled me. Each visit I
have made I have not nor met the objectives of my trip. My first such

with Mike Guite during rhe summer of '95. ltrØe had
of climbing Mt. Assinibione. A stormy night at Lake Magog
brought a foot of new snow ro rhe mountain and changed our plans. Ve
next attempted a rock climb in the Bow Valley, Cory Crack, but we found
the rock quality to be more than our nerves could take. A final grasp at any
success saw us coming down from ablizzard on Mt.'Sühymper. My next
adventure to the Rockies was v¡ith a bunch of VOC'ers on an attempt of
the South Face of Mt. Robson. Due to alarge party and a lack of time and
experience it ended up as more of a reconnaissance. After parting ways with
this company I managed to head off on my own for some hiking around

endeavor was
aspirations

Kootney and Yoho Parks which was a successful endeavor.
Due to my lack of previous success I suggested to Gavin that we
shouldn't set admiral goals for the start of the trip. Gavin was a foreigner so
I suggested that since he was here for a limited time we should do some of
the classic stuff.
Temple is a really casual trip which involves a lot of elevation gain
with no technical difficulties. We headed off from the Moraine Lake car
park early in the morning amongst the tour buses and cam corders. The
mobs were soon behind and we found our way into the alpine above
Moraine Lake. The trail took us into the bowl beneath Mt. Temple and
this offered us with the view of the entire mountain. The trail continued on
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to the col of Temple where we decided ro stop for some lunch. From here
the real slog started. We worked our way up over a thousand feet or so of
talus, negotiating our way between ledges formed from the strata of rocks.
The talus stopped et a more resistant bed of sandstone which allowed for
some scrambling on solid rock. There were a few of these steps before we
were back onto the scree again. At parts the ground was so loose we slided
down one step for every two that were made in progress. After another
hour or so in this manner we were at the summit.
The summit provided many views, both of the surrounding peaks
and the hordes of tourists surrounding us. The peaks of the Valley of the
Ten Peaks were the most prominent, though great distances could be seen
on all sides of us. After a quick snack we were on our way down. The
loose rock of the approach was now an enjoyment as its slip permitted giant
strides down the mountain side. Glissading down a snow slope below the
solid rock bands also hurried our descent and we were soon at the botlom
of the bowl. Enjoying the remaining warmth of the sun we stopped for a
swim in the lake which was fed from the snowslopes of Mt. Temple and
nearby glaciers. Süe threw the packs back on and were soon back amongst
the scene at the car park.
'Süith
one day behind us we began to set plans forth for the next.
\üe decided that the scramble we just finished was fairly easy and we both
seeked a bit more of a challenge. I suggested we try another one of the
'We checked out the
classic mountains in the area, Castle Mountain.
"Classic Rockies" guide and it looked as if Bass Buttress might be a good
route. With this as a plan we drove off and set up camp in the car park at
the base of the mountain. tüühen we got there we caught a good glimpse of
out route. The guide described it as being a 5.6 but it certainly looked steep,
'When we woke in
and we were more than hesitant at our route decision.
the morning we felt that if nothing else we should at least give it a try and
see what it was all about.
A fire access road led us off towards the mountain. \Øhere this
reached the remains of an old look-out, a smaller path continued forth.
The main shape of Castle Mountain is rather unique. The main structure of
the mountain has two huge tiers, separated by alarge ledge. The ramparts

of the second tier resemble turrets of a castle, hence the name. Upon this
ledge is a hut which is frequently used as a base for people spending a few
days on the routes of the mountain. The trail we were on took us up a
gully which overcame the first tier of the mountain. We stopped in at the
pretty nice setting.
hut to check out the facilities. Not bad and overall
^
focused
attention
on
the buttress that
our
Leaving the hut behind we
'We
and
started to gear
arrived at the base of the climb
Ioomed ahead of us.
a
chimney. A
moves
then
into
and
up. I took the first lead. up some face
Gavin
the
first
belay.
ledge at the top revealed some pitons in a crack and
the
like
ledge
system
the
prow
of
the
buttress
to
a
higher
continued on up
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I was on. From here we worked ourselves up the left side of the
buttress from ledge to ledge. overall the climbing was fanrastic. It sported
very good quality rock (in the Rockies?) with pitches in the mid-fifth range.
The exposure near the top of the roure was fantastic and added ro the
already superb climb. \(/e hit the top of the route in the late afternoon.
The summit ridge of Castle Mounrain is very long,and we couldn't make
out the highest point. \X/e climb to the top of a krioll rhat was by us, and
this suited us fine. \Øe shook hands and began our descent. This was a
one

major gully between Bass Buttress and Brewer's Buttress. At the slope
where the gully narrowed we mer up with another couple rappelling the
route. \Øe alternated our ropes through the 5 or 6 rappels back to the main
ledge. Ve swiftly worked our way back to the car and arrived there just in
time to see rhe sun serring off in the distance.
The next day was our last of mounraineering. Gavin needed to do
some research work for his thesis before he met his mother. 'We were quite
proud of our achievement the previous day and decided rher v¡e didn't need
to push our abilities. We decided to do a Rockies slog, Mt. Rundle.
Rundle is non-technical, but covers some mileage and elevation gain. \Øe
struggled our way
ourse at the edge
of town and the s
beginning of the
trail helped our m
our speed ir was
some time before we brok
nderstorm began to
develop and added ro rhe
continued our slog

for the next hour or so

As we neared the

summit the clouds lifted and as we reached the summit we were rewarded
with views of the mountains surrounding us. '\ù(/e saw a small ledge about 20
feet down the face on the face of the mountain and scrambled down to this
to seek shelter from the wind to eat our lunch. It was quite cold so we
didn't stay long before we started our long journey back to the car.

After Rundle we
spent the next several days

with a

glaciology research
team on the Pe¡o Glacier
up the Icefields parkway.

Gavin was finishing thesis
work and I was just along
for the ride. \Øhen the work

was done he headed for
Calgary to re-unite himself
with his mother and I

thumbed home after my third
The Author, Vhat Boyish Charm!
Photo: Ross Sturgeon

summer

trip to the

It was a success.

Rockies.

Mt. Robson Kain Face Expedition
Jeremy Frimer
Fred had originally propositioned me with a Robson attempt in
July. After some thought and recollecting Day 9 of my Vaddington

Traverse, I turned down the offer. But, being the mountain slut that I am, I
was soon on my'way to the tallest of our Canadian Rockies. With me were
Fred, Brian, and John: e very strong and experienced team. All was not

peaches

and

however,

as

cream,

we pulled

around a bend in
Highway 16 to see
Robson for the first
time. \øHAT THE
FUCK AM I
DOING HERE? I
envied the tourists
who could afford to
look up to see the
mountain as beautiful
and powerful. I saw it

Kain Face on Mt. Robson
Photo: Jeremy Frimer

as big, difficult, and
deadly. It scared me

more than anything
just
visualize
my death on the
to
by
looking
at
it.
I
began
had before,
mountain. My
My
last
last
hike.
My
last
climb.
This
will
be
my
mountain.
last breath. I dont want to die. I'm not ready to die. Theret so much in life
I have yet to experience. I want my future back!
I knew at that moment that I was in too deep. I have always felt
that I was prepared for death and that it's just an unfortunate consequence
of mountain climbing. I know now for certain that I was not prepared then.
A break for reassessment wes needed. But for the time being, I would have
to climb. The ranger at the highway informed us that only 9 summited in
over 100 attempting this year. A 9-hour car ride and 3-hour hike brought us
11 km from Robson's parking lot-\Whitehorn-where we camped the first
night.

By the end of the second day, we had met three groups that had
ettempted the Kain Face. The first group had reached The Dome (high
camp) and even completed the Kain Face but turned back only 200 feet
from the summit due to extreme avalanche conditions. After talking to
them and the park ranger at \Øhitehorn, we were quite optimistic. The
second group, on the other hand, had camped below the lower Robson

glacier (at least a full day below the Dome) and claimed terrible snow
conditions prevented them from even reaching the Robson-Resplendent col
(6 hours below the Dome). We figured they had seriously under-estimated
the mountain and thus took their advice with 5 kilos of salt that we had so
luckily lugged all 27 km ro thar point. The third group was an Austria¡
soloist. He had made the Dome but ran out of food and had to rerreat
without an attempt. Thus, he had little advice to offer other than that the
ridge (which connects the col and the Dome) w¿$ up to 5.2 in difficulty.
Another interesting encounter today was meeting an elderly group
of women about 18 km up the trail. They asked me, "\ühich one is
Robson?" To me, that was like standing in Times Square, scratching your
head, and saying, 'Now where is that New York place?"
Ve required 7 hours to gain the 3100 fr over 19 km of trail and
glacier between \üØhitehorn and Extinguisher Tower where we ser up camp.
Thunder storms pelted us throughout the night leaving me to believe that
we would be tent-bound the next day.
A ritual that was to last the duration of the trip was born the next

morning.

At 5 am, my

alarm would wake me. Figuring on a rest day

(although I never did look outside to checlç the weather), I would rurn off
my alarm and recommence slumber. Forty-five minures later, John would
come stomping about and force Brian and me away from our drool-soaked
pillows made up of fleece jackets and wharnot. Five minutes later, Fred
would get restless and ask Brian if he u¡as going to sleep until noon. All this
before 6 am!

At 6 am on thet third day of our expedition, Fred declared it a
good day to move. So, four uneventful hours later, we staggered up to the
Robson-Resplendent col. Feeling strong and invigorated by the view of the
highway 7000 ft below us to the south, we saddled up again for the ridge.
IüüHOA, HORSEY! All of a sudden, furious black clouds engulfed Mt.
Robson, taking it hostage. Brian and I threw our packs down and
desperately fumbled with our tent just as the sky began to weep and shout
fiercely. The tent became a vacuum cleaner as Brian, John, and I disappeared
into its depths at high velocities. \Øhile Brian and I commenced an all-out
assault on the pepperoni, John assessed the damage caused by putting a
technical tool through the fly of my tent. Meanwhile, Fred stood outside
amidst the downpour, the thunder, the lightning, trying to figure out what
the weather was doing.s A few hours later, the storm blew over and heads
began popping out of the tent door. Fifty routine minutes later (after
realizing that the ridge could wait until the next day), we stood atop the
inviting summit of Mt. Resplendent (11 200 ft). \Øhile it became the high
point for John and me, there was, without doubt, need for more adventure
and challenge. Apan from Fred leading us down through an easily avoidable
8 (Rostek,

1997) Sorry Brian,

itt

classic.
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crevasse field (and thereby earning the nickname "Human Lemming"), the
day ended without incident.
Ready, willing, and able, we broke camp and set off along the ridge
the next morning. As we left, a new group, Team Calgary,
tÈ.
". rhe
col. They were on their way up Resplendenr and then the"rriir"d
ridge to
Dome. Throughout the day, visibility remained limited which ttttn.d our ro
be a good thing as we walked/scrambled/climbed rhe ridge that was knifed
for much of its length. Exposure: a 50oo ft drop on the left and 1000 on the
right. It must have been a long way down and I m glad I never had to srare it
in the face. Two pitches of fixed belay climbing, including the 5.2 section

-

with 70-lb

packs,

topped off the route
technically.
Otherwise, there was
a

lot of running belay

over '

very

mixed

ground that we all felt
very comfortable on.

AII in all, I loved the
ridge. For me it was

the most enjoyable
part of the enrire

mountain- except for
The Team on the Ridge
Photo: Jeremy Frimer

leaving it, that is.

that

One

scene

bordered on
slapstick was rhe

second fixed pitch. At this point, the quicker Team Calgary had caught up
to us and T¡as oveftaking us. As it turned out, all Z of us were staggered Jl
over the same blasted pitch at rhe same time. I realizedthat I had sóme time
on my hands, put in a screw, clipped in, and watched the show. The other
group went about their business and were through the pitch in half an hour
or so. But we had other ideas; we would do it the hard way. Fred and Brian
began passing insults baclc and forth as John climbed the steep ice instead of
the easier 4th class rock just to its left. After Brian seconded, Fred decided to
pull down about 40
15 m of climbing, 25 m of
which had to be pu
And I got into ihe ac", by
trying to traverse a
minent parallel cracks ran

below me.
Six and a

half

dragged up the

Dome by the Eager O
Camp? It was more li

... tinally! Uigh
6. Team Guide
ï¡as a group of 3 Yamnuska guides, and 4 clients (forking out 1Z0O fouåding
fathers apiece, according ro mounrain gossip.) James, the main guide, was a
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rather neat guy: e scrufô'-looking, long-haired, and bearded, mountain icon

who had stood atop Robson 17 times. Team Calgary, previously menrioned,
was a friendly bunch that we bonded well with. Cody, their leader, is your
experienced, skilled, and level-headed type who seemed to have an aura
saying, "Itt all good!" emanating from himself. The other team C^Lg^ty
members were þeak baggers' (excuse the term.) Fred spent many an hour
yapping with them. Team Banff was a group of 2 u¡ith a killer North Face
tent which Fred was often found lounging in during our stay at High
Community. And us, Team Vancouver.
So the stage was set; we were in position. Ready... and waiting...
and waiting... and you get the picture. It was really kind of exciting, but the
weather wasnt, so we settled in for the storm. \Øaiting out a snow storm in
August was a unique experience for me. The next three days were spent
sleeping 16 or more hours a day, eating, chatting, and solving riddles I
brought up. My attempt to occupy myself by reading was in vain as the
only reading material (aside from labels) was lValden. I imagine that the
book has some interesting content but when it's buried so deep in all that
verbose, confusing jargon, it was unattainable. Each storm morning, we
Sohn) would wake around 2 am, check the weather, and go back to sleep as
he brushed the spindrift off his neck. Teams Banff, Guide, and Calgary got
bored with the game and bailed. Meanwhile, a new group of two arrived:
Team California. These guys were a unique twosome who deserve mention.
Gus and Clause: European Americans! Most of their gear was home-made.
Gus'crampons were modified Footfangs that fit his Hitecs with overboots. I
couldnt help but think, "that cant work." But Gus never had cold feet nor
slowed the group down; quite the contrery. They also had a deadman and
ice-ax that combined to become a shovel, as well es an array of home-made
pickets. Naturally, they wore frame packs.
to find it
One interesting morning on the Dome, I awoke et 6
^m
still very dark (which it shouldnt have been.) A light section on the top of
the tent clued me in to the fact: we were buried! Brian had dug a pit into
which we had placed our tent when we arrived at the Dome, in order to get

out of the wind. But overnight, the wind picked up the spindrift

and,

unfortunately for us, spindrift finds the level!
The morning of Saturday, August t6, 1997: was our 7th day on the
mountain. By L am, the troops were mobilized. It was like being called to
duty in awar.It was time. I was ready. Ve decided to .ioin forces (and pro)
with Team California. Two 50-m trains pulled out of high camp jwt aÍter 2
am, next stop, the summit. A quick stroll brought us to the bergschrund
crossing which Fred, Clause, and Gus had scouted the previous evening.
From a belay station on the bottom lip, Brian made the quick vertical step
up onto the Kain Face and away he led. Slowly, the slack in the rope
became scarce and my time on flat ground came to an end. A quick step and
I was on the Face too. After a minute or two of front-pointing, I decided
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congrarulatory handshake. I turned it down and gave him a big hug. "I love
IM STILL ALTVE!!!
you,
' man".
The next morning, we awoke to the perfect irony of cloudless skies
and gloriously bright sunshine. I painfully iammed my feet into my still
frorin boots and lost feeling within minures. Glancing back at the Kain
Face, I noticed 3 dots fairly close together. The previous evening when we
rerurned to high camp, we mel a new group of 3 planning to attemPt the
next day. It was 9 am and they were on their way down! I felt the most
intense jealousy and contempt for them. \üe needed 16 hours to reach the
summit in the clouds after waiting out 3 and a half storm days and now they
had perfect weather without a storm day and were on their way down from
the summit in around 8 hours. NO! It's not fair. It cheapened our whole
ordeal. I wished they never existed. Mt. Robson demands resPect, Patience'
and hard work. \Ve gave it and we got it. They got lucky. Damn them!
About an hour later, the three stumbled into camp. Fred went to
congratulate them on reaching the summit but came back without a
handshake. They hadn't made it. It turns out they had been turned back by
ablizzard 1000 feet belowthe summit. It was only when they returned to
the top of the Kain Face that it cleared up. What doesnt make any sense to
me is why they didn't turn around at that point and head back up' For
whatever reason, though, Robson had fended off the v¡eak. Mt. Robson
remains the KING!
'We broke camp thât morning in 3 hours and began our descent.
\üe decided that we wanted to descend though the icefalls despite its deadly
nature. I think the decision q¡as based more on laziness than an¡hing else.

The ridge was much more technical and arduous while the icefall was
literally "the easy way out.' Nonetheless, we began to follow the tracks of
the many teams that had come up or gone down through the icefall' The
descent involved a lot of downclimbing through steep glacial ice and even a
rappel off a bollard at one point. One rather innocent section of
downclimbing turned out to be more serious than originally anticipated' By
the time u¡e left high camp, my feet were frozen solid blocks once again.
Kicking hard into the glacial ice in order to get front-point purchase' my
toes were slamming violently into the front of my boots. (It turned out I
fractured my left foot and frostnipped all my toes). \Øhile it didnt hurt at
the time, when my feet thawed, I couldnt walk without grimacing in pain.
Also on this section of ice, John decided it was casual enough to walk down
face out. Immediately, he slipped and accelerated downward towards the
crevasse below. Then, in he went. Luckily, he was able to aim his landing so
as to end up on a ledge and was able to climb out without incident.
A quick walk brought us back to the mousetrap. On July 9 of this
year, John's frien
very sPot. No'w,
boot and harness
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reinstare my faith in my own immortality. Bur there was no answer. Roger
could have been me. I could have been Roger. It could have been him
standing there. I have never felt as empty as I did that day. Not knowing
what else to do, I said a prayer for his soul ... and walked away.
I
1 the 2_day,35_km

hike out.
remember
Along the

hurt a lot. I only
took another
frostbite.

srep.

I wantèd

the pain to end but I wanted more ro take in everyrhing Mt. Robson had to
offer. $Thatever it enta-iled to climb this peak, for better or for worse, I
v¡ould take it all in. Towards the end of the trail, I think I began to go into
shock. I couldnt make myself stop, or talk, or even reect to the pain. I had
been grimacing most of the way down. But near the endless end, I lost
feeling. Finally, the trail head. I finished the hike. And collapsed.

Participants:
Fred Touche
Brian Rostek
John Millar
Jeremy Frimer

Vorking Through the Icefall
Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Taking

A Yak
DougWilm

After listening to Dru tell me about all the epics previous VOCers
have had while climbingYak Crack, I reckoned that Matt and I were very
likely in for an adventure. At 9:30 in the morning on a beautiful sunny day
in mid-July we set off for the base of. Yaþ Cracþ,. \tre hiked along a trail for
10 minutes and to our surprise the trail disappeared. Ve decided that if we

'WRONG.
kept cutting to the right we would eventually find the trail One hour of bushwhacking and we arrived at an endless slab. After soloing
over the easy 5th class slab for about fifteen minutes we finally arrived at the
'Wheaties we saw
base. Oh yeah, when we were at the car eating our
another party on the climb. Matt said, "They're on the 3rd pitch so they

wont slow

us up."

\Øe decided to go light, so we took a 60m rope, a small rack and a
couple of litres of water. With one rope there would be no backing off the
route. The first four pitches consisted of stellar hand and finger jams, so we
climbed pretty quickly. I led off on the 5th pitch and placed a couple of
pieces and then discovered that the next 15m was run-out on crumbly loose

rock. At the top of the pitch low

and behold here was the party that we
It was now 12:30, so
after alittle calculating we figured it took them almost 3 hours to climb the
4th and 5th pitch while it took Matt and I a couple of hours to climb five
pitches. Shit, here comes a slothlike journey to the top!!
The next nine pitches went very slowly, but nevertheless we
enjoyed the scenery and those damn bugs enjoyed us. Matt led the 5-9
pitch, it provided a wee bit of exposure, but once the bolt was clipped all
was well. After a couple more loose and poorly protected pitches, I took

saw on the 3rd pitch while we were eating breakfast.

the sharp end for the final pitch. The last pitch was a 5.8 groove that
proved to be strenuous but well protected. We topped out at 530 pm,
enjoyed the view and scoped out the Anderson Range to our west' Vith a
nice new logging road into the Anderson there is definitely a lot of climbing
to be had. Our descent provided us with a 2.5 hour slog through snow,
bush, loose rock and millions of swarming blood-sucking bugs. The climb
is quite excellent, but is not recommended for the faint of heart' Many runouts on loose shitty poorly protected rock provides for an exciting day.
Remember to bring your helmet and headJamp because v¡ho
knows..........Have Fun!
Climbers:

Matt Nikkinen
Doug \Øilm

SILVERTRIP
Drew Brayshau
Doun
And
'We

de ua.y, uhere dc nights are

de sun shines

tooþ,

daily on de mounøin top,

a trip, up to Sileertip,

And røhen ue baged

de

summit, ue made a stop.

Oh, lm sa.d to say, you're of belay
lV'on't be bacÞ onþr many a da.y
De sun is d.own, it's time to be headingdoun,
Or an'll neoer maþe it bacþ, to Vanccuaer toun.

OK, I'll never be mistaken f.or a Jamaican, but I couldnt resist
altering the lyrics of rhis old reggae song because it seemed to fit so perfecrly
the circumstances of our Silvertip trip. Cam Campbell, Graham Quan and I
were at the first VOC BBQ of rhe summer (thatt in June for those of you
who dont remember) and trying ro plan some sorr of trþ for the coming
weekend. I thought of Silvertip just because the map that it's on was sitting
open on the deslc in my office at school. We got rogerher with a Fairley
guide and decided to do the NE ridge, a line that few people seem ro have
done: it seemed it would involve bush, low-angle snow, and a ridge with a
pitch or two of 4rh-5rh class climbing. Silvertip lies south of the Hope Slide
in the Sumallo River cirque, home to some great winter mounraineering and
scery summer climbing roo. By going in late spring, with a huge winter
snowpack still around, we figured on gerring the best of both worlds.
\Øe headed out of town in Grahamt old Vestfalia VrüØ and ser up a

bivi at the end of the driveable road, abour where the fork is to ih.
Silvertipped ski area (aka "sunshine Valley"). The next day we mushed
down the road fairly early (eaving the V!Ø at 7 ANI) ro rhe dramatic
Sumallo cirque, where the north faces of Rideout and Silverrip shoot up
4000 feet in less than 2km - big walls of Rockieslike crap. \üüe saw our line
and went up the obvious gully bounding rhe N face of Silvertip on the left
(9ast) side to get on the ridge. The snow was prerry good - .o*p"cr
debris. The gully was still full and we mushed up to the bowl below"r.oy
the
ridge crest. It looked to be prerry steep (ike 60 degrees) to actually ger inro
the ridge at its low point, and then there would be a series of iowers to
cross. 'we decided instead to follow a snow ledge on the nonh face of the
ridge and climb snow up ro the highest col, immediarely below the final
rock step leading up to the peak. This wæ straightforwards (snow to 35"),
but the snow was really crappy - breakable crust over featherweight down 'cam
and it took us quite a'while.
Graham traded trailbreaËing duties
"nd
while I dragged my ass along behind.
By the time v¡e gor ro rhe ro.L it *"t
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or 1:OO. Cam immediately voted me to lead the first rock step out of
the col, picking out the most difficult line. lVe ate some lunch, and off I
wenr. I got over the randkluft where I could and started uP the most
obvious wall, definetly not the line Cam had picked out. After 12m or so of
nearly vertical crap I got a leaf-shaped KB in and tied it off with a handy
prussik cord. Then the belay came et 25m and consisted of a Bugaboo,
Tricam and hex - I belayed the first place I could get gear in! Cam came up
'\üe
and led the next pitch, showering rocks down on Graham and me.
seconded to find him tied off to a weird gendarme on the ridge crest, that
looked like the "balanced rock" that Vile E. Coyote tries to dynamite onto
the Road Runner. I got the 3rd pitch, traversing the ridge and cutting
through another randkluft onto a ledge on the south face, with a big gully
above. \ühen Cam and Graham caught up I sent them up the gully, u¡hich
looked 3rd class from below, but which turned into class 4 at the top to
their dismay. Things went on like this for a while. One of Cam's belays was
12:30

a single half-driven knifeblade;

one of mine was a tied-off

loose plate the size of a coffee
table. In general the climbing
was a mixture of steep snow

patches, loose rock steps, and
narrow aretes. Instead of the
expected 2 pitches of 4th-5th
class rock, we found 9 or 10 of
up to lov¡ 5th class; Cam and I

had plastic boots and one ice
hammer each, while Graham

was in leathers and had a
regular mountaineering axe.
Only one pitch had rock that
was halfway solid, most of it
was pure junk. This ridge was

one of my best climbs of the
year! It was like going out to

climb the '$Øest Lion and
finding it had turned into Mt.
Temple in the Rockies while
no one was looking.

'Sflhat with

the
unexpected lençh of the ridge

Breaking trail on approach to NE
ridge of Silvertip (photo: Drew

(we thought EVERY PITCH
after the third one 'was "the
last one" until we topped out)
and the problems of climbing

of 3 with only 2leaders, by rhe rime we reached the summit it
was 6:30 PM - llt/t hours car to top. The sun was gerting low in the sky.
After a few heroic shots and some food it was time to head down. Flowever,
the ridge, which we had planned to rap, was way too long. Cam made the
call: "If we rap, we'll be here all night - we ain't rapping." He proposed
going down the North face instead. Graham was keen too. I was fucking
gripped. Remember: Cam climbed Denali - Graham did the NW peak of
\Øaddington. \Øhat big snow routes had I done - the N. face ramp of Harvey
and rhe N. ridge of Vedge! \Øhile I was shivering and mumbling about
rappelling not taking long, Cam dropped over onto the N face and started
kicking steps. Graham was right behind. I squeezed my sphincter down
tight enough to crush diamond and somehow followed along behind. \Øe
werent roped up (no snow pro of course) and consequently got a bit spaced
apart. \üíe downclimbed a few hundred feet of 45o snow and traversed over
to the N. face of the NE ridge. At about the level of our 3rd pitch on the
way up we found a rockband. Cam picked out a big rock, slung it, and
rapped down. As he started rapping, the rock shifted. "FIey, guys," he
as a group

asked, "can you sit on that rock or something?"

"Uh, what about when it's our turn to rap, Cam?"
"Yeah, who's going to sit on it then?"
"I don't care - I'll be down by then!" he replied.
Despite this anus-clencher the rock stayed put as Graham and I
rapped down. \Øith both ropes strung together we were able to reach the
snow at the base of the route and traverse easily back around to pick up our
line of ascent at the col - at 9:00 PM. 'ùØe jumped, swooshed and butt-slid
down the snow we had come up as the sun was setting, ending up at the
bottom of the approach gully at 10:00, and back at the VW at lI:20 - almost
t6Vz hours car to car. Cam went to work (as a bike courier) the next day he's fit, all right! Graham went to work at his bank - he nearly fell asleep
until someone tried to pass him a counterfeit hundred. I went to the
university - at noon!
Silvenip is the highest summit in the Canadian Cascades, and has at
least 4000'of relief on all sides. This route, and the others on the mountain,

offer the chance to get some 'RockiesJike" elevation gain, roctr and
climbing in without driving all the way to Alberta. The NE ridge, although
longer and harder than is indicated in the guidebooks, was an amazingly
good day out, offering great positions and a variety of classic climbing
problems on rock that you cant "take for granite" (9 pitches up to low 5th
class - take pitons, Tri-Cams, hexes, and an ice tool, and don't expect to be
back for tea). It was first climbed all the way back in 1950 by some old time
ACC'ers, which just goes to show you that it wasnt just Fred Beckey who
cranked back then. The Sumallo Cirque should not be taken lightly,
however - some skiers-turned-climbers died on the standard route on
Rideout the weekend after this.

A Bit of Fun - Summer 1997
John

Millar

I had a great time during the summer oÍ t997. I came back from
planting and was psyched so I went up to the Island and had a ramble up the
East Face of Rambler Peak. It's e grear. climb and the approach up the Elk
River valley is awesome. Furthermore, one of the guys I went with was
Rob Vilson who is sixty years old (I think) but still motors along like
there's no tomorrow. Anyways, I hitched home and called up Nathan
Loewen and he wanted to go climbing and I wanted to go climbing, so we
went climbing.
lVe figured on giving the North Ridge of Baker a go as it sounded
cool and it's a Becky route. The climb is pretty stellar but watch out for
that crevasse field as you cross over to get onto the ridge. lØhat happened
was just as I had crossed this manky snowbridge, it collapsed. So Nathan
was on one side and I was on the other side. Fonunately we found another
manky bridge for Nathan to cross after walking on the edge of the crevasse
for about tv/enry minutes with the full rope length stretched between us
(somewhat dodgy). Anyways, v¡e got onto the ridge proper and everything
was going great until we hit the ice band at abotr 3/4 height up the ridge.
\Øe stopped, put in an anchor, had a bite to eat, and Nathan took off to see
what this ice band was like. He promptly returned and I managed to get
half a pitch up before running out of screws so I lowered off the top one,
back cleaned and Nathan finished the lead off in good style. The seconding
was a bit of a farce as I had to batman up the rope because we only brought
two ice axes and the club's classic Chouinard North S?all Hammer.
Another thing that was interesting was that efter we were about
halfway up the ridge, the cloud level suddenly ceme up to about 8500',
giving us the feeling that we were really high up. We got to the summit,
and then started running down the mountain because running down a
mountain is fun. As we were walking down the moraines off the Coleman
glacier we were congratulated by a group of four climbers v¡ho had watched
our progress from their camp throughout the day. I couldn't help feeling a
bit smug as I noticed all the gear they had compared to us. We got back to
the car a little over two hours after leaving the summit. Nathan went on a
trip to California with his family and I went home.
I got bored with local crags, so I went to climb Kings Peak with my
mom's dog, Emily. I figured I could tie her off when the going got too steep
and then pick her up on the way down. Flowever, I ended up hiking up to
Colonel Foster to study the East Face for a new route possibility because I
couldnt find the log where I was suppose to cross the Elk River. Anyways,

Emily and I had

a good time and she's great because she is always happy and

never complains.
So I came home and spent a couple of days on Mt. Arrowsmith and
Mt. Moriarty because they're fun and I was by myself. Then I called up
Peter Ravensburg and said, "Ever been to Colonel Foster?". He said, "No."
I said "Problem solved." Now Peter is thirty something and has two young
kids and it is quite hard for him to get away for more than a day' However,
he got the weelcend off and I drove up to Courtney (I now had my momt
car) to pick Peter up. Ve had greet supper of beans and stuff and then

^
fired up on to the Elk River Valley (I love this place). Ve hiked into the
we went
beds in the dark and went to bed. The next

The Author, The Eye of the Tiger (photo: Jeremy Frimer)

left most of our gear and set up our tent with some
naive notion that we would return that night. Peter figured the Snowband
route was the best choice as it seemed to be the most feasible to do and get
Landslide Lake and

back by Sunday night.
The route started with a bunch of third and fourth class and then
back onto the snow and then back onto the rock where the technical
climbing was supposed to start. Vell it did, and I was quite impressed by
one of Peter's leads as he negotiated some hard moves above manky pro in
plastics. Six pitches later, even though we had been finding old pins and
belay stations, we realized we had gone about two pitches too high. So we
rapped down and continued our traverse along to the summit ridge. The

exPosure was great, but my crampons kept poyyrr6 u¡ r1r), ,iv¡n ouL
leathers so I had to concentrate a lirtle more rhan usual. Ve climbed
another two pitches up to rhe summir ridge and then had to bivy because it
was dark. The top was very close and I was totally psyched. About an

his wife, Sue, would probably be pretty sketched if he
So, after a lot of downclimbing, penduluming, rraversi
got back to cemp and ate lots of food and drank lot
been kind of lacking rhese subsrances for the last day and a half. \üe got
back to courtney at one o'clock in the morning. I said to peter, "I had lãts
a fun" and he agreed so I bade him good-bye and sped off home to

Lantzville.
So I called up rhe self proclaimed sketchball Jeremy Frimer and we
'went to the North Arete of lvedge mounrain along with
Graham euan.
The descent down the \Øest Ridge is lots of fun if you like choss and loìs of
it. A great
we wenr up the Tusk because I had never
been there
ng's lors of fun. So I did a bit of cragging

si
to give

with my

took off to Mt. Slesse with Nathan. \Øe
go at the Northv¡esr Face so we could scope out the
^
descent for the Northeast
Butrress which I also wanted to do. But it rained
over night and was socked in rhe nexr morning, so we high-railed it back to
the car and spent a bunch hours driving around logging roads trying to
figure out the access for another mounrain, but we
A¿.
"."rr
I went back home and exactly one week
later I found myself
basking in the sun on the Northwest Face with Fred rouche and youron.
It was lots of fun and every hour or so a huge BooM! was heard as the
crazy army guys gor their kicks by blowing holes in the side of mounrain.
Just remember, if you ever go up this road, (I quote), ..Do Not Touch
Anything - It May Explode and Kill You!"
Then I joined forces v¡irh Jeremy and Mike DeRoos and we took
off for the North Face of Dalton Dome. Although my rwo sketchball
comrades didn't seem rc realíze it, the rocks and water gushing down our
route were not good so we climbed Garibaldi instead and that was lots of
fun. So me and Jeremy teamed up with Fred and Brian Rolstik and then we
all piled into my dadt van (he was off sailing during August), and zoomed
across BC to Mt. Robson. It was lots of fun and you can see Sketchballt
article for full details. So we came home and I went to squamish with
Nathan. Then, me and Jeremy climbed up Sky Pilot and that was cool.
Holy shit! - Only two weeks before school. I had to get back to the
decided

Chilliwack Valley, because that's where it's ar.

I got a hold of Dave Campbell and we agreed the Northeast Face
of Mt. Redoubt would be fun. The approach is fun because you ger ro
bushwhack slide alder, then you cross the border and emerge into the North
Cascades National Park and get to walk among great big trees. I really like
big trees. Then you climb up the side of a waterfall, and hike down into a
basin. If you ever go up in this area it is best to traverse all rhe way around
rhe basin and then contour around till your under the Nonheast Face. It
rained all the way in, but stopped when we were getting our bivy sacks so
we got a nice sleep and then got up at 1:30 a.m. I figured we had bewer
begin moving early as the icefall was quite active. In fact, it turned out to be
somewhat active as we were climbing uP it even at 4:00 a.m. To get onto
the face proper we had to go back and forth skirting big crevasses and then
climb some manky rock and then we were on the face - gorgeous! Four
pitches later we had to rurn back because I had promised my brother to
have the car back in Nanaimo that night. I felt really bad, but my brother,
Hamish, had been working all summer and this was his only holiday before
school started. Oh well, shit happens. Anyways, we hightailed it out of
there which was lots of fun but I missed the ferry by five minutes. I slept in
the parking lot and caught the first ferry the next morning.
I got dl my crap together for school, stashed it at Jeremy's place
took
off for Redoubt again, with Nathan this time. Unfortunately, this
and
time the icefall was heinous and we turned back. On the way down below
nky wet rock or
then follow after
lVhen I was with
Nathan for some silly reason I kept my pack on and as I landed my left leg
slipped out causing my right leg to buckle and my momentum kept me
going head first into the stream. A pretty funny spectacle. Anyways, that
left me with a screwed and bruised up ankle and a pulled hamstring which
made the hike out somewhat of a slog. Fortunately school started the next
day so being on crutches for a couple of days was no big deal.
The fall was fun too, but this was some of the fun I had this
So

summer.

BRE-X'ed!
Dreut Brayshøu
One of the greatesr sandbags of the last century, from the victim's point of
view- the first ascent of "Bre-X Buttress" on Mt. Vayu.

I got the

1997 Canadian Alpine Journal

in the mail

and

immediately started flipping through it. An article by Don Serl caught my
attention - it was on page 88. He described a few recent trips on the eastern
side of the Coast Range that he'd done. Illustrating the article was this

picture of a bold granite peak with a pointy summit - Mount Vayu. The
accompanying article talked about "fine" rock, easy access and included a
smattering of orher come-on phrases. Right in the middle of the photo was
this obvious unclimbed butrress, sreep on the right, slabby on ih. left. It
looked plump and juicy and ready for plucking.
Mike Buda had also come across this anicle. For the August long
weekend we pur our heads rogether ro come up with some sort of plan.
"How about Vayu?" I asked. "Serl had somerhing about it in the

CAJ - it loolçed mint."
"Yeah - the rock is supposed to be awesome - let's go there." Mike
replied.
So we packed our packs with a shitload of unnecessary items, plus
some of the "Other 10 Essentials" (# 1 - beer; #2- beer; #3- beer, erc.), got
into the'SØhite'Süarrior - Miket Subaru, and headed norrh, with visions of
unclimbed granite doing the dance of the sugarplum fairies in our heads.
First indication rhat things were bad was Milçe's taste in music. 'W'e
listened to Led Zeppelin: I, II, m, and IV. "Oh my god I cant take it any
longer!" I screamed. I put in my newesr mix tape: Boney M on one side,
Parliament/Funkadelic on rhe other. "Oh my god I can'r take it any

Ionger!" Mike screamed. We werent even ar Lions Bay!

\Øe drove through Squamish fast- I dont think the drive-thru
cashier saw anything but a blur and a hand grabbing rhe bag of

cheeseburgers. It want until somewhere around Nairn Falls that I had a
flash of insight. "Say, Mike - werent we going ro srop in Squamish and buy
some lunch and dinner food?"
Of course, the Buy-Low in Pemberton was closed. I ended up doing
the last minute grocery shopping in the Petro-Can convenience store. Those
bastards have you over a barrel - they're the only game in town after 9 PM,
and they know it. Vould you believe $1.99 for a single box of generic
macaroni n'cheese?

'\trfle

drove over the Hurley. The Hurley River road has this
reputation for fucking up people's cars - a reputation it fully deserves. The
first time I went over was in a big, tough geologists' truck. I thought the
road was pretty good -I wondered what all the fuss was about. Then,
suddenly, one of the wheels fell off the truck- just like that. S?e had been
touring along at 60 or 70 lcm/h at the time! I told Mike about this - he
figured I was just spinning a yarn. He didnt yet realize that the Hurley
River road is the "Bermuda Triangle" of B.C.
'\üe
found the Downton Lake road, the Jamie Creek road, and a
place to crash in that order. Meteors fell all night long. The next morning
'SØe
was cloudy, but there was no sign of the rain that had been promised.
ditched the car and started hiking. All that beer was surprisingly heavy; the
big rack, crampons, and miscellaneous toys we had along did not lighten the
load any, though.
From the road end, we truclçed alongside the west fork of Jamie
Creek through Interior type bush - no devil's club, but lots of blowdown. It
was hot and thirsty work. \Øe crossed a swamp, a few rockslides, and did a
lot of sidehilling up a pumice-covered slope to get to our destination: the
lake and "pocket meadow" below the NE glacier of Va¡r. The meadow
turned out to be a good half-k away from the lake, but there were two
different streams and loads of flat pumice to camp on, so no worries. It was
thatjust begs you "Dont tell anyone else
an awesome site- the type of
^re
about this place!" \üe got set up in
camp and ate some lunch, then
walked up to the glacier and back.
The whole hike in had only taken
- we were jonesing for
some new challenge already, after
having been "too tired to move" after
three hours

the hike in.
started

Luckily, at that point, it
to rain, so we hid in the tent

for a while, alleviating our boredom. I
had the map (92 J/U) a"s my only

reading material, while Mike had
brought along a Noam Chomsky
condensed reader - sort of a Big Little
book for intellectuals. The rain
stopped before too long, though.
ltrØe

decided

ridgeline nofth
On the 4th pitch of Bre X Buttress
(photo: Drew Brayshaw)

of

to hike up to the
camp. The main

obstacle was 1.800' vertical feet of
pumice- leftovers from the big
Meager Creek blowout way back

when. It was fairly slow going, but beautiful - the sandy soil made it seem
like a mini-deserr, and rhere were plants that wouldn't have looked out of
place in J-Tree. Once we got to the ridge, we had a good rime traversing
west along a series of gendarmes, with a 2ooo' verrical drop to the north.
There wrere a few near features- rock glaciers, landslides, and so on- down
the
on

off
the

view of vayu. Then it was back to camp- a mosr awesome pumice boot-ski.
Dinner was followed by beer, and shortly thereafter by sleep.
The next day was clear and ,,rrrîy - perfect *""thår. .Ve wandered

\Øe decided to go for it.
'sØe

snuck up to the moat and crossed onto the rock. ft was covered

st
At
then moved out of view. \ùØhen
Mike came up to my

a few invenriver techniques.

the corner, using
ursed for a while]
I was able to free

Mike was tucked in under an overhang. The wall above him, while
clean and solid, was a ptzzle of hanging corners, slabs and overhangs, with
everything tilted and twisted.

I

French free.

I worked my w^y out left and up from rhe

belay, making avariety of unusual, sustained moves up the wall to a gravel
ledge. Fortunately it was nor super hard - 5.8 or so. The line was nor a
directissima, and double ropes were very helpful - despite them, however, I
was battling major drag as I pulled onro the ledge. The pro was good, but
unusual - a mixture of pitons, nuts, and cams placed at unusual arrgles,

".,
TCU combinarion, for insrance.
pitchMike took the next
a steep slab seamed with flaring cracks. I
belayed and tried to be two-dimensional- the ropes knocked loose a stream
of stones, which sounded like buzzbombs as they srreamed past me. I
seconded quickly. The pitch was long and 5.6 - 5.7 ish, with good pro.
Mike's belay did not inspire confidence - three tied-off angles at a sloping
stance 55m up from the last belay, tucked onto a wet slab.
The next pitch, a horror-show of gravel and loose, wet roch, was
fortunately not all that hard (4th class on super choss). Mike gained rhe crest
of the buttress on his lead, up a series of tottering columns (mid 5th, mostly
easy with a few hard boulder problem type moves), and I finished up a pitch
of snow-covered talus ro rhe East ridge crest (3rd-4th class). Ve felt screwed
over. Out of seven pitches, only about one and a half had had rock that was
any'where decent. \üe hadnt been sandbagged - we had been Bre-X'ed! The
promise of clean, solid rock had turned out to be one of the scams of the
century - and we were the victims, not the perpetrators.
Leaving our gear, v¡e hoofed it up to the summit, shot some
photos, looked down the \l ridge (more of the same) and the N\üØ ridge
(also looked like choss - sorr/r Don!), and returned. '\ilüe grabbed the gear,
went dovr'n the E. ridge, strolled up the neighbouring pk. 8800 (a doddle),
saw an interesting rock shaped like a stone dildo, and mushed back down
the glacier to camp. Beer and Noam put us to sleep in short order.
The next day, we packed up, hiked out, and drove back to
Vancouver. "It were rilly hot, eh?" [sic] - too hot to do any cragging at
Squamish. Mike later discovered the curse of the Hurley - one of his tires
wenr flat.
I would have to say that the Vayu area is not going to become the
next Bugaboos. The rock is good granite, but heavily fractured and coated
upside down, equalized nut and

area seems more suited for general
mountaineering - nice peaks, great access, good weather - than for technical
climbing. Still, there were a few lines which I might go back to do one day,
even knowing what the rock is like. Despite the big failure of the route to
meet our expectations quality-wise, we both figured that we had had a good
time. The weather was great, the summit was pointy, the scenery beautiful
and the crowds non-exisÌant - four out of five isnt bad!
FIRST ASCENT SUMM.trRIES: (reference 921/t4)
- pk. 8281, NE of Vayu. Via E. ridge. 3rd class. Aug. 2, !997. Drew
Brayshaw, Mike Buda. fThis peak has been climbed a lot by the local goats
but showed no signs of a previous human ascent. The spot height was

with lichen, grit, and pumice. The

vecI27
86

probably determined by triangularion from nearby peaks, and not by
ascent. other summits nearby,
some distance with binoculars.]

an

by comparison, have large cairns visible for

- "Bre-X Burrress" (1.{E buttress, or N face of E. ridge, of Mt.
Vayu): 7 pitches beginning ar snow rongue on lower left. Roure follows
slabby ramps for five pitches to ridge crest, then goes up crest to junction
with E. ridge (std. route):
1) follow ramp for 35m, belay ar short sreep corner. low 5th
2) up corner (5m, 5.8 A0) to sandy slab, follow rhar (4rh class) to
belay stance across major gully, 55m
3) from belay, head left up wall, following inobvious line of

weakness, sustained climbing. Eases off

traverse back right. End

higher

up,

on large gravel ledge. 5.8, 5Om. Line generally

follows a 'c'
shaped path.
4) Up steep slab, many cracks, to genrler ramp. Belay is not great
(tied off baby angles). 5.6, 55m.
5) Follow ramp until out of rope. Loose and wet. 4th class, 55m.

6) Gain crest of buÌtress & climb through reerering blocks and
pillars to belay. low 5th, 55m.
7) Continue up even looser blocks, snow and scree to E. ridge. 3rd4th class, 3Om.
The whole route is Gr. II-[I, 5.8 A0 (two or rhree moves of aid). FA by
'John Felderhof" and "Michael de Guzman" , Augusr 3/97.
Note: "Vayu" is ø Hindu deity associated øtith the utinds. I don't Þnorø if tbe
peaÞ. is named after tbe god, but it seems lih,ely.
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Exploring Bernard creek By Foot, Truck end nike
Andre Zirnmermann
This particular trip started with the most modest amount of
planning. Sometime Saturday afternoon I was talking with Chad about
going on a day trip on one of the two remaining days in the August long
weekend. Vithin the hour we were on our way to Bernard creek where we
would spend the remaining two days. \üe proceeded to slowly crawl
towards camp in Chad's l97lFord 1 ton truck. It has a few years on both of
us: we concluded it would not be wise to try and malçe it go faster than it
wanted to. NØe spent the first night out on the flatbed of the truck and set
our goals on an early start for the following day.
In the evening I discovered that I had no white gas with me except
for the fumes in my stove, and proceeded to try and engage in trading with
the neighbouring campers. I had a few beers with me and was certain a
swap could be made for a few tenths of a liter of gas. It soon became clear
that the local outdoor enthusiasts had enough beer to go around, as they
could not be convinced that their four liters of gas would be more than
enough to cook with over the next two day. Additionally, even if they did
nrn out of fuel, I am sure they had some sort of alcohol which could be

burned. I had to conclude that larger quantities of beer would be required
f.or trade in the future, after all, these wilderness enthusiasts were quite adept
at the art of individually finishing of a case of beer during the afternoon. My
couple a beers were pennies in the dirt, and were not worth their bother.

After spending an hour or so the following morning trying to get
the truck up the road, we opted for the modern single occupancy vehicle-the
bicycle. After we each filled a saddle bag with as much gear as possible we
'SØith
began the climb.
Chad in corks and me in my hiking boots, biking
was no act of grace - we were often left to push our bikes up the steep hills.
.W.e
quickly came to a large trench in the road left by the previous springs
runoff (about 1.5 km up the road past the Bernard,/ Coffee junction, vehicle
impassible) which we easily passed. We then proceeded onto the washed
out bridge. In place of the bridge, we got to enjoy the standard slippery,
insecure pile of logs that provided a crossing. Halfway across, my bike
decided to slip off the logs and down into a gap which was being pounded
by water. Very carefully I managed to pull my bike back up out of the
hole, while it and my saddle bag got soaked. Luckily the saddle bag managed
to still have one of three atrachmenr points still secured to the bike when it
exited the water. Now that I had my gear back and wouldnt be spending
the remaining days of the weekend trying to find it downstream, it was time
to proceed on up the road. This wæ a furly straightforward procedure
except for the occasional bit of alder bashing. On occasion, enough alders

would get in between my ice axes and my backpack and all of a sudden
forward motion would cease and I would be heaved backwards to some
unknown destination. Quite a lot of fun really. Eventually the alders won
out and we left our bikes and proceeded on foot. \We decided to explore the
upper reaches of Bernard creek, rather than attempting Mt. Loki: energy
and time were in somewhat short supply.
Once we left the road and were left to find our own way, we
encountered the many joys of previously logged and burned valleys. We
had all sorts

of stinging plants combined with piles of agile rotting

logs

along our route. After one bee sting and a few minutes of being suspended
in avalanche slide vegetation, we proceeded to get to the lake at the head of
.\Ve
the drainage.
had a terrific swim in the lake as we put cold water to the
challenge of numbing our scratched skin. In the evening we got up to the
closest ridge and watched the sun set behind Mt. Loki. \üe ended up
waiting for the sun to kick us out of our bivi's the following morning, and
then proceeded to have a leisurely breakfast. Bacon on a stick for Chad,
Granola for me.
The trip out 'was uneventful - more stinging needles, more alder
bashing, and the addition of some unplanned rock work to get down into
the valley bottom. On the road out, the saddle bags decided to be a bother
and proceeded to use any small bump as an excuse to try and escepe eafth's
gravitational field, and continuously dislodged themselves from the bike.
Additionally, I decided that crossing the logs at the creek, as I had on the
way up, was too hard. Rather I would try to bike straight across the stream.
After my front tire encountered the water and proceeded to plunge straight
into a big pool I got to swim across the creek. It was a hot day - what can
you say? There we have it, another fine Kootenay weekend.

Big Horn Sheep in Junction Sheep Range Park, near \ililliams Lake

þhoto: Dan Perrakis)

No Cruxin'on Sbuþsan
Drew Braysbaut

In mid-July, Cam Campbell and I drove down ro \flashington
Our goal was the North Face route on Mt. Shuksan - a classic alpine
snow and ice route which I have eyed from many a summir to the north.
'We were
both hyped for this fine route. I had only been able to discover
details of two VOC parties having climbed it before - a Kobus Barnard
group in the early 80's (see VOC), and a group including Brandon Konoval
a few years back who got whipped, having a three day epic. 'We had big
plans and figured we would make the approach in one day and bivi at the
base, then summit and descend the Fisher Chimneys and come out the next
day. Normally, the route would be out of condition by July, but it was
such a good snow year we hoped things would still be in shape.
After the usual border and shopping hoo-ha we drove through
Glacier and up the Baker ski area road. Mistake #l -I figured because Cam
was a skier, he would know his way around the area. He had actually only
been there twice, and thought I would have all the access memorized.
Neither of us really knew where we were! \üØe managed to find the 'SØhite
Salmon Creek road after a misadventure or two and started hiking about
1:30 or 2:00. The route bushwacks from a clearcut down to the creek, across
it, and up a few thousand feet to a ridge which is followed to the base of the
N. Face and bivi sites. Both the Beckey guide and the Selected Climbs talk
about the 'difficult cross-country travel'and say it should take about 6 hrs.
to get in. \üe ignored the directions and chose ¡he most obvious line straight down from the end of the driveable road, where we parked, to the
creek, then straight up through old growth. Except for one vine maple
patch which tried to eat Cam, there was little bush, and the hiking was easy
except for a cliff band or two, which were scrambly. lüØe hit the bivi site
after only about four or 41/z hours. 'We were laughing about the 'difficult
travel'- it was a cakewalk by BC bush standards.
lüØe made dinner and watched the big ice faces as the sun set. The
seracs were fairly stable, which was a good sign. Unfonunately, Cam
burned the soup (he claimed it was 'Cajun) and the stove ran out of gas. A
mother ptarmigan and her 3 chicks came by for a visit - peep peep peep. The
bivi was great, with starry skies and a full moon. I was testing out a new
overbag as a summer sleeping bag and got a bit chilled in the night, but not
seriously; however, it was easy enough to wake up at 4 AM. Since we were
out of gas, we ate half our lunch food for breakfast, filled up our water
bottles at a trickle, put on the crampons and took off.
The climbing was scenic, continuous, not difficult, and a hell of a
lot of fun. Ve had crampons and one tool each and that was all we needed;
State.

we were roped up, but never really used the rope except for axe belaying
across a few closed up slots. \Øe were carrying pitons, screws, rescue gear
and a picket each, and I had a second tool, but we needed none of it. It was
continuous 45 degree névé snow cruising on awesomely excellent snow,
allowing rapid travel. There was no need to kick - the crampons held with a
simple step, and the tools plunged easily, mostly for balance. 'We went out
left from the bivi, up a fluted slope, back right under seracs and across a
rock fall gully, then up steep snow between the ice and rock to the upper
snor{ield, then straight up for two thousand feet to the north shoulder of
Shuksan. Elapsed time since leaving camp - four hours. It was one of my
best climbs ever - everfthing was in perfect condition. The views increased
with the exposure - three thousand feet of air at the top of the face!
From the top of the route, on the N. shoulder, one has to walk Z/l
of the way around the summit pyramid to gain the standard gully to the
top. Crampons came off to avoid the ball up problem - the snow was getting
soft and slushy. !üe reached what we thought was the right gully (it had
footprints up it) after weaving through several bergschrunds under the E.
face of the summit, and started climbing - it was hard, eh! Think eighty
degree slurpee snow- not good! \Øe pulled through a notch in the ridge and
found ourselves on the reøl standard route, which resembled a busy day on
the \üest Lion. A bit of 3rd class got us to the packed summit. Most

everyone was doing

the

Sulphide,

rather than the Fisher Chimneys,
which surprised us, because we were

hoping one of the Fisher parties
would give us a ride back to Cam's
truck when we did the descent.
'S?'e
took off on the descent,
scrambling back down to our packs
and then scooting down the glacier.
It was getting very, very hot - not a
gre t day to be wearing black bib
pants! \üüe decided to head down
unroped since we were following
fresh tracks and none of the fat

Yankees had fallen

through

anything...the glacierwas flat
anyways. It was faidy good boot
skiing down Hell's Highway and
Upper Curtis to the top of
Winnie's Slide. Here there was a
short pitch of 60 degree snow to get
down. Should we tool uP and
downclimb, or...l We found a fairly
across the

Shuksan
Brayshaw)

Halfway up N face of
(photo: Drew

fresh bollard groove, dug it out, and Cam started rapping. That's when I
discovered I had no belay device! Despite having enough gear to climb the
N. face of Robson, I had left my belay device and pearabiner on my other
harness. That's the curse of having too much gear. I ended up doing an
Australian with a spare locker and a baby angle.
'When
we got to the actual Fisher Chimneys, they were still mostly
full of icy snow. \Øe did another bollard rap, also on a pre-cut groove, and
then staned downclimbing. Cam put his crampons back on and went down
the snow (45 degrees and icy) while I snuck into the randkluft and scooted
down that. 'Süe lost a fair bit of time in the chimneys - they were tricky
enough to require care without really getting technical. By the time we got
to the lower end we had eaten all our food and drunk all ourwater, but v¡e
still had miles and miles of hiking out to do. However, we could finally take
our bibs off!

The trail out from the Fishers is really annoying.

A

million

switchbacks drop down through forest and talus to an interminable scree
bowl which is slogged through to the lalce. Cam was trucking and got up to
45 minutes ahead of me. I was staggering, dehydrated and hungry. By the
time we reunited at the lip of the Lake Ann cirque we had been going for 10

hours

- it was 4 PM. Flowever, there was enough meltwarer to fill our

bottles.

Now both Cam and I, looking down into the forest in the bowl
below Lake Ann, thought we could see a cabin, and cars parked by it. Ve
decided that Cam would run down and hitch a ride back to get rhe truck,
while I would stagger back at whatever speed I could manage, and we would
meet in the parking lot. There was only one problem with this plan - there
was no cabin and no parked cars, we were hallucinating and misinterpreting

the reflection from patches of old snow as being metal roofs

and

windshields.

Cam took off and managed to find the right trail through the
meadows and back to the Austin Pass parking lot. It took him about 3 hrs.
out from Lake Ann to the road. Meanwhile, I started following the wrong

trail - the one that heads south about ten miles to the Baker Lake road!
After realizing it was going the wrong way, I decided to shortcut to the
cabin and spent an hour wandering around in the meadows, looking for a
cabin that did not exist. Suddenly it hit me: "Shit, I'm losr!" Instead of
picking a nice flat spot for a helicopter rescue and whipping out the cell
phone, which is the approved Yankee self-rescue technique, I decided I
needed to find the right trail. I picked a spot where, if I was a trailbuilder, I
would put one in. I hiked over there: sure enough, rhere was the trail. Then
I slogged out. It was the walk from hell; I was really dragging my ass. There
were a few knee-deep creek wadings to liven things up, too. At one point, I
was following Cam's tracks through some old snow. The trail was gerring
harder and harder to find. Then I came to a place where Cam had carved my

name and an arrow into the snow. I looked where it pointed - Io and
behold, rhere was rhe trail on rhe other side of the valley! By the time I got
to the roed it was 8PM: 14 hours gone. Cam wasn't back yet so I started
staggering down the road, where I first got a ride, then got picked uP by
Cam. Quelle slog extrordinaire!
We drove back tov¡ards Sumas and hit "Holy Smoke, A Tavern"
for rehydration. Half pound burgers and pints of Bud þlech) was the besl

we could do. Cam actually likes drinking that sv¡ill! The tavern is the
biggest hole around. "It was great, you should go there" (1r4. Guite quote).
In addition to a whole wall of 'pull tabswith names like "Killer FIooker",
you cen buy T-shirts with slogans like "spotted Owls Taste Like Chicken!"
and "The Only Reason Some People Are Still Alive Is Because There Are
Laws Against Killing Them!". The place is the dingiest little wannabe bikerbar/logging town shithole I've ever been in. The burgers suck too. It's an
absolutely mandatory stop after doing routes on Shuksan or Baker!
Despite the burgers, beer and drinking about 6L of water over the
course of the day, I ended up losing 10 pounds on this trip: pretty good for
a day and a half, eh? The climb was one of the best non-rock alpine routes I
have ever done - much better than ('cause it's three or four times as long as)

N. ridge of \üedge, but about the same level of difficulty. If I did it
again, I would cut back down the'SØhite Salmon glacier from Winnie's Slide
to White Salmon Creek, and take the little bushwack as the Price of the
shorter route to the car - thus avoiding the endless Lake Ann trail, the
Fisher Chosseys, and the hallucinations.

the

Bumbling up Baker: A Sunny and Successful Ascent
Dan Perrakis
Saturday night saw Paul, Dave and me hurrying to Safeway a half
hour before closing. After loading up on drink crystals, gorp ingredients and
bagels, we rushed back to our respective abodes to shove all manner of bizarre
and painful-looking gear into our packs. What was a rock jock like me doing
fiddling with crampons and winter gear on a sunny summer v¡eekend? My list
of climbing goals and "to do" items had always included one-arm pull-ups and
leading 5.11, but for some reeson I had shied away from mountaineering. It
had always seemed too dangerous, too reckless. Accid.ents in Nortb American

Mounaineering loves to outline in gory detail and with clinical precision the
perils of venturing into the high mountains, and I had managed to scare myself
on several occasions by reading the accounts. 'Fall on lce, Inadequate
Protection, Anchor Failed, Lack of Experience" echoed in my head at the
mention of mountaineering. But this was to be the trþ that conquered that
anitude, and turned my mountaineering frown upside down, so to speak.
And so we set out to conquer Mt. Baker
a lofty 10,000 ft peak, albeit a

-

simple one, that watches over Vancouver like a sentinel. (I always liked the
sound of "three thousand metres" even better, actually. Hail to the metric
system!) Here's the story:
Paul Fearing had originally suggested the idea of doing Baker, as he
had been thwarted from reaching the summit on a previous spring attempt,
and it required minimal technical climbing (none) other than glacier travel.
\Øe agreed that a single team of four on a rope would provide a good safety
net, and save us good number for trþping (as in, going on trþs with). Ve
figured on a three-day trip, following Mike Buda's description of "yeah, you
can do Baker in a day". Experience breeds confidence!
Our means of travel was to be Paul's fearsome Neon. Anyone
familiar with Mr. Fearing undoubtedly knows of the sleelc blue torpedo with
the racing stripes and the puzzling history of epics to its credit. When we
were ready to go and had managed to squeeze four people and four packs into
the car, we decided that fate was with us and that we had avoided the d¡eaded
curse. Besides, we had heard that the road was paved the whole way. Cleatly,
we would have no problems whatsoever. (Am I being too obvious? I'm still a
little new at using foreshadowing in my writing... )
But I'm getting ahead of myself. To complete the team, we sought
out two more adventurers: Dave Dexter was to be the experienced member of
the pany, and the one who would make sure the would-be bumblies didn't
throw themselves into crevasses or riddle their rope and tent with crampon
holes. For a founh member of the team we chose Vérèna Blasy, because her
enthusiasm made up for her lack of experience, and she and I have a long

vocl
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history of

success

on bumbly first-time adventures (such as Siwash Rock,

Smith Rock's Monkey Face, and the like). After our team was complete, we
even managed to find a sunny weekend in June to depart on. Things were
looking rosy indeed.
After surprisingly little dallying we depaned, bobbing along happily
in the blue sedan, off to climb a mountain. \üe might have noticed that the
carwas riding a bit low, but kept quiet, or we might not have noticed it.
Suddenly, our hearts leapt into our throats and our bowels clenched tight as
we heard the scream of metal against rock. 'Well, ok - it wasnt that
'SØe
had crossed over a
dramatic. The car just kind of jumped all of a sudden.
'W'e
stopped and tried hard to
culvert with deep wheel ruts, and bottomed out.
ignore the distinaive smell of gas and the steady trickle of liquid coming from
the underside of the Neon.
"I can't believe it, we're so close!" Paul vented, along with a few
expletives. The rest of us kept fairly quiet, expecting an explosive rage
regarding the state of the vehicle. To our surprise, and to Pault credit, it
never came, as he was much more upset about the obstacle this posed to
completing the climb than about some silly car. Someone helpfully suggested
that we could probably roll back down most of the road with the ignition off
(ok, it was me...). Our situation turned from grim to buffoonish as we
proceeded straight off the road and into the ditch, courtesy of non-functional
power brakes and steering. 'W'e were feeling pretty useless and desperate at
that point, but luckily we managed to push the car out. Of course' \üe still
had a punctured gas tank and were a ways ew y from civilization. We also
still had our hearts se on climbing Baker if it was at all possible.
After some talk about whether or not we could just ditch the car (no
pun intended) and hike the rest of the way to the parking lot' we decided we
should deal with it then, and could then maybe get a ride back up. As we
started hiking down the road, a big van fuIl of guides-in-training from the
American Alpine Institute showed up. They were going uP to sPend a week
on the glacier doing anchor practice stuff, but were willing to turn around
briefly and give us a ride back to Glacier. 'W'e were overwhelmed with
gratitude and eagerly hopped in. Kudos to the American Alpine Institute.
Once in town, Paul called for a tow from BCAA. ('Yes, itt a paved road"),
and we sat and played cards while waiting. It actually wasn't all that bad - it
was a beautiful summer day, andwe were playing cards comfortably outside in
a pleasant little town, being entertained by the dozens of dogs that wandered
by. Lots of dogs in Glacier. Most of them friendly too, and with rather cute
owners. I digress - we anuld rather have been climbing a mountain, but we
werent too badly off, compared to most VOC epics.
'$ühen
the tow truck arrived, the moment of truth had come: would

the
the
'wer

us? According to
the rules. Anyway, he agreed, and we
there was actually a cha¡ce that we could
station without any

of.

do the climb after all! Paul and Dave went in the truck to go back to the car
and get all our gear out, and Vern and I had to hitch back up. Well, to make a
long story short, none ofus had any troubles getting rides, and by 1:30 we had
our packs on and were starting down the well-trodden trail! 'tilØe were four
hours behind schedule, but had a renewed vitality that came from successfully
overcoming a colossal challenge: If we could avoid the cruxy Curse of the
Neon, the summit itself would be a trifle by comparison.
Baker was evidently a popular destination that weekend. We passed
about thirry people v¡ho were on their way down, and when we reached the
glacier, we counted 1.7 tents beneath us all around the last moraine, as well as
some others higher up. Vie stayed unroped that day, and made camp at about
7t00 ft, in a well-sheltered spot beside a rock wall. '$l'e were all pretty tired,
but had been admiring the view all day and felt great about wen being there.
There is a spot on the approach at about 5500 ft. or so when you come to the
top of a ridge near treeline and (in good weather) the mountain suddenly leaps

into view. After tromping for over an hour through a dense old-growth
forest, the magnitude of all the snow and ice that covers a 10,000 ft. composite

cone volcano suddeniy hits home. 'We were suitably impressed, and enjoyed a
gorgeous sunset gradually dim the footprints in the snow.
Compared to the approach, the next couple of days on the mountain
went like clockwork. \ü?e woke up for a respectable 5:00 alpine start, and
were ready to go by 7:00. I found myself on the leading end of the rope,

Dave Dextor, Verena Blasy, and Paul Fearing boldly
march towards the summit of baker

(photo: Dan Perrakis)

which was fun on the steeper sections. The rope wasnt needed out of any
rechnical difficulty, but as a measure of conservatism for general glacier travel.
It made us feel a bit better on the Roman Süall "crux" just near the summit

-

whopping 40 degree slope! @at your heart out, Drew!) There actually were
a number of crevasses that we had to cross
- two snow bridges, and one stepso we were glad to be attached. tùØe took a break at the col at about
across
81OO ft. to admire the view (including Rainier in the distance) and so that I
could crap. I usually find a nice view conducive to good, healthy crapping,
but this time it didnt help, and my squatting proved fruitless. It must have
been the altitude.
We then marched on up the Roman \Wall. I found myself rather
unaccustomed to cramponing up steep snow. This was logical, since it was the
first time I had ever strapped on crampons or correctly used an ice axe, despite
having attended Glacier School in 94. I also found that if I forgot to stay
focussed, I would spend lots of time looking straight ahead at the slope, and
when I did look up to see where I was going, I would get dizzy and waver a
bit. This is bad, I think, when you're at the "sha¡p" end of the rope - I don't
recall reading that you're supposed to get dizzy while climbing. I actually had
some difficulty pacing myself
- sometimes I would go too fast, and get hot
and out of breath, and the others would grumble at me. Other times I would
slow down or pause, and all sons of slack would develop in the rope.
Apparently this mountaineering stuff takes practice.
Nevertheless, we progressed steadily, and happily reached the summit
at about 10:30 am, following the slog across the football field-sized summit
plateau. Three thousand, two hundred and eighty-five meters of pure altitude!
There, we celebrated by having lunch, admiring the 360 degree view, and
remarking how the summit perspective does a fabulous job of minimizing the
apparent human impact on eafth. From Baker's summit, If you can ignore the
clearcuts, the visible world is one of mountain sides, clouds and sky. Quite
powerful, actually. The sport climber in me was humbled.
Sufficiently chilled by the high winds, we began tromping back
down. Plunge-stepping down the Roman \Øall was a bit unpredictable, owing
to the sporadically-frozen hundreds of other footprints. '\JØe alternated
between this technique and downclimbing, and my impatience led to some
sloppy rope management and a brief lapse in the chummy group dynamics. I
'We
sorted everything out quickly
apologize for this, however late it is now.
enough, and descended to camp without incident.
Despite having worn sunglasses, we all felt somewhat snow blind, and
spent an hour or so hiding our heads in our sleeping bags and enjoying the
da¡kness. This was followed by the standard session of self-congratulations on

a

our ascent, which quickly degenerated into typical VOC trip silliness. A
sample: the previous morning, the radio had been playing some typical inane
tune with a chorus that chimed: "Bum, ba dum/ ba dum, ba dum dum/ I
fought the law andthe/ Law won!" Amidst our giggling, Vern was struggling
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dreaded Pooh Cave. Just behind our campsire was a blocky rock wall, which
was developing a moat of sorts from the sunny June weather. In one section,
the melted runoff from above had frozen against the rock, and then collapsed
underneath, creating a very deep and sheltered ice tunnel. 1Ve spied its true
potentiel, and designated it as the Pooh Cave, where one could seek relief in
privary and out of the wind. Ffowever, the inside of the Pooh Cave was wer
and icy, and it lacked a definite bottom. This was excellent for wasre disposal,
but not for stability: visits to the Pooh Cave required the use of crampons and
axe, as well as sure footing. I distinctly remember one harrowing trip when, as
a consequence of poor route-finding and planning, I ended up in an awkward
and tiring position for the business at hand. I was desperately clinging to my
ice-axe anchor, my forearms quickly pumping out while my butt hung out
over the smelly darkness. Luckily, both the a¡<e and my forearms held out

longer than

my

bowels, and

I

was spared the gruesome and utterly

dishonourable fate of tumbling into the beast's maw. 'We were glad to leave
the Pooh Cave after two days of its grim taunting.
The next day, Tuesday, we sadly packed up and headed down, the
process made significantly quicker
- and wetter - by bum-sliding. Back in
the parking lot, it wasnt long before a friendly looking station wagon pulled
up. Its owner had just d¡iven up to check out the mountain's conditions for
his planned ascent the following weekend. \Øhen he heard about our lack of
vehicle, he took pity on us and piled us into his wagon. In no time at all we
were back in Sumas, waiting for the mechanics to put the finishing touches on
the Neon's new $500 gas tank. Ouch! Paul became understandably subdued,
and the rest of us tried to empathize, although he refused financial help. It was
an unfortunate sting in the tail of what was otherwise a glorious trip
definitely one of the best VOC outings I have been on. The combination of
good friends, a realistic yet challenging objective, fabulous weather, and a fun
learning experience provided as good an introduction to mountaineering as we
ever could have hoped for. I vowed to return to the snowy mountain tops.

'Washington Pass
Shane Cooþ
'Whenever

someone tries to tempt me with "great rock" or a "short
or even "classic moderate alpine climbs" I tend to treat their
claims with a gre t deal of skepticism. Slhen Doug, a.k.a. Grumpy, started
claiming all of the above about the \Washington Pass area I was very skeptical, to say the least. \Øhen another friend, Matt, backed up his claims I
started to get interested. After a quick perusal of the Beckey "Bible" on the
area I was definitely interested. The final straw was reading an article about
the Beckey Route on Libeny Bell in a Climbing Mag. They described it as
one of the great classic moderates, and the pictures were just spectacular.
There was nothing to be done except to make the four hour drive do'wn to
\Øashington State and check it out for myself.
easy approach"

This trip started as most do. How the heck do we fit four people
and climbing and camping gear into Doug's "RED ROCI(ET"? The
solution appeared to be in strapping my pack onto Doug's ski rack with
some old polypro rope, hoping it stayed put. The drive was the typical trip
with Doug. Get to the border and answer the usual questions, "No officer
we are pure young climbers and we would never smoke any marijuana."
"Yes, climbing is very dangerous and you are right we are insane". Then it is
out onto the "racetrack". This is the affectionate neme Doug has developed
for the I-5 in \Washington. For those of you who have not had the privilege
of experiencing a road trip with Doug let me tell you that the name
"racetrack" could be applied to just about any road Doug has ever driven.
On this particular trip Doug was enjoying the I-5 so much that he missed
the turn off at Mt. Vernon and did not realize his error until we reached
Everett. I you ask him he may give you a slightly different version but do
not believe it. So, about an hour behind schedule we reach a campsite near
the trailhead and enjoyed the usual antics of setting up a tent late at night
and in the dark. If you do not know the antics see my article on Surfing.
The next day we have a typical Doug alpine start, 10:00am and
drive the couple of km to the trailhead. At this point we realize that these
"parking permit required" signs might apply to us, but decide to ignore
them for the time being. This is where we first get to test Doug's fabulous
claims about this area. The "short easy approach" actually turned out to be
just that. Although it is fairly steep and the weather was very hot, we made
the approach with our overfull packs in around three hours. After picking
the only flat spot in the area for our camp, we decided to explore. Having
been there before, Doug was all keen to do a climb in the remainder of the
afternoon. So Lisa and Doug headed out to do the South Ridge of South
Early \Øinter Spire. Laura and myself decided just to take it easy and hike
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and explore the area, and what

^rt

was. 'We were camped in the alpine
5 spires and had the most atnazingview

area

it

about 30 minutes from the base of
several peaks in the area. I still plan on making a return to climb
Cutthroat Peak at some time. After wandering around for the afternoon, we
only had to wait a little while at camp before Doug and Lisa returned.
]ü7Ïen asked how it went, Doug was very quiet and did not look like he had
enjoyed himself. It turns out Lisa had little experience removing gear and
they did not get above the first pitch. \üíe spent the rest of the evening
sipping Kahlua and hot chocolate and watching a fa:nily of mountain goats
that were not at all afraid of hanging out in our campsite. The only
detractor, so far, was the fact that the Mosquitoes were hangin'out in huge
swarms and were eating us alive all evening. Once the sun went down the
mosquitoes went away and the rest of the evening was truly enjoyable.
The next day dawned clear and bright but we did not know this
'$ü'hy
because again we slept late.
not when the approach to the chosen
climb is less than 30 minutesl The only complaint wes from Doug, who had
been kept awake for large parts of the night with the Goats playing outside
of his tent. I personally thought this was kind of cool but then again I slept
the night through. The plan for the day was to go and try to do the climb
that Doug and Lisa had started the day before. 'Sl'e all marched up to the
base of the climb and started to raclc up. Doug let me and Laura take the
lead since he had done the route on his previous visit. The climbing on the
first pitch was what I have come to expect from good moderate alpine
climbing. Short cruxes, but harder than they are rated, with good protection
followed by some runout easy climbing. This pitch was doubly nice because

of

Shane and Laura on the Summit of S. Early lVinter Spire

the rock was quite solid. This was soon to change on the next pitch, which
involved about 20m of loose 4th class in a choss-filled gully with a shon (45m) crux 5th class chimney. This is the orher thing I have learned about
alpine climbing: chimneys are unavoidable and much more frequent than in
Squamish.

The roure continues up anorher pitch of low 5th class
chimney/gully until you rop our on a sort of plateau in the ridge. From
this point ro rhe top is several hundred merers oÍ 2nd and 3rd class
scrambling. There is one shorr 4th/5th class knifedge but there is no
protection, although there used to be an old I/4" bolt but ir has long since
rusted out and fallen to irs death. This strerch should nor derer anyone who
was able to climb the first pitch, and if it does, I'm quite sure rhar a
protectable route could be found if neccessary. From the knifedge there is
still 2-300 m of nice scrambling to rhe summit, which is comprised of a large
pile of sharp boulders.
Laura and I reached rhe top just behind anorher party on anorher
route and chatted with them for a few minures before Doug and Lisa caught
up with us. \Øe had a nice lunch in the sun then descended the same way
we came up. The decent involved 3 double rope rapels straight down the
first three pitches of climbrng.
Once back at camp we enjoyed a leisurely evening of diner, hot
chocolate and baileys, and bug slapping. That evening a few clouds received
comment: "See those thuderheads over there?" This was meant as a joke
since there were only two tiny fluffy clouds in the sky, but as a direct result
there were a few light showers early next morning and could be directly
attributed to Dougt pessimism.
Fortunately, the showers did not emount to m ch and the last day was
beautiful.
The next day we started our for rhe "worsr gully in rhe cascades",
or so Doug made it sound, expecting the worst. 'We started up this gully
about 30min before Doug and Lisa, since they had slept in again. As we
climbed we could hea¡ rhe rumblings of the party ahead of us, or nor so
much the party but the rocks they were rolling towards us. As we got to
the top of the gully we saw thar the party ahead was aiming for the same
route as us: The Beckey Roure on Liberty Bell. .süe were even more
depressed when we realised that they were climbing es a parry of three. \fle
then decided to stick with rhe original plan and do the Beckey Route
anyvøay, since we did not have topos for anything else. So we slowly racked
up and waited for the group to get going. After a while the coasr seemed
clear so off we went.
Now the Beckey Route is considered a classic for good reason. Ir
has great rock, chimneys, grear face cracks, flakes, and some slab climbing
thrown in for good measure. Combine this with outstanding views and a
moderate grade and you have a classic route. As mentioned, this route has

chimneys and the first two pitches take you up some. The first pitch has a
great chockstone thât you tunnel behind and en& on a grear belay ledge.
The next pitch has two options for starting, I tried the flaring chimney
behind a large flake, and was not dissapointed. The gear consists of a few
fixed pins and some cord attached to something but I have no idea what ir is
since it is burried deep into a slot. After the start you end up in a wide
chimney that is fairly easy but hard to protect, unless you happen to be
carrying gear to three feet. There is some protection though, including an
old ring angle in some sand. To this point the climbing is in chimneys and
you are still deep in the gully but as you top out at the end of the second
pitch onto some slabs you are treated to a huge dose of exposure as the
world unfolds below you. The next pitch is a real rope strecher and you
must watch out for rope drag as you wander uP some slabs, through bulges
with splitter hand cracks and around corners. This pitch is among my
favorite of my short climbing career. The climbing is enjoyable, the rock is
good, and the views are astounding. Once you finish this pitch, all that
remains is a short scrambly pitch to the top with one 5.7 boulder problem
tossed in for good measure.
'We
reached the summit shonly before Doug and Lisa and were
treated to swarms of Ladybugs. It is a very interesting phenomonon that
'We
the Ladybugs gathered around the summit of some high alpine tower.
were joined on top not only by Doug and Lisa but also by Lorne Hoover
and his girlfriend, who I must apppogize to for forgetting her name. After a
little relaxation and many "Team Carnda" photos, we started down. The
descent is a little hard to find but the descriptions were good enough to get
us down. Once at the bottom we descended the gully two by two, in order
to avoid crushing each other with loose rock, and headed back to camp.
The hike out was nice and leisurely and we returned to the car long before
sundown. After stopping in Sedro \üooley (I just love saying that name) for
some Ben andJerry's (the best thing about the US) we headed for home.
All in all I would have to agree with Dougs appraisd of the area. For those
who are intrested in alpine climbing but are unsure where to begin this is a
great location. The camping is easy to get to, although it may be illegal, and
the climbs are numerous and have a great range of difficulty. A great area
for beginner and advanced climbers alike. For information on the area see
the Beckey guides.
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Climbing in'Wyoming
DougVilm
'$Øhen

most people think of \Øyoming they picture Old Faithful,
cowboys and rolling hills. The \Øyoming ITe seen on my two visits does

include Old Faithful and such, but another prominent figure on the
landscape are the MOUNTÁ.INS. The most vivid image of Wyoming
emblazoned in my mind was oF an experience Shoshanna and I shared thii
past summer (1997) while we were at Grand Teron National Park. Ve had

hiked from the valley boftom (4000 ft) ro the saddle of the Grand Teton
(10000 ft) where we spenr the night. At around l.Lpm we were awoken by
what I thought was rock fall, wheN in fact it was a severe rhundersrorm.
The sound and light show was the mosr amazing I have ever witnessed.
The rock was completely lit up by the lightning and the smell of the rock
that had been zapped was quite eerie. The storm rolled through very
quickly and all was calm until an hour later when another storm arrived.
Vith the 2nd storm we saw a trail of headlamps descending from the higher
camps. It was all very creepy watching these poor souls moving down while
it was pouring rain and bolts of lightning were striking all around them,
which made them appear as ghosts. It is quite amazinghow such a beautiful
place can also render one insignificanr in the eyes of Morher Nature. Shosh
and I also learned while we were hiking up the final 1500ft to the base of rhe
climb which would lead us to the top of the Grand Teton that those of us
who live at sea level are sometimes prone to ALTiTLIDE SICKNESS. To

make a long story short we had to turn back and head for the valley
bottom- Chalk up anorher one for Mother Narure.
From the Terons we headed through Yellowstone Nar. Park on
our way to Devil's Tower in North-Eastern \Øyoming. The drive was a
little over 1000 km to rhe Tower so we split up the trip by spending a night
in Yellowstone. Yellowstone is quite an amazing place, but I don't
recommend visiting during the summer for obvious reasons. \Øe arrived at
the Tower late at night and could only see the outline of it by Moon light.
A strange event occurred the next morning, I actually was awake and out of
bed before sunrise. There must be something about S?yoming because rhe
only other times I remember rising before the sun was on our attempt to
climb the Grand Teron a few days prior and rwo years ago when Eric, Tami

I climbed Symmetry

in the Tetons.
to scour around at the base of the Tower and
scope out all the multipitch crack climbs. Around noon we found a climb
called Bon Homme- 3 pitch, 5.8 + . By this time the temperature was close to
30 Celsius and we were climbing in the sun. I started up the first pitch
keeping in mind the guide book said the crack widened to 6-8 inches just
\locr eT
and

Shosh and

I

Spire

decided
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below a roof where you then had to traverse left to a set of bomber twin
hand cracks. \ühen I arrived at the wide section I reaJized my #3 Camalot
was not going to be of much help, so I ran it out and with a bit of a struggle
traversed over to the twin cracks. To say I was sweating would be an
understatement- I s/as FUCKING melting! I chugged my litre of water and
cruised up the stellar twin cracks for another 30 metres to the top of the
pitch where I managed to find a small patch of shade. It must have been at
least 40 Celsius by that time and now I lçnow what it must feel like to be a
lizard. I belayed Shosh up and when she arrived she looked like I felt. Ve
came to the lightning fast conclusion
that we were rapping off this molten
'We

chunk of igneous rock- NO'SØ.
cruised to the camp, found shade and
decided to return the next day before
sunrise to climb the classic, Durrance'
Durrance is a 6 pitch S.S
which goes to the top of the Tower.
The route was put up in Sept. 1938 bY

Jack Durrance and

Harrison
stellar
has
Butterworth. The climb
as
offas
well
hand and finger cracks

widths and chimneys. Vhile I

I

found old pitons from the
original first ascent. The pitons were
on average I5m apart all the way uP
the route. The National Park Service
maintains this route by keeping it in
its original 1938 condition. The NPS

climbed

replaces pitons when

disJodged

they

or unsafe.

become

Considering

that the route wes put up 60 years

ato, it was a damn impressive
achievement as all they had then was
pitons for protection and very crude
climbing shoes.

All in all, I

highly

recommend this climb because it is
definitely a classic in terms of its
quality and its history.
'We
rapped off the Tower
and while walking back to the car we
came across throngs of wide-eYed

tourists who asked us what

it

was

like on top of the Tower. I told one group of tourists that there was an old
space-ship and a football field up top. I have heard and read about other
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only way to truly know is to climb to the top
yourself. Devil's Tower is an awesome place but it would be in one's best
interests to be a solid crack climber before visiting the Tower, because there
is nothing but cracks of ALL SIZES.
After Devil's Tower, there of course is still the high elevation offwidth capital called Vedauv¡oo near Laramie and the 'SØind River Range in
Cenrral !Øyoming. The base elevarion in the Wind's is at 10000 ft f3000 m)
and there are well over 50 peaks in that range that top out ar over 13000 ft
(- 4300 m). The approach to reach the \Øind's is 13 km and one gains over
5000 ft (' 1500 m) on the hike in. Be prepared ro inreracr with a lot of
Black Bears and climb some high quality granite alpine routes. \üüell, there
is a taste of what Wyoming has to offer and I know of a few orher choice
areas but I shall keep them to myself. Have fun and watch our for rhose
killer bugs!!!!
outrageous claims but the

Climbers:
Shoshanna Reiter

Doug \Øilm
Eric llutton
Tami Rummel
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Gemse Peak or

All

Finding a

Use

For

Tbose Englisb Courses
Chris Beglq and Miþ,e Gee-tay

Late August-ish

As we rounded a bend in the road, we had our first look at that
valley. A savage place, holy and enchanted, our eyes caressed the

awesome

menacing peaks. Immediately we sensed that our Presence here was an
io these sleeping giants and that they did not want us here.
Nevertheless, we shouldered our packs and set off in silence, effortlessly

affront

daunting challenge laid forth

the rock, trying to gain the
(surely that which God gave
our demise. Anderson, C
Steinbok, wanted

to

assure

that we would never return to the civilized

world.

foolishnes dwells in the hearts of men. Our triumph was only half

head and clouds rushed around as though possessed by some vile denizen of
the Hades itself. Her shoulders shook with rage at our impudence and
thunder blasted from all quarters, nearly deafening us and driving us to the
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very brink of insanity. But all her fury was wasted. 'We were free from her
horrible grip, and as a final gesture before heading back to the holy
sanctuary of the Toyota Tercel, we turned around and laughed at her. We
were triumphant.
-Note- Gemse Peaþ, is located i.n the Anderson Riper Group, øccessed of tbe
Fraser Canyon. It maþ,es an excellent day trip, a class 3,/4 scramble, -5 hours
retî,trn. 'W? ran into

a bit of a

storrn, whicb inEired tltis somewhat

melodramatic article.
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Catbedral Lakes
Joanna \Vood
This summer I became good friends with one of my co-workers,
McMillan. Not onþ did we discover that we both enjoyed climbing
its, but for all of July and August we
and
Needless to say it was a good summer!
had
a few days off work at the end of June

sarah

park

an

.

of June 27 sarahwas tired
tt"¿ to drive the whole way
ning before,
""ä
as I had yet to learn to drive a standard. (I did learn later that summer so we
were able to share the driving on our next trip.) \Øe parked our car by an
abandoned cabin at the end of a single lane dirt road, and before setting out

because
took

a

lr, ,t . morning

few mandatory

beginning of the trail.
overpacked, and with
could have left behind
backs we found ourselves unable to lift our legs high enough to clear the
branches that lay on the trail and we thus both acquired a number of
bruises. This lead to a discussion of the merits of redistributing the weight
we were carryingby carrying the food in our stomachs instead of in our
packs!

to follow, but as with
other good things (like the weather) this did not last. When we arrived at a
fork in the trail we chose to take the lower route. According to our

Initially the trail was well marked and

easy

and rain staned to fall. \üØe stopped frequently for snacks arid water, to
dress and undress as the inclination ofthe trail changed, and for Sarah to
treat the blisters she was rapidly acquiring at the mercy of her new boors.

Four hours and 8km later we came to a log bridge that crosses
Ewart Creek. Until this point we had been travelling sourh along the park's
eastern border, but here the trail turned and headed west. Just before the
bridge was an open area, and although none of the guidebooks made
reference to this spot, it loolçed ideal for camping. Ve debated whether or
not to continue on to the more official Tu'in Buttes camping area but in rhe
end decided to stay put. It would been a long haul to the nexr spor, and
judging by the terrain we had been hiking on, it would have been difficult
to pitch our tent on the side of the trail had we been unable ro reach our
destination beforeldark. The clinching argument in our decision was that
'we were on holiday and the main goal was ro enjoy our time in the park
not

to kill ourselves with overexerrion.
The only wildlife we saw that day was chipmunks. There was
some bear scat neaÍ where we camped but it was not fresh. Ve did our best
to safely secure our bear bag in the tightly clustered rrees, bur if I recall
lo1ig¡rdverte¡1ly ¡akiqg ouJ a few small trees

Our first campsite, on Ewart Creek where the trail turns west into the park
þhoto: Joanna Vood)
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in the process. It seemed to take forever to set up camp but fortunately we
were able to do this during a brief respite from the rain. That evening as we
cooked diner we were both extremely thankful for the tarp I had packed.
The next morning I could not get our stove to work so we rook
inventory of our food, debating whether or not we could surwive without
the stove. As we progressed, we marveled at the amount of bear scat we
encountered. Because of the amount of moisture in the ground we found it
difficult to determine whether or not the scat was fresh. lVe had troubles
finding trail markers and so took a meandering route through the muck.
Fortunately the bugs were minimal. Originally we had discussed taking a
longer route into the park, travelling southwest to Haystack Lakes, but as
we progressed we were glad we had opted against that route. Unlike the
route we were on, the Haystack Lake route would have taken us Past an
arcathatwas actually marked on the maP as marshy.
As it took us five hours to reach the Twin Buttes campground, we

deceiving. The route was marhed with cairns. Each time we a¡rived at one
and looked ahead to the next we were always positive the next cairn marked
the summit, but upon reaching it there was invariably another one further
ahead. For much of the day the weather wæ pleasant and the temPerature
Ped

this
better

of me and I became really discouraged. Sarah did her best to boost my
spirits and co,rx me on.
\ü'e eventually reached the summit and were greeted with a
for as far as we could see. \üe

:,#,:um;i:*::îi'
a new and updated map
was expected from the publishers arry day. Vhile a new maP would have
been useful, the outdated one allowed us an opportunity to practise our
sorely inadequate math skills. (Fortunately 20 years is a nice round number
to work with when calculating mean declination.)
Our journey ahead consisted of a descent followed by another
ascent, but we somehow managed to misread the contours and had only
anticipated the descent. In retrospect this mistake was a blessing in disguise'
Had we reafizedwhat we were in for, I just might have given up then and

1977 topo,the læt one

in stock, after learning that

there. Initially the descent followed

a well marked trail, but the trail
deteriorated as we continued and we found ourselves negotiating single log
bridges over marshy ground. Our balance was not quite what it would have
been had our packs been lighter, but we both managed to stay upright. As
with every other hike I have done, I began cursing my feeble knees with
each step of the descent. It was only when we crossed Lakeview Creek that
we realised our error in reading the map. Despite this realisation my spirits
had risen incredibly and I was full of energy. By contrast Sarah's energy
level was low and she now needed my encouragement. The trail up was
littered with fallen trees that had been brought down in a recent storm. 'W'e
found ourselves crawling over and under and around trees, our task made
more difficult by the weight of our packs. I began extolling the virtue of

chainsaws.
Close to an hour later the trail finally leveled out. It was at this
point we met people for the first time since we had started out the morning
before. They told us it was another 5 minutes to the campsites by Pyramid
Lake and about 20 minutes to the others by Lake of the Woods. 'SØe did not
hesitate in our decision to srop at the first available site, 10hr, 20km, and
5000ft of net elevation gain since breakfast. The clouds parted as we
dropped our packs and we set up our tent under clear skies. The couple
camped next to us were impressed with what we had accomplished and

treated us each to a glass of scotch. Like all the other people we met in the
park that week they had paid for a ride into the park. That night I was kept
awalce with a mysterious case of stomach cramps but without them the rain
which pelted our tent would have done the same thing.
At the campsite we took our water from a creek. There were wire
cages to store our food in and outhouses with toilet paper. The food cages
served only as protection from wiskeyjacks as bears are not e concern in the
core area of the park. This su¡prised us until we recalled our hike into the
park and reaJizedwe had not seen any bear scat once above the tree line on
the east side of the unnamed summit. In fact we did not see any further sign
of bears for the rest of our trip.
'We
awoke bright and early at 10:30am, once again thankful for our
\IØe
tarp.
filled our day packs and set out for Glacier Lake. As we reached
the lake the rain deteriorated into hail. We watched several people above us
making hasty descents on their butts dov¡n the snowy slopes from the Rim
Trail. ìJØe turned back. On our v¡ay down we came across a series of pipes
that were designed to collect water, presumably for plumbing in the rangers'
cabin. One of the connections had come undone and water was running
down the slope. We contemplated fixing it but decided that perhaps there
was a reason for the disjuncture. Later that afternoon as we sat under our
tarp drinking hot chocolate and playing cribbage, the rangers came by. \Øe
told them about the pipe and they thanked us and said they would check it
out. They told us they had spent the day clearing trees off the trail we had

come up the day before. Apparently two older women staying at the lodge
had hiked down the trail and, appalled at the condition of the trail, had
reported to the ranger that they had had to skin 33 trees in a distance of

about lkm.
The rangers told Sarah and me that we r¡ere the only people,
except for one of the rangers, to have completed the Ewan Creek trail that
summer. Our guidebooks had suggested allowing 11 hours for the trip and
we had taken 14 and were feeling discouraged. Flowever the rangers did not
think 14 hours was unreasonably slow, considering the condition of the
trail. This made us feel bener. 'We then discussed the fact that because of
the shuttle service operated by the lodge, people with no backcountry
experience are able to come into the park to camp and hike, often very
unprepared. Already Sarah and I had seen people hiking in the snow
wearing cotton clothing, sneakers, and windbreakers.
The next morning

I

av¡oke at 6z3}anand made
tea. Sarah got up an hour and
a half later. It was cold, there
was ice on the tarp, but there
had been stars visible during
the night and now there was

not a cloud in sight. But of
course the clouds began to

in

roll

we ate breakfast. $Øe
started out at 9am on the same
trail we had attempted the day
before. We met two couples
who, like us, were decked out
in MEC clothing. One couple
had with them a baby who
seemed wfazedat being carted
as

up mountain peaks. Sarah and

I scrambled over boulders
above Glacier Lake and made

our v¡ay up to the Rim Trail
where we hiked to Stone City.
Sarah McùIillan at Glacier lake, in
The view was beautiful, with
the Hail þhoto: Joanna Vood)
mountain peaks on every side
of us. Standing in fresh snow we looked down on Ladyslipper Lake and
contemplated all the alpine climbing routes in the area. On our way down
we bum slid on the snow. It began to hail and then rain as we passed a large
group of people on their way up. They had stopped to v¡rap their shoes in
duct tape to add some semblance of waterproofing. \üfle returned to our

campsite and noted that we had taken just over four hours to do a10km hike

for which all the guidebooks suggested allowing 6-8 hours.
and

quite

T":,*
bagging was an adventure but Sarah, always the more ingenious of the two
of us, designed a pulley system that worked wonders. That night v¡e both
awoke with a start to what we swear was the sound of a bear wandering
around our site. Neither of us slept much after that. The next morning
when we ventured out of the tent we saw no signs that a bear had visited us

during the night, just chipmunks.
As it did not rain during the night we did not wake up in a
swimming pool as we had feared, given the incline on which we had pitched
our tent. We got an 8am start, continuing our slog on the muddy trail.
Finally we emerged from the trees onto a ridge and hiked through flowers
and scrub. Unlike the hill we were on, the slope on the other side of theT
valley was forested. This prompted a¡ uninformed discussion about the
effects of slope aspect on vegetation growth. The trail then joined up with
'W'e
were glad this was
the private dirt road and the scenery became boring.
not the way we had decided to come in. The rangers had told us that the
\Øall Creek Trail, which we had previously decided not to use at all, had not
been cleared for several years because of a lack of funding and probably
would not be cleared again this year. Sarah and I decided we definitely had
chosen best routes in the right directions.
There used to be a trail that branched off from the dirt road that
followed the south shore of the Ashnola River and that would have taken us
to our car but we never found it. The rangers did not know if it still
existed. Instead we ended up hiking all the way down to the main road.
There we were faced with the option of 4km of bush whacking or 12km of
walking along the road. \üüe opted for the road and so first had to climb
over the locked gate that stops cars from crossing the bridge that leads to the
private road through the park. The main road heads out in one direction,
and then forks off at a bridge and backtracks. If we could have figured out a
way to cross back over the river without being swept away we could have
cut our walking distance down to about 3km but we did not think this was
v¡ithin our capabilities. Thus we began the long trek.
Fortunately we were able to hitch a ride to the turn off, leaving us
with only 5km on the dirt road. We ditched our packs by the side of the
road where we were let out and, feeling very light, jogged the rest of the
s/ay to our vehicle. We passed a family who had just parked their two
mobile homes on the side of the road along with their dirt bikes and cars.
They were lounging in their lav¡n chairs enjoying a camP fire. It was a

hideous contrast from the mountain toPs we had been feasting our eyes on

only hours before.
As we d¡ove back to Vancouver we agreed we had picked a
beautiful destination for our trip but five days was just not long enough to
enjoy it. Our only regret wÍ¡s that the v¡eather had not been better. With
absolutely no desire to return to the city and to work we tuned into CBC
radio hoping for some sort of inspiration. Instead we found ourselves
listening to a special broadcast commemorating the transfer of power of
Hong Kong from Britain to China and we wondered hov¡ this event might
affect our lives in the future.
Over the course of our trip we compiled a "glad and bad" list. The
glad items are things we that made our trip that much better and that we
will be sure to take along on future trips. Some of these items are the things
we had cursed ourselves for packing when we initially set out. The bad
items are things we just did not need to bother carrying. The list goes as

follows:
Glad
1.

TARP

2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

dried cranberries
heavy duty plastic bag

towel
our special orzo and soup mix dinners

Polish sausage
thermos and hot chocolate
8. Joanna's rain poncho/Sarah's Tilly hat
9. warm clothes (it was colder than we thought
it would be, but we were prepared)
10. tevas

Bad

1. Sarah's trail mix (there

was just too much)

2. too much food - unless we had been lost for a month
3. Quaker oatmeal Soanna liked it but Sarah
thought it was foul - especially Peaches and Cream)

4. Bulgar wheat (the meal we made with it sucked)
5. sunscreen (we just did not need it)6. tshirts (again, we just did not
them)

need
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VlELCOME to HELL
Ron Horwood

A friend of mine once told me that Sam Hill is a euphemism for
hell. On this years Thanksgiving Leavenworth trip I began to believe him.
Most of the climbing trip was pretty standard; we srarred with

a

drive in the darlc following a map that didn't really match the roads. This
Ied our team to believe that we knew where we were, v¡hen in reality we
were just a little bit off course. This became very clear when the map
showed the road going straight and the road decided to dead end in a park
instead. Brilliant university educated people that we are, we backtracked to
find a sign that led to another sign that showed us the way to a sign that was
where we should have been in the first place.
Back on track we boldly decided to postpone dinner in order to
make up time, besides who really wants to eat at a place called the Boring
Burger Barn, or the Salem Samosa Shack. IJnfortunately as time slipped by
we realized that there would be no more alliterative restaurants and we had
missed our chance for real food. As a result we stopped at a gas station to
buy what passes for real food in the U.S of A. I personally received a lot of
flak for eating cupcakes with the expiration date 2050.
A benefit of this stop was that we ran into the Suburban, whose
occupants thought they were lost (they werent they just didn't know it
veÐ.

Another hour on the road and we were pulling into our campsite.
to set up our tents it was decided that to conserve body
heat, all the cold blooded people would sleep in Chateau Dexter and all the
warm blooded people would pile into the Horwood Chalet. So I slept

After

close race

alone.

Joanna, Dave, and Verena had an interesting night and someone in
that tent had some dreams that led to some serious teasing for the rest of the

trip.

In the morning the sensation of a bear dragging me across the

campsite

woke me up. 'When I crawled out of bed I realized that it was raining on my
tent. '\ühen I walked over to Dave's tent I reaJized that it was raining on

Dave's tent. \üØhen I walked to the outhouse I realized that it w'âs not
raining on the outhouse. \ühen I walked back to my tent I realized it was
raining on my tent. This set the tone for the day.
Ignoring this obvious sign from the gods of cartoons and cheesy
monster shows, we headed for Purina Crags. The climbing was great even if
I found myself off route more than once.

Dave demonstrated derring-do, digital dexterity and several other d
words- impressing us in cruising this line and that line, running it out here
and there.
Meanwhile team braids (Vern and myself) continued to demonstrate the
style that allowed us to climb as many routes as the faster team of Dave and
This
Joanna. We would lead a route and then toP roPe everphing near it.
route
on
got
so
off
Vern
very
well
except
when
worked
technique
excellent

to down climb to the anchors, resulting in some
yours truly.
for
interesting seconding
weather it went this way, five to fifteen
for
the
ominous
As
to
fifteen
minutes of cold or rain or cold rain
warm
sun,
five
minutes of
one lead that she had

followed by more sunshine.
In fact, when I was climbing "Just Another Sucker on the Vine", I
in my T-shirt. But fonunately the sudden shower cleaned
sweating
started
as I finished frictioning through the puddles we all hid
up
and
as
soon
me
under the leaning pillar at the start of the climb.
lVith the weather finally making up it's mind we decided to let our
rope gun fly up one more classic 5.9 hand crack before we left. Shouting out
incoherent cries of delight with each bomber jam, or funky stem Dave made
short work of Poison Ivy Crack and its cruxy finish. As each of us followed
on T.R. we tried to free the first of many manky fixed friends that we
would see that weekend. Exhausted and happy it was time to head for camp.
On day two I was once again woken by the sound of rain falling on
our tents but no where else. Eating quickly we made a break for Castle
Tower or rock or whatever (in my humble opinion there are too many
places named castle something). By doing this we avoided the crowds
heading for Pashastin Pinnacles. \üüe also avoided the warmth and dry rock.
'What we didnt avoid was a polished 5.10 handcrack and the most severe
pump I've endured since my first trip to Smith Rocks. Ve also didnt
manage to avoid getting our ropes stuck on the descent.
After killing the day with one route it was time for me to attemPt
'ttrØe
pulled into the
my personal goal for the trip, to onsight Classic Crack.
campsite with light fading rapidly and promptly realized that Dave had left
his fanny pack behind a bush at Castle whatever.
After a brief conference we decided to split up. Dave and Joanna
would go look for Dave's bush. Vern and I would go find the most
frequently photographed climb in the V.O.C album. This time there would
be no pictures, I'm not actually even sure what the crack really looks like,
because in the dim light I racked quickly, laced up and climbed fast.
Although it probably wasnt all that fast because Dave and Joanna were at
the base before I had even untied. And so another day ended in the dark.
Our last day dawned beautiful and sunny. So, eager to take
advantage of some truly nice weather we ran to Sam Hill (which I may have
abeady mentioned).

Sam Hill is an exciting place with nice climbs such as Ski Track
Cracks and Groping for Oprahs Navel. In order to cover as much ground as
possible we split up. Dave and Vern would take on the Ski Tracks, while
Joanna and myself would s'weat through the mud and brambles to a crag
higher up the hill. Upon reaching Picnic Lunch Rock we discovered that I
still had some gear that Dave would need and so we started back down the
hill. Luckily he met us half way and we didnt lose much elevation.
Our climb was a nifty little flake route with thousands of yellow
jackets crawling around inside of it. As I carefully worked my way up the
wall, I could hear Dave shouting in frustration. Apparently the gorgeous Ski
Traclcs were also filled with yellow jackets, and as a result he couldnt climb
them. Reasonable as always Dave decided to try enother crack around the
corner. He didnt even get close enough to see if it was full of flying stingers,
there was too much poison þ to tell. Meanwhile it was so hot that I had to
take off some clothes and hang them on a thorn bush. Then I did some face
climbing to stay a'way f.rom the yellow jackets. It didnt work one managed
to get into my rad pants and sting my leg.
Dave came back and groped Oprahs Navel and while he was busy
with that I watched a rattle snake slither by.
Some of you might be thinking big deal you, why should you
equate Sam Hill with hell because of a few bugs, snakes, thorns and a little

poison ivy. Vell look at it this way a hot sunny day, all those beaudful
routes and they were untouchable.
Any way we still had to go look for our lost gas cap, and get lost
on our way home but I think I'll end the story here.

Moose¡ Mosses, and Steahby Special Agents
Mark, Grist

One crisp, overcast Saturday in November saw special

agent

Mossman (code name: bryoph¡e guy) and special agent Moose (code name:
fuzzy antlers) perfecting their stealth techniques in North Vancouver. Their
mission was to penetrate deep in to forbidden watershed territory and i)

climb Cathedral Mtn. iÐ (gasp!) pee in the watershed. Watches
synchronized to the nanosecond, the two joined forces at the Cleveland

Dam well over an hour behind schedule. Other gadgets and stealth measures
(facial shoe polish, full camouflege geat, SPY vs. SPY paraphernalia etc.)
were equally useless as the pair hopped the fence and stole off down the
gravel road. Not a soul stirred in the watershed owing to the fact that the
guards had been incapacitated by a pack of +g Timnits - their glazed eyes
and salivating mouths rendering them trance-like, obviously doubting such
incredible fortune.
After 20 or so kilometers of riding down the most beautifully
manicured mainline in B.C. (what's that? You thought the GVRD spent
their money wisely?) the pair reached the turnoff for the Eastcap drainage.
A rather long uphill grunt ensued, taking the stealthy special agents to
Rogers Lake. Owing to extreme lethargy, the teflon twosome only made it
to a large rock bluff overlooking the lakes and the fantastic snow slopes on
the north side of Mt.Burwell.

Back down they went, scampering, somersaulting, slithering,
sliding and stumbling somewhat stealthily through slippery, stubborn,
stalks of staunch, starchy, sympodial, sylleptic slide alder.... until they
abruptly came across... the most fantastic grove of old-growth $üestern Red
cedar - Carmanah sized cedars and then some... complete with survey tape.
Yes kiddies, it looks like (mis)management plans for the watershed include
harvesting these magnificent trees. These trees do, however, pose such a
blatantly obvious threat to water quality fhat our very existence will be
dependent on their immediate removal.
Having paid their respects to the trees, the two toodled down the
Eastcap spur with whoops and hollers a-ringing through the forest. Such a
breach of strict stealth protocol is rarely permissible, only upon exceptional
circumstances.
PS. A rnere 5 rninute bushwbacþ, due east of tbe oieraing platform
LaÞe akes you to tlte "Stealtb Grooe." Go and see it before it\ gone.

on

Rogers

"I Cdn't Belieae'We Ate the'Wbole Tbing!"
The first ascent of the Digestive System butrress, Mt. '\Øebb.

Dreu Bralsbazø

I am twenty meters above a grassy, sloping ledge, with absolutely
i can make a few more moves of 5.8 or 5.9, I may be able to

no gear in. If

plug in a micronut. Three of my friends
sending waves of
^re
encouragement up the rope to me. I step up, sketch, step down; chalk up,
step up, teeter off balance, and retreat again. How the hell did I get myself
into this, 100 meters up an unclimbed buttress in the North Cascades? \Øhy
am I here? Can I do this?
Mt. \Øebb is a neat granite knob located high above the beach on
Chilliu¡ack Lake. The hike up the south ridge is a f.airly popular scramble
from the Radium Lake trail, and there is a somewhat bushy Ourum/Haberl
5th class route on the \Ø face, apparently put up while they were doing
research for Fairley's guide. Vhile doing terrain mapping for the Chilliwack
Valley as part of my thesis, I acquired an air photo stereopair of the lVebb
area and started looking for obvious unclimbed lines. It seemed that the N
face, the hardest area of the mountain to reach, had a goodJooking buttress
on it. I filed this little scrap of beta away in my "black book" that every
devious first-ascender wannabe is supposed to have. Over the next year or
so, during the course of several trips to the general area,I did some scoping
and saw that yes, the buttress existed; that it had obvious cracks, and was
fairly clean; and that access looked a bit tricky (maybe one or two rappels)
but not insurmountable. All this information put together made $7ebb seem
like a distinct possibility. I put it onto my hit list along with a bunch of
other similar potential lines scattered here and there around SW BC, but
didn't really make it a top priority.
Come September'97 the thesis was written up and handed in and I
felt a great need for some more R'n R. Doug \Øilm and I were planning for
the East Ridge of Rexford, but the forecast was for only one day of good
weather - on Sunday. Rexford really needs two days as there is about 12-20
hours of approach, climbing, possible bivi and descent, so we staned to try
to come up with a plan B. Ve agreed to meet in the Pit and figure
something out.
In the Pit we sat down with some beer and schemed and BS'ed for a

while. Eric Flutton showed up too, he was back from Colorado for a
month's vacation. Still thinking of the Rexford area, I remembered Vebb.
The approach would be a half-day, then bivi, then climb and come out the
next day, so we could do it even if Saturday was rainy. This plan was
accepted by the team more or less on my promise of good rock and a

vecr27
t2l

'shon" approach, and Carl Fleet was added to our grouP without his even
knowing about it; we just assumed, since we had heard he wanted to do
something, that he'd be keen - which he was.
Come Saturday AM we packed up and took off at a reasonable
hour. Fortuitously, despite lack of real agreement over who was to bring
what, we managed to come up with two ropes, two full racks, and enough
stoves and so on to take care of 4 people. The weather was sort of cloudy
without really raining - sometimes it felt like it might rain, at other times it
seemed to be clearing up. I was a bit worried since Doug, Eric and I just had
bivi sacks and an all night bivi in the rain was not what I was hoping for!
After the usual stops (gas, Tim-Ho, beef jerky for Doug) we made
it to Chilliwack Lake and did some long distance viewing of the proposed
buttress route with binoculars - it seemed like it would "go". I estimated 6
pitches, 5.8 or so. The descent into the N cirque was still a bit of an
unknown, it was hard to say if it would need rappels or not. 1ü/e had a bit of
a problem finding the Radium Creek trailhead, and drove by one somewhat
moroniclooking woman three times in a row as we cruised through the
little subdivision at Chilliwack Lake. I'm sure she thought we were looking
for a cabin to loot! Vhen we found the trailhead Doug and Eric crudely
snuck into the bushes and shat right next to a sign saying "Water Intake No Dumping" - the cads!
The packs were not that healy since we went light on food and
camping-type gear in favour of the racks. Carl humped along his two-man

case it should rain in the night.
way
up the trail. The Radium Lake
Flowever, the weather cleared up all the
\}Øe set up a good bivi and
pond.
trail is muddy, but short two hours to the
approach
a bit more and building a
whiled away the time checking out our
deadwood
from
avalanche
debris.
After dinner, some
huge fire out of
hiker/camper types yodeled their way down from \Øebb and occupied an
adjacent site. They proceeded to get drunk and scream songs and football
trivia until midnight, while we tried to sleep. We had a 6AM wake up set
and cursed them without effect. In the morning, before sunrise, Doug woke
up and jumped out of his bivi sack. He took a deep breath and screamed out
"\THO'S GOING TO \íIN THE FUCKING SI'PER BO\øL, EH?".

tent which

I

planned

to bail into in

Revenge is sweet!
'We
set off directly up the slopes above the lake to the NISü ridge of
'Vebb,
following a line up through the biggest trees to avoid the avalanche

swaths. It only took 45 minutes to the ridge crest, with great views of
Rexford, the Illusions and Slesse. Ve found a way down into the cirque to
the north that was no harder than class 3, although some of it involved very
loose scree. From the base of our descent line, we crossed over slabs and a
few pocket seracs beneath the steep N face to the toe of the buttress, passing
a few good lines along the way.

vocl
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eventually began climbing on the east side of the buttress toe,
in an area of many corners right of amajor, rotten chimney and left of the
toe. From a belay in the moat we split into two teams, each attacking a
separate line. Doug and I followed the first real corner right of the chimney
and Carl and Eric went up two corners right of that. I was a bit scared by
the steepness of the wall, anticipating hard climbing, so I let Doug lead off
first. He went up to what appeared to be good finger cracks, only to find
they were shallow, flaring seams. He slowly and carefully worked his way
left, around an arete and out of sight, then took a fall, finally finishing the
lead after almost an hour. Meanwhile Eric went up his corner until it
thinned to lcnifeblade size (we had no pins) and then made a series of
unlikely moves, traversing around an arete with his feet on the lip of a small
roof, into another corner, and up it over enother roof, clearing moss off
holds on his way up.
I left Carl psyching up to follow Eric, and took off after Doug. The
pitch began with 5.7 moves and got harder all the way up - traversing into a
5.9 stemming corner (where I dropped a biner into the moat), and out of the
of that onto another ledge. Here Doug had gone uP a thin crack (maybe

Ì-1

I

1ob or so), whipped off from a

ways above his gear, almost
hitting the ledge, and then
gotten back on and cranked it.
I was seconding with the pack
on and the thin crack was just
too much. I cleaned the gear,
got lowered, and traversed into

the rotten chimney,

uP,

around, over and down to the
belay - easier (5.8) but much
scarier and looser. Doug said it

had been among his hardest
leads of the year.

As we climbed
initial pitches,

these

a helicopter flew

over into the Vebb-McDonald
col. We were puzzled over this

Doug on'Vebb
Photo: Drew Brayshaw

one for a while until three
paragliders flew by - they were
as surprised to see us as we
were to see them! The
paragliders were not the only
aerid. spectacle - there were
strange rings of light, not only
around the sun,

but in

other

sectors of the sky, like fragmentary sundogs. Perhaps some higher powers
were at work, although I cant think why they'd bother, as we're all

unrepentenant heathens!

I found a line up a face directly above the belay on good edges for
meters, with inventive bur good protection, then onto a series of tree
ledges and up more easily to the belay. Meanwhile Carl led up the second
1.5

pitch of his route to about the same belay. Our seconds ceme up and we
considered the nexr pitch. It wasnt good.
A blank face, a high angle slab, extended up for 15 meters or so,
then eased off. To the left, across rhe hideous chimney, the wall was sreep
and blank. To the right was rhe arete of the buttress crest. A faint line of
edges seemed to traverse out to that arete, but with no gear f.or at least 20m.
Additionally, the traverse sloped up, while the ledge below sloped down, so
each step right added rwice the height gained as exposure. Ir was a
psychological lead, no quesrion.
I settled back at the comfy belay and tried to feed Doug beta as he
started smearing and edging his way up the face. He made two or rhree
separate attempts and backed off each time. Eric and Carl both declined to

try it. It looked menral. \We

had no drill, no bolts, no hooks; we could
climb it, or back off and refreat home wirh our tails between our legs. After
having spewed all that beta at Doug, I thought I knew how to climb it - I
bouldered out the first moves to a good edge 5 or 6 m up, then asked them
to tie the rack onto the rope so I could haul it up; I didnt think I could
reverse the moves! They refused, but spotred me back down. This time
with the rack on, deep breath and off I went. Ten or fifteen meters our,
twenty above the ledge, I hit a blank secrion, and there I stuck. How had I
got there? Now I knew...

I had to get my head in line. I closed my eyes and remembered
good solos of the past, like Banana Peel, Hot Cbocolaæ, and lY/ho Needs Bolts,
and the big runout on Vicuna Beacb. A few deep breaths and I stood up,
crimped up and balanced across the crux to anorher good edge. I was
rewarded with a hidden flake crack thar toolç a #1 Super Rock after some
engineering with the nur tool. Suddenly I had gear in and rhe traverse
seemed a whole lot easier, rhe holds a lot bigger. I continued to a wide crack
at 20m and around the arete to a greet belay srance. Doug came up and
towed up Carl and Erict line; they followed and we were all through the
bottleneck. Eric just shook his head when he gave me back rhe nut, but Carl
said it "wasnt that hard". Maybe it was 5.9, maybe 5.8 - but it was one of
the best leads of my life!
Stepping over the arete had flipped us inro anorher world - from
steep, mostly clean rock to vegetared, wer slabs. Doug and Eric had long
runouts on slippery heather on the next pitch, only one gear placement in
50m; following, I found myself "front poinring" in Aces! I went back left
onto rock on the next pitch while Carl v¡enr srraight up. Following

a

muddy corner/ ramp, I found it steepened at the end. I dynoed for a big hold
that came off, and my feet left twenty-foot long "skid marks" doq¡n the
rock as I peeled off. On the next pitch, Doug was au cheoal over a sharp
arete when he pulled a microwave-sized block off onto his leg, narrowly
avoiding a surprise amputation. This fucker was out to get us! Fortunately,
we had ended up on a big ledge with a snowpatch at the end of this lead (the
6th pitch), and reunited with Carl and Eric. We could have continued up
cleaner cracks above the snow patch, but decided to 3rd class off to the East
ridge on an escape ledge and continue up that (l'{TD) to the summit.
"What are we going to call this bitch?" was now the question. \Ve
had been considering some sort of 'spider' name, to go with $flebb, or a
'radiation' name, to go with Radium Lake, but the proposals werent all that
inspiring. All of a sudden the phrase "Digestive System" popped into my
head. Sure enough, the route had started off with high-quality climbing and
gradually become shit, exactly the way the digestive system processes food.
\Øe definitely felt chewed up, as well. This name was agreed upon by all.
\Øe loafed in the sun for an hour or so on top ofthe peak, shooting
film and warming up, then took off down the standard route and down the
trail to the lake. By the time we left the lake it was sundown and we
followed most of the trail out by headlamp, arriving back at the car ar.9:30
PM with no mishaps except a full-on faceplant into mud on Carl's Part' the
result of tripping over a root hidden in the mud of the trail. We staned the
long drive back to Vancouver, tired, but knowing we had ticked off another
adventure. This was the "first first" for both Carl and Eric and also Carl's
first ever alpine climb! As always, the route was no classic, but had some
good sections and was agreed to be a lot of fun (after it was over, and we had
escaped).

SUMMARY: A new route, "The Digestive System" on the north
(or northeast?) buttress of Mt. Vebb in the Chilliwack Valley- Two
variations were climbed,
Ð

beginning
(5.10,45m;

climbs mo

('pretty hard", 40 m; mid-5th, 50m) at the 2nd belay;
2) both variations then climb a rightwards traverse with little pro
to the buttress crest (5.9,25m) followed by a long pitch of heather and wet

continue easily to the summit.

5) DB and D1V both took one fall on rheir leads @V on p1, DB
on p5) and restarted from no-hands stances; EH and CF did nor fall on rheir
leads.

The Digestive System (l.IE Buttress of Mt. \íebb) : 3OOm, 6 pitches,
5.10. FA: Drew Brayshaw, Carl Fleet, Eric Hutton and Doug
Vilm, early September t997. Take a full rack of nuts (especially small ones),
Tri-Cams and cams to 3.5". There are three quality pitches and three evil
ones - pretend you're in Scotland and hack your way up!
Grade

IIIII

The Hardmen on the Summit

Photo: Drew Brayshaw

Marsbub ackin' at Cassiope
Paul Fearing
September, glorious September! Those crisp autumn days, filled

with the excitement of returning to school: joyfully sitting in class, the
excitement of learning, the challenge of homework, the perfect time to
forget all of that and go on a trip. So at six on a Friday, I show uP at my
friend Crystal's house, pumped up and ready to hit the road: "YIPPEE!!
INTO THE CARLETSGO LETSGO!'
"Do you think I should bring my extra flashlight?" asks Crystal,
wandering around her room.

"'Whohohohohohohoho INTO the car!" I agítate, pacing around
while she packs, and chats with her parents.
"\Øhat about a second pair of polypro?" she ponders, sauntering
downstairs to make lunch.
My energy slowly ebbs away. "hmhmhmhmhmhmhmh GO trip
NO'!ü" I whimper, slipping into the clutches of her comfy chair. A few
hours later, she is finally ready, and I am pried out of the chair. \üØe pile into
car, piloted by Mark (the Official Sibling of Crystal) and Vroom! we are off
towards the vast wilderness of the V/histler highway.
Due to our late start, we suddenly hit our sleep wall near'Whistler,
and decide to cut our drive short and camp at Cal-Cheak Forest Service site.
-Ve pulled off the road, and slowly crunched along the gravel road towards
the campsite: sleep, glorious sleep was near, snuggling into the pillow
and..."BEAR! A bear just crossed the road!" Mark, our fearless driver,
'wasn't too lceen on camping near to a bear, and the rest of us were inclined
to agree. "FIe'd probably come mooch food off us without offering to do
any dishes!" So we drove on.
For those of you into free campsites, we eventually stopped at the
turnout to the \Øedge Mountain trail. There's a large clearing just past the
bridge, near nice river and far enough away from the highway.'Süe slept
^
well and woke up in a relaxed manner.
At this point, we still hadn't decided where we actually wanted to
'\Jüe
go.
had Fairley's Guide, and a whole pile of maps, and a few ideas, but
no clear ambition to tackle any particular peak. In order to settle our souls
and clear our minds, we stopped in at the Espresso Pony in Pemberton'
Soon, the talk turned to Saxifrage and Cassiope via the North Joffre Creek
approach. They were near to the road, a
P^re a
maPs
long bumpy drive on a gravel road to
could
showed a convenient lake, and even a
possibly stop us?

'V/ell,

nothing really, except my solemn vow never ever to travel
North Joffre Creek in summer. A few months earlier, Jeremy Frimer and I
had battled our way up North Joffre Creek in an ill-fated attempt ro make it
to Place Glacier. It was an incredibly heinous bushwhack, one of those that
drifts from realíty into legend. I had sworn upon the slide alder juice stained
tips of my skis that I would never return, and here I wæ agreeing to do it
again. The morning sun shone in through the coffee house windows, and
great deeds seemed possible. The bushwhack wasnt probably so bad as I
remembered, and besides - what was a little slide alder going to do anyway?
Of course, as soon as v¡e actually pulled up at the right place, I was
having nightmares and flashbacks. Jeremy and I had searched for the road
shown on the topo, finding it completely covered in hellish slide alder. \íe
had covered perhaps 4 km and 400 feet in a full day of. travel. I had never
even taken my skis off my pack, except to untangle them from overhead
bush.

"Hmmm,

doesn't

look too bad of a bushwhack",
commented Crystal, pointing

to a nice, open road. I

gaped.

'Where had that road come

from? Had we missed it
before? There v¡as some
discussion about my roadfinding abilities

as we happily
trotted along, avoiding a vast

and painfully

overgrown

expanse of bushwhack.

The road

finally

ended, and we waded through

a few patches of slide

alder

before descending into the
trees ringing the Nonh Joffre
Creek marsh. The trees were
large and widely spaced, the
ground was carpeted in
beautiful moss, and there were

of the recent
'$Øe
passing of hobbits.
soon
reached North Joffre Creek,
where we crossed and
recharged our energy with a
gorp consisting of almost
clearly signs

Crystal and Mark Huscroft
Photo: Paul Fearing

everything
Raisins and Peanuts.

but Good

Old

One the other side of the creek, we started to quickly climb up
through the forest slopes, passing over more deep green moss. It was a quiet
and beautiful place, with the sun filtering in to dapple the forest floor and

the bear. THE BEARI!

OH-MY-GOD-THERE'S-A-BEAR-OH-

CANADA-MY-HOME-AND-LOUD-NATIVE-LAND.....Crystal, the
experienced bear-handler of the group, calmly stood her ground and sang
loudly, while Paul harmonized and rooted in his pack for some dry
underwear. Mark had already seen his bear for the trip and seemed
unconcerned.

The bear, obviously a music lover, disappeared into the trees some
distance away. Not entirely convinced we were safe, we gained elevation
quickly, still sounding like a bunch of deaf drunk people with no
conversational skills'

"YES, I AM NO\ø STEPPING OVER THIS ROCK. IT IS A NICE
ROCK. A ROCK. ROCK ROCK ROCK ROCK NO BEAR NO BEAR

NO BEAR YOOOOOOHOOOOOO"

nearby brook. Suddenly, Crystal was av¡ake.
"FIow are we ever going to find our way back?" she said urgently'
"All the markers are gone!"
I struggled to respond intelligently, and failed.

"Are you asleep?"
"Maybe", she said, her voice dripping with sarcasm.

I let the topic lie, hoping that

perhaps this was just some feverish

babbling caused by the head¡fumes of my socks. In the morning, crystal
admitteá to no knowledge of the conversation. I've heard of sleep-walking,

YocI
r29

eT

There was one tricky move, and then we were scampering down towards
the col.
lùøe

puttered around the base of Cassiope for a while, trying to find
the best route, and then headed up. It was mainly steep scrambling, with a
linle loose dirt thrown in, and soon we were at rhe top. After a bit of a
break, Crystal added her own special marker to the cairn, and we headed
down. Back at the lake, we had a bountiful dinner of pasta, and finished off
the rest of the Sarah Lee cake.

None of us were particularly hrppy about long scree descent, so we
decided that we would rerurn via the orher side of the valley, traversing high
and dropping low later. It seemed like a great idea, as we happily crossed
through beautiful alpine meadow after beautiful alpine meadow.
\Øe weren't so happy a few hours later as we dropped quickly out

of the alpine into a

hellish tangle

of

vegeration. Crystal

is

always

supernaturally cheerful, making me suspect that she was somehow chugging
Prozac on the sly. \Øe bashed our way through slide alder and stinging

nettles, slipping on rocks and
grabbing big handfuls of devils

club. Crystal hummed along
happily, while Mark and I
growled and whimpered our
way through the undergrowth.
This went on for quite a while,
until suddenly the forest gave
w^y to a viev¡ of the large flat
swamp that divides the valley.

It was filled with mud, many
trickling streems and waist
high-grass, and looked
thoroughly uncrossable. One
backwards look at the devil's
club, and we had decided that

dammit, we were

tough

to handle

a little mud.
Of course, first we had to cross
alarge and devious strearn...
lVe loohed at the fast

enough

Crystal Huscroft in a Marsh
Photo: Paul Fearing

flowing water. It wasn't too
deep, but there were no
obvious stepping stones or logs
to cross on. I had brought my
sandals for just such a stream
crossing occasion as this, so of
course I said what the hell and

just walked through the
stupidity, there was no ch
wading upriver like the st
so we headed ashore and

v¡ere all happily mooshing towards the distant shore.
Soon we were in the forest, and then back on the logging road' At
the end of the road, we bumped into a couple of workers who told us that
the road had been installed within the last two weeks. This made me feel

better, because I was beginning to think that last time Jeremy and I must
have been total bumbloids to miss such an obvious road.
An1'way. \Øe got back to the car, and re-enacted all the timehonoured VOi post-trþ rituals, such as setring fire to our socks and
'sühat?
Those arent voc post-trip
dancing naked by the side of the road.
rituals? Flmmmmm....That would explain the police citation.

Frencb Free on Monkey Face.
Oliaier Exertier
Smith Rock, Oregon.
5'h to l. l'h of Novembe

r

L997

.

lVhen I gor out of my tent, Sarurday morning, after a night with an

hour of sleep, I could hardly believe the beauty of the scenery: the sun had
cliffs of Smith Roclc. I spenr my two first
ends and trying to ger used ro my new roys.

I never really had had
days I thought: "Now, it's time
Olivier". Yes, it was time to climb Monkey Face and to realize a childhood
wish, my own American dream.
and a cam, some gear

r rhese two

to take part in the
of an abuse of beers, only one remained, Neil. On the
way to the Pioneer route of. Monkey Face, Neil asked me if I had already aidclimbed. I explained to him that I had never done a full pitch of aid such as
the one inthe Pioneer route, but that a few times I had been forced to do aidmoves. He responded: " Oh, you mean you did what we call French Free"!
As a French climber I felt insulted and decided nor to do any aid climbing
except in the aid-pitch.
I climb the first pitch (4th). Except rhe very firsr moves, ir consists
climbing. As I was willing to carry my big
t an excuse!!), Neil had agreed to lead the rest
the following pitch (5.5), a very nice climb
Three guys had volunteered the night before

climb, but

because

protected by a few rusted bolts.

the rick was to unlock the jumars and to set them above the bolts in order
to move the tension on the rope. But for some reasons my jumars would
not open. So instead, I pulled myself up by means of a complex system of
quickdraws. This method quickly burnt my muscles out, while Neil was
freezing in the mouth of the monlçey. It took me a long, long time, but it
worked.

It

worked, excepr that all my strengh vanished and

I

had ro use

French Free in the following pitch. This pitch was not very difficult (5.7)
but the movements were surprising and the atmosphere very impressive. At
this stage of the route, there was very little rock compare ro rhe amount of
void. From the nose of the monkey, we then easily climbed to the top of its
head (s.a).

\Øhat is great about Monkey
Face is that the way down is as intense
as the way up. The second rappel

only at the very
beginning, most of it taking place in
the sky. One needs two 50 meter ropes
to reach the ground, nevertheless Neil
also took the jumars with him for the

touches the rock

just in case... \ühile I was
rappelling, I noticed that some
rappel,

quickdraws were hanging in this route
opened by *y compatriot Francois
Lombard, a route called Just Do It,
(5.1ac).

My fingers were sdll bleeding

on the way to the car, as I was
explaining to Shane why the Pioneer
roøte of Monkey Face was one of the
greatest multi-pitch climbs I had ever
done.

Climbing at Smith Rocks
Photo: Olivier Exertier

Tbe Stohmdnn
(The Elaho region)

Doug

Vilm

Not often do I go hiking just for the sake of hiking, more ofren
hiking is a prelude to bagging a peak- not this time. Four of us piled into
the Red Rocket and headed to Squamish. Three plus hours later we arrived
at a beautiful cut block. The initial 2 km of the trail we intended to hike

by loggers. The privilege of rrodding rhrough a
block for the first 2 km was one I will never forget.
Once we were through the mess and into the old growth forest, I realised
why we decided to come here. For the next 10 km we saw only wilderness
and no other people or evidence of their destructive tendencies.
The hike was fairly casual excepr for rwo very shetclry bridge
crossings. Each bridge was constructed with rope and aluminum ladders to
f.orm pseudo suspension bridges. They were starting to fall apart because rhe
knots used to hold the bridges together had, in some cases, become
completely undone. We re-tied the knots and gave the crossing a go. The
bridge wibbled and v¡obbled but did not fall down. If it had collapsed, the
likely result would have sadly been DEATH. After hiking about 10 km, we
set up camp at Rocky Point. To our dismay we soon discovered the nearesr
water was a long ways off. Ve could hear and see the river but it was at the
bonom of a 100 m cliff. At our camp we did have a rain fed puddle from
which to drink and the trusty water filter made it safe to drink.
Líz and Bonnie crashed out eady while Camela and I sat by the fire
and shot the shit. We only had met the day before, so the campfire gave us
the opportunity ro hang our and get to know each other. She mentioned
she had some herbage and a pipe with her, so we set out ro fix the clogged
pipe and enjoy a little bit of mother neture. The rain (torrential) began to
fall, but for the next hour we sat by the fire somewhar oblivious ro rhe rain.
Once the rain had doused the fire we figured it was time to hir the sack. \Øe
fell asleep to the sound of rain drops and awoke to the same sound the next
d^y. A fast three hour hike over muddy slippery terrain and over very
had been obliterated

garbage ridden cur

swollen rivers brought us back to the beautiful cut block.
IüØe changed out
of our dripping wet clothes and began the drive
home. The drive should have only taken rhree or four hours-\ü7RONG.
20km along the road we were stopped by a fisheries officer and he asked us
if we knew what had happened and we said, "NO." I reckoned it was a road
block which was either set up by the tree huggers or ¡he loggers, bur we
soon found out the road had been washed our. The torrential rain the night
before plus shoddy logging pradices had combined to wipe our a culverr

and the

road. At 7pm the B.C. Emergenry Response

Team flew in

helicopters to fly out the forty people who were stranded. Once on the
other side of the wash out, we were talçen back to Vancouver in buses or
vans.

Back in Van, Camela and I went to a nice Mexican joint while Liz
'!le
and Bonnie went home. All in all the trip was quite an adventure.
crossed sketchy bridges, saw an old growth forest, enjoyed some interesting
company and had the chance to fly in a whirlybird. If you v¡ant to do this
hike do it soon because we'were there in Sept. 97 and there is no telling
how quickly it will disappear, but sadly enough it likely will disappear.

Hikers:
Camela

Ltz
Bonnie

Doug

A'Walk in tbe'Voods
Joanna V{/ood
One Friday in September Shoshanna Reiter and

I

were

in

the

clubroom trying to decide where to go hiking the next day. several people
suggested we climb Blanchard's Needle in Golden Ears park. After some
deliberation we settled on this option and Dan perrakis, Ron Horwood, and
Alanna Brady decided to join us. \x/e decided to approach the needle via
Evans creek. 'JØe would follow \Øest canyon Trail to a junction just
before the creek and then rurn left and follow another trail thát would Íead
us to an obvious scree slope. \Øe would then scramble up the slope to a
ridge where yet another trail would take us ro the base ofìhe needie. on
ou.way down we planned to descend a gully and then hike back up to rhe
summit of Alouerre Mountain. From there we would follow incline Trail
down to the road. our car would be several kilometres along the road from
the trailhead so we v¡ould rhen have to walk or hitch rúe back to rhe
"
parking lot.

Y. got an early stan Saturday morning, leaving the city at 6am,
and had already been hiking for over an hour *h..r *.
[,ressed something
was wrong. The uail we were following was not going where we thought ii
should be so we backtracked to the parking lot *he'r. we discovered our
mistake. Not only were we on the *iong tráil bnt we had started from the
wrong parking lot! somehow we had managed ro miss rhe turnoff to the
correct lot and had begun hiking on the east side of Gold creek instead of
on the west side.
once we were at the correct trailhead shoshanna and I went ahead
to use the outhouse and, thinking the others were right behind us, we then
started up the trail. soon we came to a fork and ialled back to tell the
others to conrinue heading uphill instead of rurning left. sØhen they
responded we conrinued on at a leisurely pace but after quite some time the
others still had not caught up with us. Ii was only when shoshanna and I
arrived at anorher fork that we realised we had misied rhe Evans creek turn
off. Just rhen Dan came running up. He and Ron and Alanna had waited
for us at the car for 15 minuter befã.e realising we were not coming back
from the outhouse. They had heard us yelling from the first junctioir and,
unable to understand what we were saying, assumed *. *.i" stin at the
outhouse. Shoshanna and I must have beeÀ directly above the parking lot
rather than just ahead of the others on the trail as we had tho,tghtl Àft",

sorting our this misconception the three of us backtr"ckeã about a
kilometre to the junction Shoshanna and I had missed and we waited for
Ron and Alanna to catch up.

As we waited we devoured some food. Two other hikers came
along and, in response.ro our inquiries, they told us they had not seen
anyone else on the trail. At this point we guessed Ron and Alanna must
have arrived at the junction before us and forged ahead. rwe left them a note
just in case they were behind us and rhen started running up the rrail,
repeatedly calling out "Ron, Alanna, we're behind you - wait". Finally we
caught up with them because they had stopped ro have something to eat.
They had been hiking quite quickly to try to catch up with us, and we had
been running to try to catch up with them. Needless to say we had made

pretty good time, although not making up the 3 hours we had lost
originally.
Beyond this point we began scrambling up a gully/scree slope. I
really enjoyed trying to figure out where to step without dislodging a big
rock. It was like a giant puzzle. Vhile the others raced ahead I stayed back
with Alanna who was more comfortable at a slower pace. None of us had
thought to tell her we were not taking the more gentle Incline Trail
described in 103 Hikes. $ühen Alanna and I arrived at the top of the slope
we were greeted by the three others as well as by numerous swarms of
bloodsucking insects. Ahead lay the needle. Alanna decided to sit and wait
while the rest of us climbed the needle. In retrospect this was a bad
decision. The needle itself is quite exposed and so the wind kept the flying
creatures away from us while poor Alanna got eaten alive by the bugs
despite being decked from head to toe in yellow rubber raingear.
\üØe decided to rope up for the first
section which Dan lead despite a
hand injury sustained while bouldering at the SRC. \üíe scrambled up the
rest and I was pleasantly surprised at my lack of fear. The climb was
exposed and the rock was really loose and cnrmbly and still I had fun! Ve
got to the top and gazed over at Mount Baker which was engulfed in storm
clouds. '$Øe had a brief chuckle at the expense of fellow VOCers who were
at that very moment stuck in the storm. Then, turning around, we realised
we had made a mistake we had been warned against - we were on the false
summit. \üØe took a few photos and then rapped down just as the sun began
to set. After collecting Alanna and we begin our journey back to the car.
'We
watched the sunset - beautiful but a bit disheartening - from the summit
of Alouette Mountain, where it started to rain.
The trail down was easy to follow and we were in good spirits
despite all our misadventures. Then, just when we figured we must be
nearing the road, we came to a sign that indicated we were only halfway
down the 11 kilometre trail. In an instant the singing and joking stopped
and fatigue suddenly hit. Shoshanna staned to panic because it did not look
like we would be down by 11pm when the parking lot gates are locked. She
had to work the next morning and could not spend the night in the car. At
this point w'e were stopping every few minutes so that everyone stayed
together but Shoshanna and I decided it would be best if the two of us went

in order to get to the car before 11pm. Thinking it would be much
faster, we turned off the fire service road onto the much shorter and more
direct trail but in the dark it was hard to figure out which forks to take.
Neither of us wanted to get lost so we turned around and caught up with
the others.
By this time I had become painfully aware of the effects of having
slept for only four hours the night before and I was really slowing down.
Shoshanna and Dan both had more energy than I did so I rold them ro go
ahead and that I would stay with Ron and Alanna. Alanna conrinually
wanted to stop for a rest and while I welcomed each stop I also dreaded
them. I found I was so tired that when I stopped I lost all my momenrum
and it was even harder to get going again. After what seemed like forever
Ron, Alanna, and I finally reached the bottom road just after midnight.
Fortunately ranger had driven Shoshanna and Dan ro rhe car so they had
^ the four kilometres
not had to walk
along the road and they were able to
pick the rest of us up at the trailhead. lfle also discovered our fears about
getting stuck in the parking lor were unfounded as the gate is patrolled by
the rangers.
Vhen I finally got home it was 2:30am. I was exhausted but the
trip was definitely worth it. It was my first mountaineering experience and
despite all the mishaps I enjoyed it.
ahead

The Fearless Foursome
Photo: Joanna Vood

A Perfect'Weekend in Cayoosb
Jeremy Frimer

of t997 hít hard. The snowpack was really hurting
to be a poor one even in late November. So it wasn't until
I finally got out skiing. David picked me up at 3:30 am and

The El Nino
and threatened
December that

we were off, Duffey-bound. Since the previous lanuary, when I had had
quite a view from Marriot Basin, I had wanted to have a go at Cayoosh. A
mountain full of surprises: glaciers, snow-slopes, buttresses, walls, basins,
and a beautiful shape.

After and unsuccessful attempt at plowing up the logging spur,
with chains on Davidt small 4 by, we pulled the car into a small bay that
we shoveled out and began to ski up. I hadn't used my skis since Baker, last
May. And the only other trip where they had seen action wes \Waddington.
I love the fact that they're light but they still felt a little foreign. A little
guilt hung over me for abandoning the skis that had taught me how to ski,
.sl.e

the Fischers.
had been through some tough times but had always made
it. Now, there were the Tuas. the Fischers would understand. It was for the
best but that didnt make me feel any better.
As the sun began to rise and send rays cascading through the

Duffey wonderland, David and I were tromping up the road which was
blanketed in 15 cm of light hore frost. The sky was cloudless. Yes! There is
nothing more exciting that a sunny weekend of powder skiing.
At the end of the road, we began ascending a snow-covered boulder
field to the left. The thin snow pack left huge lightly-covered holes which
we fell into in succession. A quick tromp through the forest and we came
into a delightful basin to the south of Cayoosh. I highly recommend this
basin as the approach is not more than 3 hours and it can be reached
without crossing any major avalanche slopes. 'We set up camp on one of the
upper shoulders of the basin by an open creek. Our early start had paid off
'We were
because we sdll had 5 hours of daylight! Powder, here we come.
able to get at least 2long runs in deep and deluxe powder that afternoon
ending a perfect f.aJI day. My first day out on skis this season!
Stars at 6 am left no doubt as to the day's objectives: it would be
Cayoosh, baby! From the basin, a very rampy slope can be ascended
upwards to the left to gain the ridgeline before a buttress. It is possible to ski
almost all the way with just a little step-kicking required. Typically, when
we start climbing, David would go up at his natural pace and them wait for
my struggling ess at the top. But this time, I was right behind him. My
experiences on Vaddington and Robson had definitely made me a better,
more confident climber. Over the ridge, we popped out under a 500-foot
snow-slope leading to the summit ridge of Cayoosh. We began skiing up

until the grade steepenned to 45o+. In rhe past, I would likely have been
terrified of this and refused ro go up without a rope, but I had changed. I
popped off my skis and began kicking sreps up. This time, it was David who
trailed! The grade steepenned to 50o or so and eventually ended on a knife
ridge. I find it quite deflating when you think ir's over bur it's not. I took
the safe route and straddled the knife. A ridge-walk wæ all that remained so
soon we stood on top. I think I might be finally gerring the hang of this.
David skied down the face which he told me "rook a lot of
courage" while I down-climbed. Feeling ready to go home, I descended to
camp as David had another ski run down the glacier.

Skiing out, I tried to be brave and adventurous and go down the
creek . This turned out to be a really bad idea so I spent an hour getting
back on track via steep, dense tree skiing with a thin snowpack. A magic ski
down the logging road as the sun set and casr brighr orange hues over the
landscape warmed my heart and ended the best winrer ski trip of mine to
date. lü/hat a fine v¡orld this is.

I congratulated my skis. Their initiation was complete!
Participants:
David Persson
Jeremy Frimer

Surfing Safari
Shane Cooþ.

For those of you who know Andy Gabrys I do not need to
describe how into things he gets. \Øhenever he takes up a new hobby or
sport he goes all or none and it is hard to avoid coming along for the ride.
Since Andy moved over to Campbell River almost two years ago he has

developed a passion for SURFING. The merest whisper of the word
inspires images of palm trees and tropical beaches with huge breakers
roaring in. My juvenile dreams were about to be shattered.
Andy had been trying to get me and Laura to come over to the
Island for a visit almost since he had moved over there. This fall, with Jen

(Andyt significant other) over here at UBC taking Physio. therapy it
not to make the trip over to the island with her one
weekend. It finally worked out, one weekend in October, for the four of us
to get together. Plans were soon hashed to make a mass pilgrimage to the
surfing mecca of Long Beach. Not to be left out Matt, better known as
'Andy's buddy Matt', (somehow he has lost all identity of his own in the
seemed impossible

club) had to join in the festivities.

Soon enough the fateful weekend rolled around and Laura, Jen,
Matt, and myself were packed into Laura's little car with too much gear for
a simple weekend trip of car camping. The plan was to rendezvous with
Andy and a couple of his friends, Denis and 'Warren, at a campsite near
Long Beach. As usually happens when you try to get to the island on a

Friday night after work, there was a sailing wait for the ferry from
Florseshoe Bay to Naniamo. Delayed but not defeated, the fearless foursome
found unusual ways to amuse themselves in the ferry parking lot, and were
soon sailing over to the island. Laura and I had packed a tasty dinner of
Greek Salad in pitas and were soon digging in. Unknown to us was the fact
that Matt had not eaten dinner either and was staring at our food
ravenously. He was too shy to ask for a portion and too frugal to go buy
some ferry food. He just sat and wasted a:way in hunger. Upon reaching the
island much later than planned, we decided that we may be better off if we
found a campsite somewhere between Naniamo and Long Beach. This was
until I became possessed by the ghost of some long dead marathon driver
and was unable to stop the car. Needless to say that after becoming
possessed there was nothing short of a brick wall stopping me before I
arrived at Long Beach.

Many hours later our drive was coming to a close, but our night
just
was
beginning. Ve pull into the appointed rendezvous site and find
Andy shivering and near hypothermia at the campsite gate. It turns out thet
Andy had been waiting at the park gate for many hours (not realizing that
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we s/ould miss a ferry!!) and was stranded there because his friends'van had
died a few miles up the road. He had then hitch hiked to our rendezvous
location and proceeded to freeze. It was now after 1:00 am and we packed
Andy and all of his camping gear into the already full car and made our way
to another campsite down the road for the night. After the usual joys of
setting up camp late at night and in the dark, "Sühere are rhe poles?" "How
should I knov¡ its pitch black out!" stumble, trip, grunt, groan "Found the
f'to/"$#@# poles!!"... "'\Jfhere ere rhe pegs?" etc., you ger the idea, we
managed to set up camp and get some sleep.
The next morning dawned clear and bright and so did the happy
campers/surfers. Süe proceeded to ear a quick meal, which made Matt much
happier because he srill had not eaten since the day before and was starting
to get grumpy. After breakfast we rried to plan the day's events. By now
you may be wondering what had happened to Denis and'Warren that Andy
drove over with, well so were we. So .we went on a hunt to find them and in
a short while actually succeeded in finding them. They were parked on a

little road just off

the

Highway and actually in a
parking area for one of the
local surf beaches. The
mechanic had already come
out and looked at their van
and was going to have it fixed
in a couple of hours. In the

meantime they fed us
homemade soup, which

Surfer Dudes
Photo: L¿ura Erven

continued to try to fill up
Matts bottomless pit. After
much soup it was decided
that the four of us that had to
rent board would go and get
them and we would surf the
beach that we were at. The
entertainment began at the
surf shop with the barely
conscious surf dudes working
there trying to convince us
that all you needed covered
when surfing here was your
torso and we should only get
wetsuits, no gloves, no hood,

no legging. This almost
worked until one of the
dudes made the mistake of

mentioning that the tingling and pain from the cold water will go away after
you catch a few waves. The concept of tingling and aching made me have
better thoughts and'we soon had full wetsuits and were trying to figure out
how to get four people, four surfboards, wetsuits, and some orygen into
Laura's little car. After trying and grunting we decided that it would be
impossible to succeed and ended up making two trips. So forward to the
beach.

After the requisite surf poses on the beach we headed out into the
water. Now for the uninitiated let me explain that most of the skill in
surfing is not surfing but getting out Past the surf to where you s/ant to
catch the waves. I did not know this until I had been submerged and given
the washing machine treatment several times. Almost exhausted, I Finally
made it out past the rush of waves to the zone where we wanted to catch
the waves. Here I sat bobbing up and down like a couple of lost fishing
buoys trying to figure out how to get onto a'wave. Luckily, Andy and Matt
had both been out several times and were willing candidates to demonstrate
the proper technique. From what I saw the method goes like this:
Ð Stare over your shoulder until an appropriate looking wave
approaches. (It is hard to recognize an appropriate wave at
first)

2)
3)
4)

As the wave approaches paddle like a possessed turtle.
Once you really start to move down the face of the wave (this
only happens once you catch the wave, which does not happen
the first few times) "popo tp to your feet on your board.
Smile like a madman as your board somehow ends up above
you and you crash head first into the fresh salt water.
'SØell,

step 4 seems to

be replaced by

the
talented

truly

but I

did not

pe$ this

on my

get
step

first

encounter
with surfing.

The next few
hours are truly
a blur with the
Posin'at Long Beach
Photo: Shane Cook

odd sharp
image of
trying to dig
sand out of my
pants sþnding

out clearly in my mind. After several hours I was truly bagged and I just lay
there as I washed up on the beach. This signified the'errJio, me bur those

$ezy cats Andy and Matr were still out there being beat senseless and
'warren and Denis
were lool.ing like they new whar they were doing (they
did). From this point on the day rook on rhe surreal quariry th"i à"ly
exhaustion can give. Laura, Jen and I lay on the beachi witú occational
visits from the rest of the gang and, enjoyed the fall sunshine.
That night we sar around the campfire and were entertained by
Andy playing his guitar and singing. If you àrr., go camping with him and
you will be
þ. l": his guitar get him ro go inro his Zeppelin *odã

"ãd
laughing for hours. Larer, we slept the sleep Jthe dead.
The rest of the trip was fairly uneventful; we spent the bulrr of the
Lgng Beach proper and relaxed in the sun as Andy continued to
".*J i"y 1
surf (we decided nor ro rent.boards this day but Andy had his own). Early
in the afternoon we started the return voyage, and of óo.rrr", just missed the
ferry that we had planned to catch.
This was probably one of the funnest weekends of the year for me and it
was unusual in that I w-as trying a sporr that I probably will not get fully
into, although I will definitely give ii another try. Moreimportantiy, I was
just trying something new and was our with good friends. 3o *y airrice
is
this, when-ever you have an opportuniry to gi* something ,ry, DO IT.
Likewise if you have a chance to spend rime with good frienãs," Oö

It.

Panicipants:

Andy Gabrys
Jen

Vhite

Matt Wells
Shane Cook
Laura Erven

Jeremy Frimer Belaying
Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Project Breut
Andre Zimmermann
Two years ago the VOC received a $500.00 MEC Environment

to do some work on our Brew FIut. After receiving a one year
extension to use the money, we had until December to use the money.

Fund

I got interested in using the money and came up with some ideas.
Of primary importance wes the removal of garbage that was left around the
hut from when it was moved. Additionally I felt something had to be done
v¡ith the upstairs window, which has been broken and replaced numerous
times. It is used to gain access to the hut during the winter.
Having heard that Jeremy was heading uP to the hut I managed to
get him to measure the dimensions of the window so it could be replaced
with a door/window type of structure. This set things in motion. Next, I
managed to get the window dimensions into the hands of Roland Burton,
Somehow

and was soon presented with a detailed cost estimate

for a new window.

Roland proceeded to build the window and we were soon ready to
transport it up to the hut. The plan was to have a group of hikers go in and
clean up the hut on Saturday and hike out on Sunday. Then I would fly in
with the window, some kerosene and white gas on Sunday morning.
As it turned out, it rained, or perhaps even snowed; either way we
were not flying up to the hut. This was probably a good thing. The Brew
hut was up to its usual tricks and it could not be located by the VOC group
of eight, or by another group of eight, who were also looking for the hut.
(The hut has quite a reputation for not being very findable, as there was
supposedly a 5 year period when no one from the VOC managed to find it).
The faithful leader Paul and the other members of the team sPent a wet
night out in the trees, and then sauntered back down the trail on Sunday.
I believe it was the next weekend when I hiked in with a few other
people, having driven nearly to the end of the road from the Brandfwine
Creek side. The road was being deactivated and they had made it
temporarily passable. $üe got in to the hut and shoveled away more than a
meter of snow to find the sheet metal, broken glass, paint cans, and other
assoned junk. Hopefully we found it all. The next day we watched and
listened as the helicopter flew around looking for us. Believe it or not, I
couldn't find anyone to go for a free helicopter flight to tell the pilot where
the hut was! He eventually located us and I unloaded the new window and
other goodies for the hut, and then proceeded to fill the sling with lots of
junk.
The window was left for Roland to install, as it seemed he was the
only one who understood how it was designed to work' Without our skis,
we were soon bored with all the snow and proceeded to head back home.
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On the way out many head-plants were had in conjunction with a technique
for rolling doq¿nhill. This proved to be much easier than walking.
Vithin a week or two I was back up ar rhe hut with Mark G. and
Anna T. Ve had left school shortly after noon on Friday and got into the
hut just at twilight. '\Jüe were treated to a beauriful evening with a full
moon and many stars, topped off by some super "natural fireworlcs." \Jüe
were fortunate to observe this fireball thing come flying up over the
Tantalus range and then shoot across the sky to go down behind Casde

colors. 'Süe were awesrruck by the
power of nature for many hours, only to learn once .we returned to
civilization that we had in facr seen some Russian space junk re-enter the
Towers- streaming out a

wild array

of.

atmosphere.

The next day at the break of dawn

.we

were off to do rhe Alcoholic

traverse; otherwise known as the ridge walk from Brew to Brandywine.

had a great day, one

\JØe

of my best. Vith lunch just behind Mt.

Fee, we
managed to cover a lot of ground and got ro camp on top of a bump at the
head of the Brandywine warershed. Vhat a view we were treated io from
the summir, with a full moon and not a cloud in sight.

The next morning we saw
climbing Caley, so off to Brandyw

off

ideas

of

\Øe slowly
headed down the Brandywine glacier
at the car in
the early afternoon. Ve had just missed another group of VOC'ers v¡ho
had been into Brew hur for rhe weekend.
In December Roland trieci to ger inro Brew hut for a second time,
having been unsuccessful in his initial atrempr with Paul. This time his
group elected not to risk a bivi, and headed hàme while they still could, as
they had run shorr on rime.
Thus it became January and then February, and rhe window had
yet to be installed. I managed to commit a weekend, and found one which
Roland could also make, and so off to Brew it was. '\üüe made excellent time
in, and were soon yo-yoing on rhe hills while Roland worked on installing
the window.
Somewhere in the project development stages of "project Brew" f
came up with the idea of sticking a post of some sorr on the outside of the
hut. This would hopefully serve as a locaror for when the hut becomes
completely buried. In fulfilling this mission, we cur down a dead tree and
proceeded the next day to mounr it to the side of the hut, with the bits of
metal Roland had brought in for this purpose. The post has been marked
with flagging tape and metal tags with instructions such as "hut below"
scribed on the metal strips. If you should arrive ar the hut site and only find
the top few centimeters of the tree, I warn you that it is about 4 meters
down to the upstairs window. H"ppy digging.
After we mounred the tree and finished the window, we wenr our
for a few more runs and managed to track up most of the basin around

'We

Brew Lake. All fun must come to an end, and so we began the trip out.
encountered a lot of "fun" snow on the way out with a semi-breakable crust
and we slowly progressed down to the snowmobile tracks. From there on
it was easy going and we were back at the cars before dark.
Thanks to all those who helped out, especially Roland Burton.
Hopefully w-e can get a work party into the hut this summer, as it could use
a new paint job.

A few word, about the access from the Brandywine creelc side, Due to
the permanent deactivation of the road, a few slide paths have opened up in
the first main clear-cut and should be taken very seriously. The contractor
has left a trail in place of the road thanks to the MOF; however; this
disappears over the winter, and the road no longer:prevents slides from
occurring. 'W'e saw a number of class 2, maybe even class 3 debris paths
throughout the clear-cut. I would suggest'staying on the lower road after
crossing Brandywine Creek, and then leaving the road to stay in the big
timbers as the valley turns up towards Mt Brew, especially during times of
high avie danger. It should be possible to pick a nice route through the
valley bottom on the edge of the clear-cut. Once you get to the end of the
first big clear-cut you can head up to the road again. Here the road-cut is
again evident, and the slope is not quite as steep, and the route becomes
much safer.

Laura Erven near Brew FIut

Photo: Shane Cook

Glacier Scbool'97
Kate Edutards
Even after last year's snowy G-school fallout there was once again
huge interest in learning about thes3 crazy living ice monsrers that peãple
call glaciers. A_couple of pre-trip indoor night sessions .were held, inciuding
practice prussiking up a stairwell þroving that Buchanan building really is

iust one big crevasse). But this was just the beginning. To start off the
weekend, several_ people thought it would be a great idea to drive up the
night before, and sleep in their cars in the parking lot. And so, the iorest
creatures watched æ half-way through the night, a few uncomfonable souls
rolled out of their cars, pitched rheir rents, anã crawled in. upon waking up
the next morning, there was on last hurdle to overcome,
the colt Ças
"s
pushed up rhe hill, and then we were off.
The-hike up v¡as beautiful, and camp was ser up in the valley below
,
the inviting blanket of ice. From her on in, things. seãmed to hapien big.
That one group that wenr way up the glacier? - tli.y went big. tTlã"gh, i,
someone oointed out, "f'm glad we didnt go way up there, they'rã just
going to have to come all the way bach down."l The rain happened 6ig.
Really big. The mulled wine happened big. Grumbling was hããrd, but it
wasnt all that big. The rain let up in time for a pleasant-hike back down to
the parking lot, as a rainbow sealed the end of thã weekend.
Despite the overall werness of things, there was lots of energy in
.
the crowd and once again evidence that weáther cant stop vocers irom
having a good time. There was also success in terms of the learning that
went on., as studenrs left with increased understanding and skills of glacier
travel. Thanlçs to all of the instructors for their time and expertisr, *d ro
Andre Z-mannfor the organization, and to anyone else who hllped out.
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Dave Campbell on Professors Falls
Photo: John Millar

one grid square on the mep rhere was nor a single conrour line. point of
advice #3: it is hazardous to play hide n'seek with ãrevasses all around you in

a white-out. Fortunately we won this time. To remind us of Naturet
cliffs ahead of us. As we made camp
damp and down filled sleeping bags
we withdrew for the night from the
ng our confidence.

Day

7

'Waking to
silence, we hoped that it
tl¡fortunately, the rent 'was merely soundproofed

had stopped snowing.
in a five ìnch thick coat
of \üØest coasr cement. our only goal 'w'a.e ro get off the icefield. vith the
toe of the glacier a couple of kilometers
Ti- lead us as we threaded
o_ur way through rhe crevasses, finally "*"y,
exiting the icefield. once up the
glacier, we trudged through a narrow- pass Jthe head of the Soo river.
Enjoyed rim's dinner of tofu and couscous, and after-dinner christmas
_

songs on the harmonica.

Day

8

Really,

really cold

clear.

and

The
mountains were on
the
sunrise. Vearing all
ouÍ warm gear, we
pushed through the
the
meandering tracks

fire v¡ith

cold past

of a mountain goat

up the high

north of

pass

Mt.

CaUaghan.

Sweet turns

on the icefield. Photo:

McKillop

Descended

Robin

in the
Huge.

a

slope

twilight.
Steep.

Northwest facing.
as we were still behind schedulã.

Nuff said. skied long into the darkness
Fatigue was beginning to show. our dim headlamps w'ere a reflection of our
own energy.

Day

9

From camp perched on the edge of the small icefield we srarred our
in another blizzard. Pelted with snow and ice pellets, and harrassed by flat
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Day 3

Fhving ellowed two days to reach Ffarrison Hut when we were
trip, we sta¡ted out confident that v¡e would reach it this
aft:ernoon. \las it the monster loads on our backs, the steep slopes we had to
asCend in thick forest, or the thigh-deep snow we had to plow through that
prevented us from reaching the hut and broughr us ro our lowest point?
That afternoon saw us split apart as each of us had our own ideas on how to
get to the hut. Fortunately the sun broke out for a momenr , we regained
our sanity (and sight of each other) and continued on. Unfortunarely,
darkness found us before we found the hut. Two days behind schedule,
cold, sweaty, wet, and tired, we fell asleep to our usual flurry of flakes.
planning this

Day

4

'\ùfloke

up to fresh snow, but overcasr is lightening. A reward of one
M8¿M wæ offered to the first to see the sun. Robin scouted ahead to find a
path, and returned almost immediately - "I can see rhe hut." In what seemed
like moments, we were padding around the hut in down booties with the
sun streaming in, the fire ablaze. Question: what's the recommended
exposure time for a sauna? Is ten hours too long? Anyway, good food was
had, songs were sung (thanhs VOCD. Even had live entertainment with
quitar and harmonica accompanying our rendition of Tom Petty's "Free
Falling" - an appropriate song for a mountaineering trip.Point of. advice #2:
It is preferable to cook mashed potatoes in boiling water, instead of trying
to bring mashed potatoes to a boil! Thanks for lunch, Robin! As darkness
fell, the skies were clear and the hut was aglow. Sleep was nor ro be had, as
the success of the trip depended entirely on clear r¡eather the following day.
Day 5
Shivering

with anticipation (not cold), a couple of down

shelled

slugs squirmed to the upstairs window and scraped av¡ay rhe ice to be
greeted with a star filled sky. Skiing in the crisp, clear air of 12 below, we
ascended the westerly of three glaciers. 'Vith few crevasses to hinder our
progress, we summitted the 7500 foot snowdome and were rewarded with a
360 degree view of snow clad peaks, including ÏØahoo Tower. IØith spirits
high, smiles all around, and sun screen slathered on, we skied the endless
expanse of the icecap.As we crossed the 8000 foot col, we reafized we had
reached the point of no return. As we set up camp later that evening, we
were once again joined by a fallrriliar flurry of flakes.

Day 6

. Did we say "Day" 6? - more like "white-our berween days five and
'Left, left, right, RIGHT!" was all that was heard through the
ominous silence as we skied across the Squamish Glacier by compass

seven.

bearing.

In the words of John Baldwin, every gentle ski run - NOT! For

DECMIBER ON THE PEMBERTON ICEFIELD

Robin McKillop

It

is kind of ironic - with so little snow ar the beginning of

December, we questioned whether we could even start the traverse; in the
end, too much snow made us question whether we could finish. \Øe did

start, in a
to rally ac
just shon

food. Special thanls
hours to drop us off
slide sideways back

down the

Dey

I

After camping in the middle of the road, we srarted our in a drlzzle.
Tim got ahead, but we found him later bathing in a toxic waste dump also
known as Meager Creek Hotsprings, 'Closed due to e)creme l.¡tt
hazard." Lunched in the rain but, miracle of miracles, we had some blue sky
later on. Fell asleep that night in a flurry of huge flakes.
Day 2
Dug up to starlight at 6
After rwo and a half lçm of knee-deep
^m.
snow, we decided someone had put
the wrong valley around us, and, rathei

to go to

in the powder

before

resurfacing at the bottom of the run as the light faded. Fell asleep

to that

pristine snow
same

waste, set out swimming

flurry of huge flakes.

light, we dipsydoodled down to treeline. From the pass north of Callaghan
Lake, we skied down a broad gully to heaven - also known as the Íake.
Hooray! all the technical aspecrs of the trip were over. Three days before
christmas, carols echoed around the ice covered lake as we crossed towards
the first signs of civilization - the callaghan Lake Rec Area outhouse. After
feasting on half-cooked tortellini and triple-shot hot chocolates, we crawled
into our sleeping bags early, dreading rhe sevenreen kilometer slog along
logging roads to our caÍ.

Day

10

Gor our wake up call from Timex at 4am and trudged through
heavy, wet, untracked sno'w for four and one half hours. vitl ¡tirt.rt
peeling and spirits sagging, we were joyful at the discovery of hard packed
snowmobile tracks. Gliding effortlessly as though on a Nordic Track, we
arrived at Alexander Falls to eat the final meal of our expedition. once
Robin had engulfed a box of Grilled Bell Pepper stoned vheat Thins, once
Tim finished duct-taping his feet, and once Steve had finished "chocolare
dreams", we made the final few kilometres of our 80km or so traverse. The
only sign of Robin's frozen, salt blasted car wes a windov¡ or two, but hey,
whatt 45 minutes of shoveling when we had just finished ten days of "stairMaster/Nordic Track combo"? Point of advice #4: maybe mid-December
in an El Nino winter is not the best time of year to artempt this traverse . . .
Participants:

Tim Blaire
Steve Klassen

Robin McKillop

Getting Dozøn and Dirty in Cascade Caaerns
Paul Fearing
"MILLIONS of hibernating

spiders! "

It wasn't my bravest thought ever. But it

was my first thought, as

I

fingered the "Caving - Cascade Caverns" trip sheet posted outside the VOC
clubroom. I'd been caving before - a couple of times at Horne Lake, once in
Ontario, and a few more times in Strathcona. I'd loved each time, but those
had been in warm, happy summer. \Øhat was caving in the winter like?
Vould we battle through endless caves only to find our entrance covered in
three feet of solid ice? Were the ceilings going to be thick with hibernating
spiders that could be easily scraped off onto someone's head (mine)? I
resolved to attend the trip meeting and find out.
A dozen or so people showed up for the trip meeting, all exhibiting
various levels of nervousness. "So.....caving.......what's involved?" No one
else mentioned anything about arachnids and I felt a bit better.

Our

fearless

leader Brian introduced himself and soon my

fears

were quickly allayed - this was not some yahoo with a penlight, frayed ski
rope, and a love of spiders. Brian appeared multi-sport capable with enough
experience in caving to immediately turn my nervousness into excitement.
The trip started (like almost every other VOC trip I've been on) in
the early morning dark, with groggy people stumbling around loading gear
into the car. Despite a large trip meeting, only 7 people had summoned up
the courage to come. Leading the charge was Brian Stachniak and his
roommate Howie. They were both computer guys (like me) lending some
credence to the theory that computer guys like to stumble around in the
darkness - dark labs, dark caves. Mike Sutherland and his friend Kato had
also decided to come, making me feel all warm and fuzzy - mainly because
Mike was at

stuck,

it

was
B

out with

immediately
8th member of our party) in Nanaimo.

Ve piled into the cars, threw in our

associated
Caverns!

headlamps, helmets, and

junk, and we were off to the ferries, the Island, and Cascade

Arriving at the ferries, we parked the cars and headed towards the
'Wait! There was no ferrysnack bar for a rousing breakfast of stale cheezies.

waiting snack bar, and as a consequence a f.erry Gestapo made us all go back
to our cars and show him our receipts. Now that we had "official ferry
dork" permission to leave our cârs, we hopped rhe fence and wandered into
"the 'Shoe" for breakfast at Trollers. I'm your classic on-time weenie, and as
a consequence was overly paranoid that we'd miss the ferry. Some guy at
the next table would blow his nose, and I'd whirl around to look for an
incoming ferry blowing its horn. All that whirling can give a guy a red,
back-workour.

Anyway, we made the ferry and
spent the next while hanging out drinking

coffee. Brian had brought his photo
album, so we all had a look ar some of the
caves he'd been in, as well as some of the
places he's guided. My major lasting
impression of that photo album was that
Brian has been in some cool caves, and
that cavers seem to really, really like
posing for pictures dressed only in a very
strategically placed helmet. My god! and in
a few hours ) I ( was going to be one of
those very same cavers. I hoped I'd

Breathe in and wriggle!
Photo: Paul Fearing
crearance and refused ro so any

brought a big enough helmet.
\Øe eventually docked and headed
off towards the fine ciry of Port Alberni.
Our cars met up, and we headed up a
MacBlo logging road. I immediately had a

d;î:l:iîî ,ili"Ji::T;i. ;l'".,)îå;

wise decision on my part, as 1) less than 45 minutes ago my car had
grounded out in a parking lot (!) and 2) the road rurned our to be a careating mud pit of doom and dispair. I believe my poor car's relationship
with logging roads may be well documented in this and previous journals
and probably for the resr of my life.
Lnyway, the cave wasn'r far up the road, so it wasn't long before
we were all dressed up like ridiculous fools.
outfit (overalls, helmet, harness), but the rest
of old windbreakers, swearers, and rain pan
amounts of duct tape. Adley had bright orange rain panrs and brighr orange
poncho, making him look for all the world like some monsrer traffic cone. I
wesn't too nervous yet abour the caving yer, because I figured that if a
human traffic cone could do it, I could do it.
Not everyone had headlamps, so those without duct taped
flashlights to their helmets. Kato had two flashlights, giving him this bizàrre
double-barrelled stormtrooper look.

I

had my trusty headlamp, a halogen

bulb, a couple of fresh batteries, and a secondary maglamp, so I was pretty
confident in the light source department.
lJüe signed the waivers (MacBlo land - can't do an¡hing
stupid),
and trotted off through the woods in the exactly opposite direction from
the one we all figured was the way to the cave. \üe wandered for a while
until we came on a pretty lirrle stream rambling through the foresr, dancing
among boulders and rocks and then suddenly disappearing into a small hole
with an eerie hollow noise. And there it was - a compact metal lid ser inro
the flat forest floor. Brian bustled about setting up rhe anchors and
unlocking the lock on the lid, and the rest of us started to get a little
neryous. Luckily, my previous little caving experience told me that I was
most scared just looking at the hole and getting in, and this trip was no
excePtron.

Brian unrolled a small wire ladder, I tied into the belay rope, and I
was ready: first into the unknov¡n. I was damn nervous squirming through
the gate, holding on to a flimsy, narrow wire ladder that kept on swinging
around wildly underneath me. Then my head descended below the level of

the entrance and I was completely underground. I stopped to take a look
around. There I was, hanging 35' off the rocky floor, suspended in the
middle of a large cavern. Sudden-ly, I was hit by the complete adventure and
excitement of the whole thing and I gave an excited yell and all my pitiful
fear left my body and MAN THIS IIøAS COOL!
It took a while for everyone to make it down this drop, so I had
ample opportunity to look around, checking out the cascading water, the
cave crickets, the spiders, the logbook (!) and speculate which dark cranny
or crevice v¡ould be the one containing our route.
Our passage turned out to be completely non-obvious. Brian
stretched out on his back and slid underneath a large boulder over in the
corner of the cave. \Øe all followed through this tight squeeze, and WE
\TERE CAVING!!!
The passageways ranged in size from crouching to crawling to
squirming. Sle moved far too fast for my taste - I wanted to stop and savour
the tunnel-like atmosphere, explore various side squirms and ledges, and
stare at the bizarre formations.
I'm no geologist and know nothing about cave formations, but I do
know when I see some cool rocks. Predominant was flowstone, a smooth,
rounded deposited rock that looked like congealed, lumpy, vanilla pudding.

Here and there the flowstone sprouted little smooth knobs that looked like
huge pimples. SØhere the flowstone went over drops, there were often little
icicles of stone thet headed both up and down, sometimes joining into a
single column. Later on in the cave, we saw soda straws, which are
completely clear stones that look very much like long icicles. Apparently
they are also very delicate.
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Caving is not a sport that likes the high-profile spotlight. Each
person that enters a cave is one that could potentially ruin or destroy a
formarion that has taken literally thousands of years to grov¡. Because caves
are obviously not exposed to the weather, some of the rocks that grow are
incredibly delicate and fragile. Contentious cavers will often go to great
lengths to preserve this underground beauty, sometimes wearing special
shoes or even swimming naked through crystal pools to avoid
contaminating it with dirt and mud. Even touching a formation can modify
it, because oil from human hands can repel water that otherwise would have
deposited material.
This made it even more challenging to climb and scramble in the
caves. There were many, beautiful

knobby handholds on the flowstone

(absolutely perfect for feet or hands) but I felt incredibly guilty touching
these. So instead, I found myself contorting into bizarre shapes in order to
grab handholds on regular rock.
'We
squirmed through a belly-slide before popping out into one of
my favourite parts of the cave: a high, narrow chasm with a noisy stream at
the bottom. 'We stemmed along over the stream for quite a while, checking
out the cool formations and the beautiful running water. A few shortJegged
types were forced to take the plunge into water of various depths.
A bit further on, we reached an exposed ledge that disappeared into
the darkness. We lost height traversing back and fonh a bit before peering
over at the final drop, consisting of a short climb covered in a thin layer of
rushing water. Brian set up a cordelette handline, and we all bouldered our
way to the bottom. At the base of this, the tunnel led away from the water,
becoming dry and dusty. We followed this for a while, crawling over and

around large boulders, before eventually stopping for a break. Brian
performed his caving ritual (can't tell you - it's a secret), and we discussed
how much longer we could stay in the cave and still make the last ferry at
8:30. Our turn-back decision was pretty much summed up when Mike asked
"what's further on?", and we almost trampled ourselves in our rush to
continue exploring.
Our last little push was well rewarded when we came into a
fantastic room with an extra profusion of formations. This was tragically
our final turn-around, even as further passagev/ays lured us ever onwards
and ever deeper - although our stopping point did allow us to turn around
before the crawl that included the fearsomely-named "Ballbreaker rock".
At this point, Brian informed us about another caving ritual:
beginner cavers had to find their own way our. I was lucky enough to get to
lead, so I got to retrace our squirms. All of a sudden, I realized how easy it
was to get lost in a cave. Every dark corner suddenly looked the same, and
returning revealed passâges and ledges that were not seen while coming in.
Mike and I (the lead two) racked our memories to determine which way to
go: did we crawl down this passage? lüØas this the rock I got my foot caught
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on?

At one point we treversed next to alarge waterfall heading up into the

darkness. \Øas this the waterfall we climbed down? To continue on meant a
step across a hole leading down into darkness. I didn't remember the step,
nor the lay of the waterfall, and had a sudden flash of fear. Even though I
knew that Brian could lead us out if we went astray, I suddenly realized the
seriousness of just randomly exploring passageways. Luckily, just beyond

the step lay "our" waterfall, which we were able ro reclimb without
incident.

All too soon we were at the entranceway, looking up at one last
sting in the tail: our ladder climb. Brian self-belayed himself up the ladder,
and then started belaying us up. Not everyone had harnesses, so I stayed at
the bottom making sure people were buckled up and tied in correctly. The
belay was a necessity - one person was too tired to make it up the ladder
without hanging fully on the rope.
Eventually, I was the only one left. I signed the logbook, made sure
the ladder wasn't caught, looked around one last time at the mysteries of the
cave, and headed up into the dark night oumide. Süe had spent perhaps 4
hours in the cave, and it just wasn't enough for me.
The rest of the trip home was just like eny other VOC trip I've
been on; tired and diny bodies heading home in the rain, stopping for food,
and falling asleep in the car. The ferry docked and my car ch-chunked up

the ramp and onto Florseshoe Bay soil. I cranked up the radio and
in the residual adrenaline I had gotten from this unique and
spectacular trip. And as I headed for the mundanity of home and bed, I

luxuriated

wondered....where could

) I(

get a pair of overalls?
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Cbasing El Niño
Shoshanna Reiter

check out some pueblos. As of christmas Eve we had done a total of one
climb, and that was owl Rock in Arches Nat'l park, rhe same one we had

looking pretty swank. \Øe heard that a big srorm was moving into New
Mexico, but we didn't let that get us down since we still had Ariiona.
The next day we headed to a climbing area about 45 min. drive
from Moab with monstrous splitter cracks caùed Indian creek. \)Øe all

climbers (check out a cliff dwelling sometime and you'll know what
mean).

I

ft would have been easy ro sray rhere for weeks exploring the
canyon and its pueblo nrins, but we were supposed to meer Eric and Dru at

the night before by leaving his bivy sack open, but they had spent the day in
Phoenix laundry mat hopping.
,

The next day was actually decent, so we .went to explore the

bouldering area, which is reminiscent of old dinosaur movies. Theie are lots

of fun problems, especially for the over-hanging inclined, but rhe rock was
quite rough on the
before planning an
a few quality long
next day, we didn
forecast, and it seemed

that Joshua Tree was the most

reasonable

destination.

The clouds did disappear as we got closer to California, but when
v¡e got to Josh there were fifteen cm of snow on the ground :( As per usual

the B.C. contingent was in ma¡oity there, including many VOöers like
Eric clemson, Sara and Eric's friend Paul, who had arrived the day before.
Dug's conspiracy theory seemed to affect them since their car had broken
down in Medford, and they had ro rent. Also Paul
early in need of a root canal. \Øe spent Christmas
Jeremy's and Christmas day climbing in Indian Co
warmer. For dinner that night we wanred something decadent and
somehow ended up at aSizzler (gizzler) in PaIm Springs.

Over the next five days the weather gradually gor warmer, but

climbing

in the sun and our of the wind was still a

Unfortunately, the soles of my shoes blew out, and
remainder of the

trip.

I

had

necessity.

to renr for

the

Crappy rental shoes and even crappier rental prices
were enough to convince me rhat there might be something ro Dug's
conspiracy theory (I'm still not clear as to who or what was conspir.ng
against us, though). 'We were pretry content with Josh, but Red Rocks

promised hotter sun and longer routes, so we were Las Vegas bound. Eric
Clemson and Sara came up a day later although they only made it as far as a
construction site nearby. On a side note, Eric has a myriad of amusing
stories about sleeping at the side of highways. For example, everyone
should ask him to relate how he was once awakened and drenched by
automatic sprinklers in the reststop he was sleeping in. If you're lucky he
might even tell you how he ran around in his underv¡ear kicking all the
heads off the sprinklers. But I digress...
The first day in Red Rocks Eric Hurron, aka Ric the porn star (and
you thought he was doing engineering work in Boulder), and Dru climbed
the Black Orpheus. Dug and I dealt with the shoe problem, and as it rook
up half of the day, we wenr for a hike in one of the canyons insread of
climbing. It's a great resr day activiry - lots of scrambling and beautiful
rock. Someday I'd like to do a pseudo canyoneering trip, and hike one of
Red Rocks' canyons...

/

The next day Ric, Dru, Dug and I headed up to Car in the Hat (5.6
6 pitches). IJnfortunately, eight other people had the same idea and were

there before

us. This resulted in multiple hold-ups, bur we pooled our
in record rime just as it got

resources at the top, shared raps and got down

dark. That night Dru mer up with his brother and headed home to catch a
flight to future adventures in New Zealand, and the res¡ of us headed into
Vegas for New Years's eve. New Years in Vegas q¡as prerry damn anticlimatic; it was kind of like a monsrrous Ans County Fair. Maybe we just
hit a bad year. In rhe words of one of the million drunks in the crowd,
"this is the lamest Vegas New Year ever."
On the last day we climbed Tunnel Vision with Eric and Sara.
'was a very fun roure with-lom of
lgçf.rglg-pilghe9 (one actually does
through a tunnel

and headJamps are
recommended).
The trip ended with

a

wonderbar bbq

feast that would put

any buffet to shame
drive
home through

and a fun

multiple
storms,

snow
monsoons

and hurricanes. Ah,
it's great ro be back
in Vancouver where
at least the weather
is consistent.

Shoshanna and Drg atop
Photo: Shoshanna Reiter
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Baker Epic
Jeremy Frimer

I have always

to use the word "epic" to describe a scary
experience of mine as the word is so over-used. Even my ninth day on
\Øaddington didnt receive the epic classification. In fact, I have never had an
epic- until this weekend, that is.
lVaiting for that ever-illusive perfect-forecast weekend seemed to
hesitated

take forever. That's why, when Friday, February 27,1998 was forecasted as
0olo POP, I found myself knocking on David's door in the Hennings
building on Thursday.
"You hear the forecast?"

"No"
"0/oFríday. 'Wanna go tomorrow?"
"FIow about tonight?"
"Ok. \Øhere?"
'Süe
discussed the south ridge of Atwell but I didnt really like the
snow conditions for it so I suggested the North Ridge of Baker. After
looking at the guidebook and map, we decided to go for it.
A little background here. The Nonh Ridge of Baker is described as
an attractive ridge involvirrg snow and ice climbing up to 70+o. From where
one can drive in February ('3300 ft) to the summit (10,800 ft) is 7500 ft gain.
It is describedasa2-day grade trI route requiring 8 hours from the base of
the route (8000 ft). This description is applicable in summer. The route can
be almost anything in winter. The descent is down the touristy ColemanDemming route which David and I had skied the previous May.
The plan was to drive up on Thursday night and either camp by
the car and get a very early start or ski up the trail and bivy. One way or
another, the plan was to be at the base by dawn and be back at the car by
Friday night or early into Saturday. \?'e recognized the possibility of a bivy
so we brought along a little extra food and a little bivy gear: I brought a
down jacket while David brought an ensolite, overbag (+ 10"C rated), and a
bivy sack. Important equipment left behind was a stove, extra food, extra
water, a sleeping bag, an ensolite (for me), and a bivy sack (for me). 'Sühat an
obvious and dangerous mistake. To think that a week ago I was so stupid.
'What
an idiot I was! The question, then, is how much could I possibly have
changed since then? I think this is the first time in my life that I have
indisputable evidence that I truly am an idiot.
'We
arrived at where we would camp that night after plowing up
the Baker road in David's 4x4, put up the tent, and went to sleep by 2330
Thursday. By 0330 Friday, we were moving up the road by headlamp and

onwards via the HelioTrope Ridge trail. 'We were moving at a decent speed

considering trail-breaking was a facror. By dawn, however, we had only

reached tree-line. At this point, I realized how tired I was. I could hardly
keep my eyes open while hiking. Already, I regretted being so ambitious.
Furthermore, the clear skies had vented a lot of heat into space, dropping
the temperature to -10oC at tree-line . As the sun rose and cast rays on all

southern and eastern aspects (we were northwest), we continued skiing,
gaining the glacier, aiming for the north ridge.
Mt. Baker seems to have bigger crevasses than any glacier in the
Coast Range. They're so big that most of them are sdll open in mid-winter.
So we roped up and continued, avoiding crevesse fields whenever possible.
Eventually, the sun broke over the mountain and warmed us as we neared
the ridge. By 1100, we had gained 47OO ft and reached the base of the ridge.
To recap, we were 5 hours behind schedule and falling more and more
behind. I suggested to David that we couldnt make it ro rhe summit by
dark and that I didn't want to do any technical climbing by headlamp. "It
sounds like you don't even want to climb this mountain."
"No," I assured him, "I just don't want to get into a dangerous
predicament."

"\üell, let's continue and decide when we are under the really
technical part."

"ok"
The Nonh Ridge has two starrs: one circles around to gain the
ridge low. It is the safer ind less steep but also slower srarr. The second is a
more direct one up a snowslope. !ü'e opted for a snowslope sitting between
the two that exists only in winter. It provided a relatively easy ascending
traverse on a 35-40" slope to gain the ridge at 9000 ft. As we ascended, the
sun followed us up and kept us relatively warm in the -15oC v¡earher up
there. From where we gained the ridge, we switch-backed our v/ay up ro
where the ridge becomes more disrinct, 200 fr below the technical ice section
(9400 ft). It was decision time. I thought it would be best to decide after
having a bite to eat. So I sat and snacked while enjoying the view of
Vancouver sprawled out to rhe northwest. The forecast had called for a lowpressure system to push into the area on Saturday and remain through the 4day window. Gray clouds were hanging on rhe orher mountains and lower
on Baker. That worried me. On the other hand, the ice that was described as
70" looked like it wasnt more rhan 45'. I looked up ar the ice and thought
"let's go up". Then I would look to the west and the oncoming clouds and
think "let's go down". I was split. David rhen voiced extreme confidence in
being able to get through rhe ice quickly and pushed me off the fence on rhe
up side. It was 1330 and we were ascending to the crux: anorher huge
mistake. Vithin half an hour, we reached the ice . '$Øhat had looked like 45'
from below turned out to be 80". Oh shit! I put in a screw and my tools for
an anchor, and began belaying David. \X/hile David lead the climb with his
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marveling over the beautiful sunser,

lently. The temperarure was on rhe
like 2 hours to lead the first pitch. So
when I finally heard the belay-on call, I happily began climbing:
climb:warm. My crampon quickly got nervous and decided to stay at the
bottom of the pitch while I wenr up. So while leaning over ro put the darn
thing back on, my 4 pickets came sliding out of my pack and down the hill.
One caught a good wave and set sail on a one-way trip to rhe bottom of a
crevasse. IJpon retrieving the other 3, I recommenced climbing.
I had only ice climbed a few times before. My ability was as such:
comfortable on grade 2, comfortable on grade 3 by TR, and I could scrape
my v¡ay up a grade 4. \øith skis on the pack, ir would be a more trying
climb than the grade.
The ice started out very difficult at about 80o for 1Om. From there,
a h,airy traverse, a few tricky stemming moves and some easier stuff lead to
the belay. By the time David started up the second pitch, the sun had ser
over the Pacific Ocean. It a very beautiful sunser: city lights, and orange
reflection off the ocean, and magnificent colours. The sun had set on us.
Fonunately, the second pitch was grade 2 with some easy snow
climbing so we moved through it in less than an hour. From then, we
running-belayed for 150m or so up 35o snow. Then we put our skis back
on and continued climbing. I was totally exhausted. I was falling asleep
skiing. Everything seemed like a dream. But everyrhing was still alright.
Two hours of ski slogging later and we stood on the summit , shaking hands
in congratuladons. It took us 19 hours to gain the 7500 ft to the summir.
The lights of Vancouver, 10,000 ft below us, were very beautiful. I thought
to myself that not many people get to see this incredible view. How lucky I
am! And how my luck was about to change...

\íe began the descent on slcis. Using a compass, we aimed for the
\Øall. Minutes later, I spotted two headlamps not far off to the
South. '$ü'e weren't sure if they were on the Coleman-Demming route or
the Easton glacier route but we headed for them any-way. As we skied

Roman

towards them over the wind-scoured snow, they quickly became further and
further away. 'We never stopped to take another compass bearing and get

back on

route.

'We continued skiing down

by headlamp. Líterally,

minutes later, the clear skies closed in and we were in a storm. Visibility
was reduced. \ühat happened next is a bit foggy in my mind as I was so
tired, everything seemed surreal. I remember trying to recover from a
missed turn and whisking along. I noticed what looked like a somewhat
large sastrugi (wind-formed snow formation) just in front of me. The next
thing I remember was falling. ITe stopped. Oh shit, I'm in a fucking
crevasse. Uninjured, but frealçed shitless, I began screaming for help from

David. W'here was he? Finally he came.

"David, I'm in

a

fucking crevasse. Help ME!"

I had skied over the higher lip, landed partially
and
the back tip of my right ski jammed a few
lip,
fell
back,
on the lower
wall.
I was leaning over in a very precarious
crevasse
into
the
inches
to
erect
myself
by pushing off a bridge beside me. It
I
tried
position so
"David, help!!". The storm had
me
more
off
balance.
and
put
collapsed
was
into
up
and
blowing
snow
my
face as David set up an anchor
picked
a
loop
around
my
chest
and
under
my arms (I didnt have my
and put
pulled
pushed
harness on). On 3, he
as I
off the far lip and swÌrng my leg
up. I was out. That was the closest I had ever come to death.
Shaken and stirred, I picked myself off the ground and knocked a 2cm layer of ice off my face. The situation was now desperate. The wind
'was up to 60 km/hr or so. \Øe put our skis onto our packs, roped up and
began a hasty descent. Down. Anfwhere bur up here. I was continually
being blown over by wind as we descended. Soon we were on a sharp ridge
that dropped off left and right and then in front. \Øe had to back-track.
\ùflhen we got off of it, we went left
QrI) and walked right onto a loaded
slope that subsequently released. David had set off an avalanche but was not
swept. However, we saw this as a good enough excuse to get off that slope.
Back up and we tried the other way (S). It ended up working but put us
even further off-route. For some reason, we didnt notice. Ve continued
down and soon hit a crevasse field. I began jumping them and continuing
through when all of a sudden the ground opened up beneath me and bit me.
Another crevasse had had a lick but my foot jammed into one of its walls 3
feet down. I climbed out and continued. The storm intensified further and
the crevasses remained intense. "David, we have to bþ." He didnt argue.
'We were able to dig a reasonable snowcave and have a little food
before we lay down at 0300 on Saturday. So much for the car. Without a
sleeping pad, I lay on both packs, and the rope. This was a lot better rhan
the alternative. As I dozed off, I remember that my fingers felt burned- like
they had sizzled on a stove for a while. I just wish we had had a srove there
to burn them on.
Since I was so tired, I slept quite well for the 4 hours before it
became light out. I had just one sandwich left in the morning so I scarfed it
down: we should be out in a few hours...no problem, right?
It had snowed a faír amounr in the few hours we had slept (about
15 cm) and was still blizzarding when we crawled from our cave. The
visibility was about 10 feet and the remperarure more mild; around -5oC.
The situation seemed to be improving. lVe roped up and began a caurious
ski down the glacier. David navigated and lead with our compass and
What had happened wes that

altimeter. Crevasse after crevasse after crevasse. This glacier was open! I had
never seen such huge ones. The extreme avalanche conditions and the thick
v¡hite-out made the situation more dangerous. 'Søe would have ro almost
walk right into crevasses before we saw them. I questioned the effectiveness
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of a rope. Can you stop a fall with skis on? \Øhat's the alternative? \íe
continued.

Down and down, 'we wandered through what seemed to be a
continuous crevasse field until we hit one that was unavoidable. David asked
me to come up to where he was and informed me that we were lost.
Looking at the compass, altimeter, and map, and realizíng that down-slope
pointed south- not north, like it should have- made me worry. "FIey,
whatt that sound?" Snowmobiles. "God damn it, David. 'We're on the
Demming Glacier!"
'We

only discovered it 1OOO ft below the col that we had hastily
south- not north- of the crucial Colfax-Baker col in the stofm.
\With only a few hundred ml of water and a few bagels, we were very
dehydrated and starving. This, along with the deep trail-breaking, made the
return to the col a long, arduous process. After two hours of dodging huge
crevasses, we were close once again to the col (altitude-wise). We were skiing
up a right-toJeft side-slope when the clouds lifted enough for us to get a
good look. The col was slightly above and uP to the left. \Øe were just
ábon. crevasse and on the slope that lead to the right and above the col.
"
The crevasse continued diagonally up the slope we were on. I suggested we
turn down into the bowl and turn right to get to the col. A ten-meter drop
down the slope put me where I thought it would level out' F{owever, there
was a huge 45o right-toJeft slope of hard, crusty snow. I continued
cautiously until I noticed a crevasse in front of me. lflondering v¡hat it was
that this slope lead to, I kicked some crust down, watched, and listened. I
saw it disappear into the white-out and heard the abrupt silence just after.
\Øow, what a surprise. Another sketchy crevasse situation!
Very cautiously, I att
slipped so I kicked off a ski an
an hour before, David tried
descended

1 and petered out quickly.

Frustrated, scared, and desperate, David suggested we wait for a
rescue. "'We're not waiting for any rescue." I took the lead, turned back on
our tracks, hung a descending right into where the basin was flat, and
conrinued tov¡ards the col. The clouds lifted again to reveal that we were on
track. Twenty minutes later, we reached the col. I let out a huge "YES!" as
we had conquered a malor setback.

From the col, we skied þy comPass bearing) down the Coleman
glacier. The crevasses were intense there too so when it became dark and the

bli"" td
didnt

intensified,

seem

I

too bad,

knew what had to be done' "Let's bivy". The idea
the night before had been reasonably comfonable.

as

The morning was a great thing as I could now get our and be less
dig a meter ro ger out of the cave as spindriñ had really buried
_to
us. The blizzarð hadn't let up. Furious, my stomach roared. I replied "I
know, I know."
The crevasse field that we were in soon thinned out and became
just
rope is quite difficult as rhe

.

cold.J.had

But I was able to manage

a

i"t

as

,::,:ï::rl;:,:î,: ä:Jtr:

^f
road....and the car- Thank God! I performed my routine coilapse as is
se-emed appropriate at the time. Besides getting rhe car stuck, that *"s
"borrt
all!
'We

stopped off at tåe first phone and called John (the sketch), my
roommate. I told him to call off the search. "There is no search,' came back.
oh boy.

how things can go wrong.
oom for error down to nil,
a

few things about this thing.

be an
Crevasse Meal:

Jeremy Frimer
Avalanche Debris:

David Persson
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idiot like me. Beware!

Tbe Garibaldi Néaé Accompanied
by the "Group of 13"
Andre Zimmermann

At the end of February Dave C. Andre Z. and Ben \Ø. headed off
to Sphinx hut after Andre had finished his midterms late on the Friday
afternoon. The skis were dawned shortly before 9 pm and the climb to
Garibaldi lake began. Snow flakes began to fall during the lake crossing and
we peacefully enjoyed the moonless night. The Burton hut was found
around 2:30 am and we were all soon asleep. Once we arose out of our
sleeping bags the remaining hours in the afternoon were spent putting some
turns in on the hill bellow Guard Mountain and then crawling back into the
sleeping bags. Saturday evening Vance C., Ruth P., Ferdinand V., Jeff M.,
and Rebecca J. arrived at the hut after managing to rent a car in order to get
to the trailhead.
The next morning we got up shortly before 5 am and I headed off
across the lalçe with the rest following in tow towards Sentinel Bay. The
weather appeared to be clearing: blue sky could be seen, the snow stopped
falling and it looked like the Névé was a go. During a break just below the
Shark's Fin two significant things occurred: we had good visibility for the
last time for the next many hours, and we sa'w the first of the "group of 13".
The "group of 13" had camped p^rtw^y up the Sentinel glacier, and we had
managed to pass their camp without spotting them. Süe quickly proceeded
to head up past the Sharks Fin and for the first time in the day I brought
out the fluorescent flagging tape to give me an idea as to which'way was uP.
\le climbed up past the ice fall and then proceeded to traverse through the
top of it. A pole or two through the bridges and we were soon across the
crevasses. \Øe figured we were traversing towards the ridge running down
from the tent, but as we couldn't see a thing we elected to take a lunch
break, hoping for a gap in the clouds. No such luck.
'$Øe
continued on our way and ran into two large cornices which
we had to surmount. I first tried pushing a trail in under the base of one of
them, but found the mid+high wind loaded slope a bit much for the given
incline. I found another route up through an aÍea between the two
cornices, and proceeded to break a trail to the ridge crest' The "group of
13" had managed to catch up to us and proceeded to stand directly below
me as I pushed the trail up the marginal, wind loaded, snow slope. At this
point we were complemented on our route finding technique by the "group
of 13," comparing our route to one followed with a GPS unit.

As the "group of 13" had a number of people who had done the
Névé before, we elected to follow, as they were liable to know where to go.
I proceeded to follow one fellow who took a bit of a lefr turn and then
disappeared. The VOC group was a little puzzled as to whar had just
happened, while the ilgroup of 13" was oblivious to the fact they had just
lost a member of their group. Shortly rhereafrer, we heard a yell from
bellow saying to watch our for the cornice. The fellov¡ had made a 180
degree turn and had fallen off a 2 merer cornice
- rhe exact cornice I had
been below when I had earlier been trying ro push a trail through to gain
the ridge.

Having seen how the "group of 13" proceeded with irc route
finding.we decided to go on our own and headed on *ittt map and compass
in hand. \Øe decided to tie the flagging tape onro an ice axe
pro.e.ã to
throw it ahead of us ro see where the slope was going. This is"rrd
very effective,
and can save you a lot of anguish in a white out, so effective in facr that
members of the "group of 13" were later seen photographing the technique.
\ü/e headed off on our way and
ran into a few little hiÍs, slópes and g,rûies
q¡hich we negotiated around. rùØe were now down on the caribaldi-Névé
and were looking for the Garibaldi glacier to go down into Ring creek. \Jüe
1ow,had the "group of 13" back on our rracks after they hád chosen a
slightly different route off,the ridge crest. we heard congrátulations among
themselves for their excellent route finding efforts: this seemed to involvã
following us. Shortly thereafrer, rhe "group of 13" decided they didn't like
the bearing we were taking, and elected to break a new rail a few degrees
off to the right of our rrail. \Øe were happy to follow, and did so with
[reat
amusement as we watched them make corrections, as their trail breakers
constantly veered left or right. we were soon on top of an icefall and I was
out front being the AXE MAN. By now they weie quite impressed with
the æ<e and I v¡as being ushered to the front of the line. Here we still
managed to have one of rhe "group of 13" fall off a wind drift; however, he
caught himself and was subsequently heaved back up over the ledge. After
some more_ tossing of the axe with the attached flagging repe we mánaged to
negotiate the remains of the icefall. \üe were finally down into Ringlreek
were we could

see

things again.

- Having seen the way the "group of 13" piled up one behind anorher
we elected to let them go ahead, and crãss the avalanche slopes heading out
of the creek towards the Elfin lakes shelrer. I as amazed by their styì. of
trail.breaking
- rhey managed to have all but on. me*bei of their group
on the same set of switch backs which overlapped ar rhe same time, in one
of the most marginal areas of the traverse. \y,/ãpatiently waited for them to
go on and then we proceeded to follow. However, we were weil spaced out
across the slopes. From here on out it was simply a long slog ouì past the
Elfin lakes shelter, past the Red heather sheltei and doln Jo the'logging
road. Some of ir was done in the light, bur mosr of ir was done in the ãárk.

Bonnington Tí'azterse
Micbael Guité
As the second rerm progressed, André began making noises to all
along the lines of "ski, slci, skiskiski... ski, SKI,'.
Being from Nelson, this is expected behaviour and is put up with by all who
know him. This year a few of us listened.
So the first day of reading break we found ourselves nor. Instead
we were rocketing ro'wards the Kootenays in Shirley's new Pathfinder v¡ith
Robin's diaper box and our slcis on top. ,ùØe slipped Robin's car in Shirleyt
parking stall so rhat she would never lcnow rhe Pathfinder.was missing.
En route we power loaded with nutririous food found at Tim
Horton's, Dairy Queen and 7-Eleven. These give excellent calorie ro cost
ratios essenrial for the quality srudent life.
After an excellent night at Chez Zimmermann, Eric drove the
intrepid five to the Bombi summit. From here the humming powedines
were followed for the first couple hours of rhe journey. And it was here
that steph began the trend that was followed the entire trip: a nice face plant
in the snow ar rhe botom of every lirtle slope!
Fortunately we turned into the forest just before the snowmobiles
began humming up and dov¡n the powerline right-of-way with regularity.
\Øe made the Grassy Mountain Hut in style, only having to look for it in
the forest for an hour or so.
"Do you see it yet Dave?"
"No. Hang on... André found it! FIe's been there for a quarrer
.
around

him. They went

hour! Come back up!"

André's note: The question was "Should I go find the rest of rhem now that they've
headed doq¡n the valley, or should I wait until they eventually return?"

André was forgiven and the day was still young, so we headed off
for some turns in the bowl. The healthy whumping of the snow underfoot
o1 the uptrack gave some indication of stability, so we decided to dig a test
pit. Too bad the snow failed before we finished digging. .ùøe decided it
wonld be a nice day ø go rree skiing. Nothing was losr rhough, for the
nicely spaced forest full of powder snow was fantastic fun, getting us
psyched for the days to come.
And come they did, for as rhe wearher was lovely we kept on rhe
traverse. IJnfonunately there were a few clouds hanging off Giassy Mt.
that day, and we missed the intended ridge in the white-out. This forced a
rather lençhy derour down the nexr bowl to rhe North. The slope was
steep, but the skiing was excellenr. It was here that Steph adopted the
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of rolling her pack doq¡n the hill and skiing after it. This
improved her skiing somewhat, and significantly reduced the number of

technique

serious headplants.
The second night was spent in the nice new Steed hut, located in a
fantastic position with excellent views for both the morning and evening

pees. The red sky at night was the skiers' delight, and we continued the
next day under a sunny blue sky.

For the third day of the traverse the steep slopes had to be skied
dov¡n. Steph had to abandon the packrolling technique and ski
with the load. Spirits remained high, and casual became the watch-word,
across, not

making even the worst slopes seem simple.
The warm sun faded into a cloudy cold afternoon as 'we headed
high on the ridge of Copper Mt. This turned out to be unnecessary, as
André was just visualising the hut being higher. It was spotted down below,
making for a brilliant run to reach it, so there was no animosity in the end.
Finally we arrived at the last hut, keen for a rest day and maybe
some turns. The hut had some defects though - most notably the wood
stove that vented all the smoke directly inside. It was suggested that this
would be good for fumigating any rodents, but this idea was rejected.
Instead Dave and André tried their hands at playing chimney sweePs,
finding a new use for avalanche probes while cleaning out the snow-clogged
capless chimney.

Obviously André's pack was not heavy enough that day, for the
rest of us napped while he attacked the sticky door with the axe.
It was good that our sleep was long, as our rest the next day was

not.

The cloudy conditions yielded fantastic Kootenay powder.

It

was so

good, in fact, that
the yo-yoing led to

a grand total of
1750 metres

and down

of up
skiing.

\(/e had to write an
apology

in the hut

log to any other

skiers arriving
soon, for we
tracked up every
run in the entire
bowl.

Dave Campbell, Steph Fung, Mike Guité and
André Zimmermann on the Bonnington
Traverse, with Copper Mountain in the
Background. Photo: Robin McKillop

Only
minor injuries were

incurred,
notably

mosl
the
incident concerning

a sharp ski tip, a deep tree well and Robin's upper lip. The excess of fun had
also swelled Dave's epperite allowing him to consume two litres of rice and
beans at one sirting that evening. Afterwards he reminisced of his tree
planting days when he ate that way every night.

Bonnington Traverse: Castlegar to Nelson (mostly on map g2F/6)
February 15-19,1998

[Ed's note: Mike is a self proclaimed "forester, not â scholar." If his sentences mess
head, well, take some consolation in the fact that it,s intentional.]
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A Castle Touters'Winter Ascent
Jerem.y

Frimer

'S?inter ascents, awesome runs'
Reading Break '98! Sphinx Camp!
great hut, no school, alright!
After a cool day of climbing the Peaks of Deception and cragging
on the Garbage pile, Tymen and I planned an early start for the Towering
Castle. The skies were totally clear in the evening æ we retired, excited
about the day to come.
O43O came soon enough as my alarm whined me into submission'
Climb time! I hate brealçfast early in the morning. It makes me'want to
granola, packed
puke-and I have atypically
to the
ilderness
,rp and began trail-breaking.

lake, we began
almost didnt n
wasn't
Trail
breaking
ascending the southern slopes of the Sphinx Glacier.
say, I
I
must
a
hornet.
bit
like
too bad but there was a chilling wind that
just
it
going.
get
quite
I
couldnt
wasnt quite feeling up to par that morning.
As we climbed, clouds began pushing in from the Pacific, clouding
in the Tantalus. Tymen pointed out two types of clouds that hinted at
'W'e
continued, nonetheless, to 6500 ft where the
deteriorating weather.
snow became quite hard and crusty. A few
taking shelter from the wind behind a rock,
indistinct ridge, by a sort of basin. The ridge
scoured. For some odd reason, we decided to I
e was
hiking (we were still2200 ft below the summit).
even
th
Atop
enough rock to make the going easy.
felt
I
their
winning
worse and the clouds seemed to be

point that

I

skeptical.

short break characterized by bagels and views of the Tusk of
Darkness followed. Soon we were moving again, with Tymen still breaking
trail. The snow quickly turned from hard and wind-swept to deep and soft.
In fact, it was so deep that the next 6 hours were sPent breaking through
snow that *", -or. than knee-deeP at times. I expressed serious doubt

A

wall of this awesome moat. And to the west was Mt. Garibaldi, the Tantalus
Range, Georgia Strait, and Vancouver Island. At this point, Tymen was
becoming tired as he had done much of the trail-breaking to that point.
Flowever, I had been kept in reserve and was feeling much better. So I took
over and soon we stood below the south side of the three peaks of the
Towers. Lady Luck was on our side that day, as the clouds that had made
such successful advances earlier had fallen to the mighty sun. It looked quite
prime for the climbing so we started up the guily between the west and
central stack. Mæ<ing our at a casual 35o, the icy gully was a lot of fun.
From the col to which the gully led, we hung a right and climbed two fixed
pitches to below the true summit stack. In February, rhis was nearly all
snow climbing to 40". The exposure was quite intriguing as the Nonhwest
face falls
650 to rhe left and the rock is quite steep on rhe right. But, the
climbing ^t
was simple and really didnt require fixed belays. Anyways, from
the second station, I belayed Tymen as he traversed onro the steep
northwest face in search of the path of least resistance. After placing a few
pieces in the solid rock, the traverse was well-protected. I soon heard rhe offbelay call and started following. The traverse was truly impressive. It
rounded the corner to a sno'w tongue that shot straight to the summit. The
angle steepened from 50o to 60o to 70" to 80o to near vertical. The final few
moves included stuffing ari arm into an icy hole, moving up with an axe,
getting a foot into the hole, swinging a leg onto the summit and pulling up
offered me a hand for the
.A
ins climb!
Tymen
and I performed

my new Sphinx
ritual by sharing

a

Twix on the
summit before
considering the
I ended up

descent.

rappinglsliding/do

wnclimbing off a
huge bollard. Five
meters below the
summit, I put a

Tymen on Castle Towers. Photo: Jeremy

Frimer

manky

anchor in

sttow
and

waited for Tymen.
Soon, he showed up, belayed me ro rhe next srarion, then followed. From
there, we running belayed all the way down ro below the gully and watched
the sun set over the Tantalus. I became familiar with the "'wow, rhat's a
beautiful sunset....oh shit" phenomenon rhar Grahame described on his
ascent of Vaddington NIØ. 'SØe cursed ourselves as we posr-holed through

deep powder that we should have been skiing. 1Ve quickly dropped down to
our skis and donned the headlamps. Tymen was wearing his plastic
mountaineering boots with his Alpine Touring setup. This made skiing very
trying for him. Since we had been moving for 12 hours straight, we didn't
have an abundance of energy to spend. So Tymen ended up post-holing the
majority of the remaining slopes to the lake. A ski back to the hut and the

day was done. Fourteen hours of glorious winter climbing in perfect
climbing weather: cold and clear. A winter ascent of the Towering Castle.
Participants:
Tymen Crevels
Jeremy Frimer

Guard Peak and the Black Tusk
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Tbree Campers'lVith Only Twenty Happy

Toes

(After a nigbt far belous minus 20 degrees)
Ruth Patterson
Rainbow Trail,
10-11 January 1998.

Mt

Sproatt (aka: the Rainbov¡ Trail) promised to be an easy,
trip. It was to be a good introduction ro winter camping,
Canadian style, for this Aussie fresh off the plane from summer. Sure

relaxing beginner\

enough, the sun was shining and the snow was dry. But it was cold! At the
Squamish McDonald's, I experienced real cold for the first time. It was
minus 20 degrees. Still, it was a happy group of campers that congregated at
the trailhead shonly afterwards.

The

trail

varied from cruisy

forestry roads

to

scrambles through

trees. As

others

added more and more

duct tape to

their

I skied behind
picking up the

skins,

remnants - skins dont
like the cold. Lunch
was brief, given the

lack of

non-frozen
food, and we chose to
Paul Fearing, Ruth Patterson and Arlyn Cosh

fogging up a chilly tent.
Photo: Ruth Patterson

keep moving. The
days were short so we

pitched tents

early

and spent the rest of
the evening battling
to keep our water thawed and ourselves warm. Some ambitious campers
built a snow cave. I huddled in my sleeping bag until coaxed out of the tent
by *y bladder; only then did I discover that building the snow cave was an

warm. I hear that sleeping in it wænt, bur rhen,
neither was tenting. Although Paul, Arlyn and I snuggled, we werent
warm and the tent remained well below zero. Camping in these
temperatures did have one advantage- nothing gor wet! Condensation
effective way of keeping
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weread down from the tent's ceiling as fine icicles.The next morning came
slowly and we went our separate v/ays. Elizabeth was really cold, so she
skied out with Jim. Christi, Arlyn and I skied out with Rola¡d and Jarg,

to nowhere, losing each other and
meeting the more adventurous skiers - those who'd headed off in search of
the way out. Adyn paid a visit to the Squamish
steeper slopes
- on frostbitten
toes checked whilst we kept ours warm
hospital to have her
eating pizz . Mt Sproatt was one of those v¡eekends that you wouldn't

following Jim and Elizabeth's trail

choose but are glad

to have done. The views were great but I'll appreciate

warm cloudy skies in the future.

Jeff going 'one at a time' across those avalancheprone slopes. Back of Blackcomb (from Diseased
Ridge), Avalanche Safety Course. Photo: Ruth
Patterson

Alana Brady at Hollyburn Mnt.

þhoto: Joanna Vood)

Dude sliding with snowshoes

þhoto: Marie d'Anglemont)
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Fearless Fred

Photo: Jeremy Frimer
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Mastering tbe Moaing Mountain
Robyn Scott
\Øell, here it is, another plug for a sPort whose active members
within the club have numbered less than five when not a nice round zero.
to
This may be
my point of
glimpse

into

e

outdoor end
excess cash)

of myself and a few others? SIIRFING. Yes indeed, what you

probably think of as a
hard-drinking, radical
to the fact that despite
our west coâst forms s
The most accessible and popular surfing spot is the Long Beach area at
Tofino (about half-way up Vancouver Island), whose beaches ^Ttract surfers
year-round, along with all kinds of tourists (many with small comPact
t"*.r"s) who v¡atch from the beach and sometimes get swePt away and
drowned by large "rogue" waves. This causes surfers everywhere to nudge
each other and giggle nervously.
So my purpose in this article is to outline for you some of the pros

you're frozen.
Cold means that the highly respectable surf has a temPerature

only cold, but wet should be good for some extra hard-core points every
time you go. However, the real bonus here is the wetsuit.
Some of you may already own one of these through other interests such as
kayaking or diving or just plain love of black rubbery ourfirs (you know
who you are). Owning a good wetsuit provides you with an immediate
advantage should global warming ever really get going, or should your
childhood desire to become a frog-man become an actual career possibility.
\Øetsuits also provide anonymity for Canadian surfers, so rhar you can
pretend that you were actually that really good surfer our rhere - yeah, the
one in the wetsuit, thatt right, that was me doing those crazy moves.
\Øetsuits also provide some minimal protection from sharks.
The drawback of wetsuirs, and surfing for that matrer, is the cost. A good
wetsuit and your own board will set you back around $1000-1500,
depending on how well you bargain. If you buy both used, you could do it
for considerably less. Then there is the ever-rising cost of the ferry ride over
to the island, gas for rhe car (you gotta have a surfmobile), camping cosrs
and all that food you're going to need to eat to stay warm. Of course, when
compared to the cost of a climbing rack and ropes and gear (what, $3OOOÐ
or the price tag on a complete tele-marking outfit (still a grand at least),
surfing really is just as affordable, and so much cooler (Well, tele-mark
skiing is pretty cool, too).
So what makes surfing so cool? All it involves is standing on some
board on the water, right? Vell, yeah, basically. Fxcept that the water is
awfully steep, and several tons of it is moving at a speed of several
kilometres an hour, and you have somehow managed to capture the energy
of this moving mountain and propel yourself along the f.ace of it at a speed
that is just barely under conrrol, and probably won'r be for long.
That is pretty cool. And when you do (and you will) lose conrrol,
or lose your balance and go rocketing off your board, you land in nice soft
water, quite the change from icy ski slopes. (Of course, when a couple of
tons of that nice soft water lands on your head immediately afterwards, it
no longer feels as soft, but that's all part of that element of danger that
makes such sports exciting). Another advantage of surfing is the fact that by
some lucky coincidence, it takes place in coasral areas, which are often some
of the most spectacularly beautiful places on the planet. Often it can be
worth it just to get to the beach, never mind getting on the waves. Much
like in climbing, when you take up surfing you gain a whole new
vocabulary with which you can impress your friends: "I was roes-on-thenose of my big elephant gun on a s'weet backside peeler, man. It was a sick
ride!" If, f.or any reason rhis fails to impress your friends, I suggest you give
them up and make new ones within the surfing community.
One of the coolest things about surfing is that everywave you ever
catch is different, and the experience belongs ro you alone. No one else can
ever ride the same wave that you have ridden, in the way that someone can

climb the same mountain, run the same river, or ski the same slope. In a
world full of re-runs and been there, done that's, it can be really refreshing
ro find an experience and a challenge that is always changing and always will
be.

'Well, even if I havent converted you to the point where you think,
"Yeah, I might try surfing one day", I hope you're still reading, just so I can
tell you to: STOP! Read no further you pansy-assed, chicken-livered person
without an ounce of adventure in your soul, who would probably turn into
one giant cowardly vibrating bowel at the sight of a ripple in your, no

doubt pink-tiled, bathtub.
For those of you who may one day wish to try surfing, my advice
would be:
1. Go in summer. The waves are smaller, the water is warmer, it's more fun
to drink beer on the beach when its not raining, and it's nicer to camp.
'Wetsuits can be rented too, but it's
2. Rent a surfboad, borrow a wetsuit.
expensive, and they smell. If you are going in the summer, you can 1er.
^way
with a sleeveless kayaking wetsuit, or even a shortie, if you're really brave.
Surfboards can be rented at various surf shops in Tofino (usually < $20 per
day) or Recreation Rentals in Vancouver might give you a deal if you're
going for a weekend. Rent the biggest board you can find. Eight or nine feet
is not too big. Make sure it has a leash that attaches to your ankle'
3. Tie the surfboard to your car securely. No, really securely.
4. Pee before you put the wetsuit on.
5. Dont go out in the ocean alone, and don't go at all if you canl swim.
5. To start, stay where there is white-water (waves that have already
broken), and learn how and when to catch a wave. Don't worry about
standing up right away; ride some on your stomach, then maybe your knees
before trying to stand up. Donl worry, everyone else looks like an idiot
too!
6. Stand up for all of three seconds, then go back to the beach and tell all
your buddies about what an awesome surfer you are, and how fun it is, and
who's got anything to drink?
7.Try to get more people to go with you the next time, and maybe I'll see
you out there!
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*To Ski or Not To... "
Tbere is no otber option
Kate Zideþ
The Implacable

Land

Plains ue tooþ in and then the ualþ, started uhere ueh had tbought is could baoe
been finished. A bear of ganulous and treatening sensed us too close but ue uere
'W'e'ae
been bere before and aluays and we've
not before his qes could grasp us.
neaer been bere never ualþed the same tundra. Amag leaà the røay but I suppose
any of us could haae found tbe u)ay 4 nou could haoe þnoun it at a dffirent
time. Mømbling little songs of abjungilak siÞ.inab asiliaÞ. pinipole good øeatber
and pretry girls as øas the uay brougbt us some rÐarrnth. The sun a)ds soon to
rise. It utill rise but it neaer did by the moonlightfrozen fi.øer we zøill stop for tbe
last time. Yes, Arna4 and Kingmuitssudáq asid. ue stoppedfor tbe last time.

i find the passage a day before the lastthe eve before new years eve, t997.
the morning that follows wakens with lucid sunshine,
choicely divulging fortunes of the day to iome;
for it is off to sunshine - ski resort central - the best of both
provinces - brightest of all worlds.
[sunshine is a ski village situated about 30 kms west of banff, alberta; a
seeker's haven offering everFthing
e greatt enough price to
^r.
make anyone enter a temporery state of depression; yet somehow, lifts
spirits when its lifts cross back and for the between the bc and alberta
boundaries smack in the middle of 'angel'chair - no man's land, at which
time one also gets lifted over the last view obstructing the glories of mnt..
assiniboine, or 'the matterhorn of the rockies"]

downhill slope

and i am off,

going off,

rambling and chanting and yahooing,
about the drive up, about the beauteous day, and about by sister-dear's
innocent smile and generous grace - lying all the way pest every suspicious
figure of authority: "just testing out which board is berrer."

IUP'

I hence am free of every single burdening pay booth, line up, gondola
chair, my own impatience, and even a backpacker's weighr. iust me and old
cross country skis, busting up the ski out.

and

the winding trail in, or out, offers two routes by which one can round the
f.rozen corner of goat's eye mountain on the left (where new lifts now comb
its backside), and wawa ridge on the right (where lie eternal memories of
fresh powder and overnight camping... all only a mere hour of a hike from
civilization); two trails of which one naturally chooses the less traveled one,
or more often, the one not really traveled at all.
sketches of the slopes up top reveal the all too familiar welcoming remarks
about the peculiar 'skinny-ski style' , which cease soon due to a five minute
metamorphosis into accepted normality: the camouflage of smith goggles,
padded boots and baggy pants. and an almost full day of riding and
launching and digging face into an el nino's hardpacked carpeting.

yet here and now remain f.rozen in the actuality of one moment alone. it is
this moment, timeless, when thoughts finally calm with the serenity of the
rays'reflections. here, mental reactions, retaliations and other daily lapses
give way to acute observation and discreet awareness. a state of
contemplative consciousness that brings the desolate moments of arctic tales
and unreal heights of nightdream flight - both at rhe same time - closer than
the parking lot I have juit lost fromiight. crooked lines emerge behind me,
weave storylines of their own, to be read only by the surrounding trees and
the next day's snowfall. commencing where completion was anticipeted. old
yeer, ne'w year- it feels good, writing for the sake of nothing other than the
actual act itself, skiing for the sake of something entirely fulfilling.

Solo

The bus pulls away,
Ieaving me by the side of the road.
Alone.
Skis and pack keep me company now,
old friends re-united f.or yet another adventure.

Together.

Up the trail we go, traveling swiftly
at our own pace - this feels right.
Harmony.
The sun sinks rapidly, taking its

warmth and light, its implicit

sense

of...

Security.
Evening falls, and with it my confidence.
\ías this such a good idea after all?
Apprehension.
The lake is still frozen, an expanse of white;
a six-foot mushroom on the shelters.
Confidence.
Ice axe in hand,
I leave my pack and test the lake

anryay.

Bommer.
Across we go, enjoying the last of the light
when suddenly it happens.

\Øhuuumph!
Ahead, and to my left, it travels up the lake.
Across, then further over, it comes back...
Crack!
Echoes off the mountains,
a background

for my fiercely srammering

Heart.

Our existence inextricably linked:
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The quintessential
Garibaldi.
Conversations with myself
across an arctic landscaPe.

Clarity.

If I were the last on earth,
would I still be here?
Certainly.
Traversing steepness.
Intense focus, unerring.

Deliberate.
Some final steps, but itrs
not the same until you're

There.
Fleeting security,

lurking uncertainty.
Summit.

Slowly back down.
Painfully careful.
Retracing.

Hello skis, hello backpack.
Shall we continue?

Onward.
Descending through snow srrata towards

the warmth
Turns.

-

the perfect consistency of corn.

hit the flats.
Scorching slush, and traclrs.
(Familiar) People.
\Øe

I do it for my o'wn

reasons.

These times,

I travel well enough alone.
1997

A twstificøtion af Yo-Yo Sküng
André Zimrnermønn
Those of you like myself who actively Pursue yo-yo skiing may
wonder why it even needs to be justified, as it is simply the BEST. Yep,
nothing beats yo-yo skiing. For those of you who are unfamiliar with yoyo skiing, it is the activity of repetitively hiking up and skiing down the
same slope

I

in a given day.
reafize that some members of society

would consider yo-yoing
the

of
less than 100 kg per cubic meter, now that is PERFECT POW-DER'
I have had a few climax runs in my life and this Christmas included
a few in Mckean lakes. During these days there was no talk of climbing a
'Sfloden.
Rather, we were all focussed on shredding as
new ice route on Mt.
much of the fresh snow as our bodies would permit. On one of the days it
was minus t7 andthere was 25 cm o1. new sno'w on toP of the previously
'We were out skiing only for pleasure. No
existing powder snow pack.
pleasure would be attained by later telling someone else what new route we
had put up - this
was instant

gratification.

'SØhat

could be better?
My most
memorable run in

my 500 + days of
skiing occurred the

previous Christmas
while skiing the
backside at

\Øhitewater. \üe
had really deep

snow. You could at
most take three
turns between

André Zimmermann yo-yoing on the
near Mt. Brew. Photo: Neil Fricke

slopes

stops. You needed to stop in order to see where you where, and where the
rrees where. It was well beyond snorkel snow. (snorkel snow is snow so
deep and light it causes you to stoP and remove a snowball from your
morrth, which formed as you inhaled.) On this December day it was about -

10 and the snow flowed easily up

into my face and prevented me from
anlthing. It wes one of the best day of my life, ya hoooo!!
Piggy Pig, oink oink.
seeing

Now, æ I sit back and listen to the people discuss the imporrance
of first ascents I rhink back ro rhe days out yo-yoing, and I knowìhat yo-yo
'
type pleasure is not going to happen with a classic accent. Vhen was the
last time you heard of someone other than a yo-yo skier getting to the
bottom of a mountain only ro turn around and race up tã the top again, as
we did six times in one day this past spring brealc. If th. ,"*. plã"rrrr"
could be attained during a hike or climb, why don'r we regularly see hikers
and climbers doing the same rhing numerous times in a given day? The
reason is simple, climbing and hiking are not as fulfilling as yo-yoing.
Yo-yoing puts the smile on my face, bigger than an¡hing else I
.
know, and as long as I am smiling things are going way ok! First ãr..rrt,
and hard routes may be what some people want out of the outdoors, but if
you get into the outdoors and get a smile on your face, you're doing the
right thing. The bottom line is that if you are having fun, things are good,
you don't need hard routes, or firsr ascents. For meihis is best achieved
through some good old yo-yo skiing.
See ya yo-yoing sometime.
Oink.

Frieder Scholz cutting fresh tracks on Brew.
Photo: André Zimmermann
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Tbanks to the Pieces of Sbit
Micbael Guité

It is a terrible shame that the access to some sort of vehicle of¡en
precludes having fun exploring our province. Bound to our meagre lives as
students tend to be, we find ourselves scrounging for decrepit vehicles with
which we can escape Vancouver for the hills. The adventures had with
these beasts of burden bring joy and sorrow, often brief in duration.
Perhaps it is only fitting that these old lemons receive some recognition for
their efforts.
Dave's first car, too shon lived, now residing in

junkyard.

Shame

several pieces in a McBride
it was that it's glory was never realised. A terrible waste

of a Subaru station wagon.

His second car, fondly named 'Trad', bought as a tree'planting
mobile. A fine example of American station wagon engineering, ready
bought with a canoe on top and felt pen flames on the dash. Only a pile of
old tires burning would produce more smoke. A fine five hundred dollar
deal. Rough use in the 'wack led to its demise at the side of the freeway
returning from the Coquihalla one evening. A fond memory is had
thinking of this poor machine abandoned at the side of the freeway.
Dave is now considering buying a van as a new home, but has not
yet found a suitable candidate in the right price range quite yet' Until then
John and Jeremy's front room sofa is home.
Onto my own shitpiles, perhaps going back to when I first got my
licence in high school. An old AMC Hornet from Prince George was
offered up for the standard five hund fee. Once the coat hangers used for
wiring were replaced the tank gave great service to myself, Dave and our
friends for a while. Alas it was too expensive to run, and the distinctive
orange,/brown and plaid colour scheme fetched no price at market. It went
up for the crash-up derby at the PNE, only to be later sported squished into
scrap metal on the back of a flatbed by a Langley friend.
Then the summer after my first year at university I found myself in
need once again, and finding the necessary two hundred dollars I obtained
an ancient outstep pickup (much like old man Clemson's as seen around
'SØhen
sessions began the next SePtember, this beast was
now and then).
sold to the Foresters as the 1995 Omar, only to be painted green and joy
ridden by the foresters, and subsequently destroyed by some engineers.
Now to this year my summer began with a bang; my sister
donating her worthless little red Dodge Colt to me. My Parents were happy
to have the shitpile out of the front yard' The stereo worked well, but
nothing else did. The engine was shot and 90 km/hour was barely
attainable on the downhill. To all those at glacier school last fall it was
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Saturday morning's entertainment watching the car make it up the Duffy
Lake road under the power of the Chev pickup pushing us. The Colt died
rhe next week in fronr of John and Jeremy's house, and it finally fetched
sixty dollars down at a Mitchell Is. scrap yard.
So by December I was feeling city bound, and was pleased when an
old friend from Langley offered a car to me. It seemed that a 1970 Volvo
had been rusting in her back yard beside the horses for more rhan a few
years, and she would be happy to donate it for a small pittance. I couldn't
refuse seventy-five dollars, and a few hours of tinkering made the little
machine run. It is in better condition than I originally thought, and I'm
hoping that it will give me a year's worth of service. ft's been named \üanda
(for wanderlust-being from the sevenries) and is in h"ppy running condition.

Lying on one of the'pieces of shit'. Photo: Mike Guité
It

to undergo the Duffy Lake Road rest, bur I'm sure it will perform.
Perhaps when I'm out of university with an income and a nice car I
will appreciate it, but in no way could a clean reliable automobile have so
much character as those I have come across so far.
has yet

Did I get my money's uorth out of VOC tbis year?
Roland Burton
I went to two VOC Exec meetings this year. There I saw a
wonderful thing happen both times. Shoshanna Reiter arrived, sat down
and stretched. This was a satisfied whole-body, catJike stretch. It was the
most beautiful stretch I have ever seen.
I met Steph Fung on a near-epic trip to the Brew Hut. Not
knowing the exact house where she lived and because it was dark, I got to
meet some other interesting people too, knocking on doors of strangers and
asking them what their house number is. Future VOC'ers should be
informed that Steph is a totally h"ppy, bubbly, kind of a Person' also very
tough and very keen. I had some trouble with Steph because in my
generation when things were not going well we tended to take out our
frustrations on the shrubberies. pike when bushwhacking). Steph is
official "protector of the trees". The last time I saw her as we were crossing
the Campus in opposite directions she greeted me with her usual enthusiasm
and then said "Roland, you're standing on a plant".
I also greatly enjoyed overhearing an explanation in the clubroom
(anonymous) about why you should not pee in your wet suit because the
flavor lasts a long time and attracts sharks, but out in the ocean, sometimes
that's the only way to get warm.
Lets not forget warm big-hearted Paul Fearing, who I met when he
'Süe
started with great lceenness, and gradually got a little
led the Brew Epic.
cold and wet. Finally as it was getting dark, Paul said "sorry guys, we're
be camping under the
lost. \üe won't be staying at the hut tonight. !(/e'11
.W'e
all try really hard to
trees in the rain, with no tents'. And we did.
avoid spending nights out in the rain, but when we sometime have to' we
face the devil we are trying to avoid, and we learn from that.
Legends abound about Andre Zímmerman, so when I offered to go
to the Brew Hut v¡ith him to replace a window, I didnt exPect to get lost'
or killed, but some strategy was required to avoid being left behind. So I
took nearly nothing in my pack, and still I was left behind. I caught up
with Andre et a rest stop (translation, he was waiting for me) and noticed
that water was running down his face. "Yeah, I sweat a lot" was his
comment.
Had an interesting conversation with Jeremy Frimer, uP at the
ng because
n was that gui
sting, onlY
described and
strated on
couple of wee
have an
and
still
guidebook
in
the
route
follow
a
to
it
is
possible
that
Baker
etc.
crevasses,
avalanches,
with
bivouacs,
complete
adventure

Yes,

I got my money's worth.

Confessions of a failed exec member
Robyn Scott
In any VOC executive, in any year,yol) get people who are really
keen and who do a lot for the club; they lead a lot of trips, organize events,
go to a lot of meetings. Then you get a few, or maybe even just one or two
who dont do much for the club. They may show up for exec meetings,
might even have something to say once in a while, lead the minimum
number of trips, and just barely do the job that they apparently wanted
back when elections were happening. I'm writing this to confess that this
pâst year I have been one of these "just barely" exec members, so that
possibly some executive wannabes out there can learn from my mistakes
and really consider their motives for becoming an exec member.
I'm not going to go about cataloguing my sins of the past year,
much as some of you might like to hear them, but instead I will tell you
some of the traits that I think a prospective executive member should have
to meet the responsibilities that go with any executive position.
First, you should be actively involved in the VOC, or trying to
become more involved. You should be willing to and have the time to
attend executive meetings once e week. (I'm not talking about incompatible
schedules here, there are always some execs who have a class when everyone
else can make a meeting; I just mean that if you dont have a single spare
hour a week there is no way you should be trying to squeeze in an executive
position). Second, you should have some ideas for improving the club and
the enthusiasm to make them happen. Or, if you don't have any new ideas,
you should be willing to work to make other people's ideas happen, or to
maintain some of the traditions of the VOC. The big thing here is
enthusiasm. You should have enough interest in the VOC that working on
VOC projects is satisfying and exciting for you, rather than being a chore.
Third, you should be dedicated. Because the executive changes every year
and doesnt really meet over the summer, it can be quite a challenge to keep
some larger projects going, or keep contacts alive. Ifyou are enthusiastic and
dedicated, you will infect others, some of whom will hopefully be future
exec members who can keep the VOC on the right track.
Finally, I want to point out that there are many opportunities to be
active in the VOC without being an executive member. Every year, there
are many non-execs who contribute just as much to the Club as execs do.
Often I think that this is because they are not bothered by the everyday
hassles, or they have spare time at one part of the year, but not the rest. If
you want to conribute more to the club, but arent sure that you're going
to have the time or enthusiasm or the organization to be an executive

member, I suggest that you become one of the super non-execs - thar way

you have no more responsibility that you can handle.
On the other hand, I dont want anyone to rhink that they have ro
be some super-human bundle of spare time and energy to do a good job as
an exec.

I just think that it

is important

to recognize that a¡ being an executive

requires a little more commitment than just being

a

VOC member. As a

reflection of this, I have a suggesdon to make with regards to exective
elections. In the pæt, it has often happened that there are not people
nominated for every position, or they do.nt show up, and the positions that
are filled later on are often filled by people who have shuffled down from
previous positions, or who are being pressured by their friends to run, or
who just step in and fill a position because nobody else has. I really think
that this kind of thing should stop, and the positions should be left empty
until someone who really is interested can be found to fill them. This would
help to ensure that all exec members have adually considered the position
they want, what it entails, and whether they are suited to it, which
hopefully will result in a better executive, and a better Club.

I-ogan Bread Recipe
Andre Zimmermann
Backed by popular demand here is the Logan bread recipe I started to use a
few months ago, and simply can't get enough of. This makes a huge batch,
like two lasagna pans full of the stuff. It keeps for a really long time on the
trail, longer in the fridge and indefinitely in the f.reezer. I suggest storing it
in zip lock bags in the freezer if you have room as this keeps it more moist.
12 cups flour
2 1/3 cups oats

I l/2

L cup chopped nuts

4 cups water

t L/4 cups honey
t t/2 cups blackstrap

cups brown sugar

1/2 cup powdered milk
teaspoon salt
2 teaspoons baking powder
1 teaspoon ground cinnamon
1

I l/4

molasses

cups melted shortening

2 cups chopped dried

fruit

teaspoon ground nutmeg

F. To the blended, dry ingredients add water, then
fruit. Pour batter about an inch thick into
greased pans and bake for I hour. Reduce oven to 200 F, leave door open

Preheat the oven to 300

honey molasses, shortening and

slightly and continue to dry the bread for several hours. The drier it is the
longer it will keep. I cook it for a total of about 3 hours, and this seems to
be pretty good. You can eat the stuff plain, or chomp away on a piece of
cheese at the same time.
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Can you name these peaks? Can you figure out where they are
taken from? I{ave a go! ITe classified them into Easy, Moderate, and
Advanced. The scoring goes as follows:

Rated

Eaty
Moderate
Difficult

\Øhat is it

l

'Where

ofl

was it taken?

point

2 points
3 points

... Tell them what theyVe won, Bob!
1-4

points
points
points

5-10
11-20
21-30

points
points

31- 48

Get off the couch and turn off that damn t.v!
Keep working at it... and drop ¡hose cheezies!

YouVe been around....but get away from Diamond Head
and Cerise for once.
Explorer. IØell done! Good on ya!
Either your narne is Drew Brav¡shaw or you hang out
with him v¡ay too much.
EASY

Ð2)3)4)
MODER,q.TE

Ð6)ÒÐ
DIFFICTILT

Ð
For answers,

see page

222.
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Tbe Distant Climbing Destination Catalogue
Shoshanna Reiter

This little catalogue was compiled on the way back from Red
Rocks with the help of Dug, Neil Kearns and Shane Cook. Most things are
accurate, but it is meant more as a jumping-off point than a guide. Happy
highway driving...
California
losbua Tree National Parþ
Here you'll find trillions of beautiful trad routes with a wide range
of approach times to choose from. It all depends on how far a'way you
want to get from the tourist hordes. There is a noticeable lack of fixed
anchors (which may be even more noticeable in the future), so knowing
how to build your oq¡n with gear is a must. Descents can be rather hairy as
well, but just think of it as getting two climbs in instead of one. Quality and
quantity exist in Josh, just don't expect to be the only one there.

TRAVEL TIME (from Vancouver): 30hrs (going the

speed

limit...)

CAMPING: Hidden Valley campground is where you'll find most of the
limbers since there's many good routes right there. There are numerous
other campgrounds further up the road as well as in Indian Cove. Camping
at Indian Cove now costs money, but the only fee for the other
campgrounds is the fee to enter the park.
EVENING JAUNTS: Jeremy's Cybercafe is the classic Josh hangout, and it
boasts a scrabble game, computers and live music some nights. There's a
new bakery by the park gates with yummy stuff, but it doesn't stay open
late.

SHO\üERS: Desert Hot Springs is the best place to go soak in warm - hot
pools and get clean. The hotel is in the tov¡n of Desert Hot Springs about
an hourt drive from Hidden Valley Campground (although it once took
Eric Clemson seven hours).

GUIDE BOOKS: The Joshua Tree Guidebook remains the best guidebook
of the area, but there are numerous supplemental guides to buy if you're
rich, as well as an ongoing roster of new climbs in the climbing store.
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CLIMBING STORES: Nomad Ventures and the somewhat eclectic but cool
Coyote Corner are both by the park gates. Between the tv/o of them you
*ili find everything you need, but remember that you have to pay a lot
more for gear in the US. Coyote Corner also has a taP out back for water
(there isn't any in the campground).

SEASON: Anytime but summer is considered a good time to climb here.
Flowever, according Mike Hengeveld, during the summer you can climb
early in the morning without the huge hordes that appear during other
holidays.
Yosemite

Dug and Shane said not to go here unless you are willing to take
them along. You should also be a 5.8 or better crack leader on multi-pitches
(meaning don't go here expecting Burgers and Fries). Sadly, I haven't been
here myself, but I'll leave you with this memorial quote from Shane,
"Really fucking amazing."
TRAVEL TME:

20 hrs.

CAMPING: Sunnyside campground is the place to be. It's $3 a day pet
person. It boasts water, excellent bouldering and plenty of dirtbag climbers.
EVENING JAUNTS: Eating Ben and Jerry's and drinking beer in front of
the grocery store is reportedly cool. Many hours can be spent simply
staring at the beautiful scenery. El Portal's restaurânt has amazing steaks
and burgers, and there's an all you cen eat buffet near Yosemite lodge.
SHOVERS: Showers can be had in Currie village.

GUIDE BOOKS: Yosemite Free Climbs and Yosemite Big \Øalls are the
ones to get. Dug said they were both "Qual".

CLMBING STORES: Currie Village
SEASON: In July and August Yosemite is hot as hell and overrun by
tourists. The best time to go is September, October, April or May.
Nevada

Red Rocþs
Red Rocks has something for everyone. There's lots of trad and
sport routes with a wide range of grades. You can also choose between long
routes or shorter crags. Calico basin is a fun bouldering area, but you
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should consult locals on the best way to avoid being attacked by gaurd dogs
on your way there.

TRAVEL TME: 25hrs

CAMPING: Oak Creek is the main campground, and it has water and
rragically full porta-potties. It's $10 per vehicle for a drive-in site, and five
for a walk-in (which is really only a hop, skip and a jump away from the
car). There's also a free overflow campground further uP the road across
from the Gypsum mine. It has water, but it is not very aesthetic. I also
heard that rescues are free as long as you are paid uP at Oek Creek, so if
you're planning an epic, don't stay at the overflow campground.
EVENING JAIINTS: \Øhat can I say except that the campground is 20
minutes away from the Vegas strip where all you carL eat buffets, free
alcohol and sins abound? If you like the idea of all you cat:. eat, but don't
want that ultra sick feeling after stuffing yourself, go to Souper Salad at 4020
Maryland Parkway. It's $5 for an all you can eat salad and soup bar without
the sick casino backdrop. If you get rained out, (yes it does rain in the
desert), Bookstar on Charleston is a mellow place to hang - comfy couches
and abundant reading material.

SHOVERS: Desert Rock Sports climbing gym has expensive luke warm
showers. The rec. center is a much better deal (ask the camp-host for
directions).

GUIDEBOOKS: Red Rocks

Select is the climbing guide

to have.

CLIMBING STORES: Desen Rock Sports has the most climbing
it sometimes takes a couple of tries to get a knowledgeable

equipment, but
worker.

SEASON: Red Rocks is good all year round since there are lots of routes in
the sun and shade (assuming it's not an El Nino year, that is).
Idaho

City of Rocks

'Sü'onderbar, wonderbar,

wonderbar. City of Rocks has major
quality routes with a quarter of the crowds you'll find in Josh. Most routes
are a full length and require two ropes for rapping. Like Red Rocks, there
are both trad and sport routes in a wide range of grades' There are also
multi-pitches here if you're willing to go into the inner City.

TRAVEL TIME:

12 hrs.

CAMPING: City of Rocks campground has nice sites, a water pump and
decent toilets, all at a reasonable price ($Z a day).

EVENINGJAIINTS: There's nothing very close by - bbqing at camp is my
fave activity.

SHO\ØERS: The town closest to the park (Almo) has a general store with
showers.

GUIDEBOOKS: The two guidebooks for City of Rocks are both
to have both rhough, since one only has crude
drawings, and the other has nine pages of mistalc.es in it.
questionable. It's best

CLMBING STORES: The nearest one is in Burley, 45 miles away. Despite
what the guidebook says, rhis srore is nor open on Sunday.
SEASON: The high altitude means rhar City of Rocks is only really
climable during the summer monrhs, but ooooooh the weather during the
summer...

Utah
Moab
Base yourself around Moab and you're within a shorr drive from
many quality climbing areas: Arches nat'l park, Canyonlands and Indian
Creek. Zion ¡at'l park isn't roo far away either. Arches sports various
towers and finger numbing rock as well as beautiful canyons and arches.
Open any Climbing or Rock and Ice mag. and you'll see a picture of Indian
Creek's amazing splitter cracks. Zion is mosrly long aid roures, but there
are beautiful cracks if you look hard enough. As for bolts, they're few and
far between except for anchors. tü(/all Street is a small cragging area near
Moab, but it isn't high in my book. It's crowded and right on rhe highway,
so there's a high potential for belayer squishage.

TRAVEL TIME: 24hrs. (another 6hrs to Zion)

CAMPING: There are sites along the Colorado river as well as within the
nat'l parks. The former are cheaper and less crowded normally, but in Dec.
v¡e had the Arches campground ro ourselves and we didn't have to pay (we
didn't even have to

escape

from rangers to keep from paying).

EVENING JAIINTS: There are lots of hang-outs in Moab þrewery, coffee
shops etc.), but during the'SØinter, things shut down and you might need to
resort to Denny's.

GUIDEBOOKS: Desert Rock covers Canyonlands, Arches and Zion.
Supplements for Vall Street and Indian Creek are available at the climbing
store.

CLMBING STORE: Moab Ventures - nice workers and big time

sales (on

clothing) during the'Winter.
SEASON: It's very hot here during the summer and warm (as long as its
sunny) the rest of the year.

\í]'oming
Tbe Tetons

The climbing here is at high altitude, so I would suggest getting
used to it before you try something like the Grand Teton which goes uP to
13,OOO ft. IJnfortunately, I can't tell you about the climb since I got uP to
1O,OOO ft. and threw-up. I can tell you that this destination is worthwhile
just for the approaches and the Tetons' amazing beauty. Be prepared for
alpine climbing, though.

TRAVEL TIME:24hrs

I

recommend spending the most time possible in the backcountry, because both the campgrounds and Jackson are expensive and very

CAMPING:
crowded.

EVENING JAUNTS: Jackson is a tourist's dream and a poor climber's
nightmare, but I'm sure that if you had the money you could have lots of
fun in town.
SEASON: Unless you're into winter mountaineering, late summer is the
only option.

Deril\

Tower
Be prepared to be on display if you go here - the tourists
ournumber the climbers by 1OO plus to one. It's not surprising considering
how amazing the monument is. Here you'll find numerous cracks running
up the basalt columns making for amazíngtrad climbs.

TR\VEL TME:

36hrs
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CAMPING: The monument campground is the most expensive place I've
come across, at $11 a night. It's nice enough and has live entertainment
some nights, but it makes for an expensive extended stay. Your other
option is the equally expensive KOA kampground outside the monument.
Luke Mcluke said rhat as long as you're sly, you can bivy somewhere in the
monument for free.

EVENING JAUNTS: Its best to sray in the campground and rake in some
family entertainment since even the popsicles are a half an hour's drive
away.

SHO\XIERS: The

KOA Kampground

sacrifice your pride to get a

little

less

has showers
stinky.

if

you're willing to

GUIDEBOOKS: Devil's Tower
SEASON: It is hellishly hot here during rhe summer, but it is possible to
climb in the morning and in the shade. Winter is definitely out, but locals
said that early fall and Spring rock. Parts of the tower are closed during the
year for Native Indian ceremonies and Peregrine Falcon nesting, so consult
the guidebook before going.

Eric Hutton on Indian Crack,
Red Rocks. Photo: Doug \Øilm
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Tbe Cbanging Føce of Mowntaineering
Dan Pemaþ,is
Autbor's note: This article uas not originallT intend'ed for the journaL; ratber,
it uas m1 term paperfor rrry GEOG 122 course on 2P Cmtury Globalisation
(an extremely uortbtpltile tltree credits, I migbt ad¿)- Since it deals zaith VOC-
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little mountaineering experience, as those ubo þnou me uilL quickly attest,
and. none of øhat I call "international mountaineering"' Sufrtce it to say that
uould

be bappy to debate this

I

matter uitb d ui.lling opponent!

D.P.

Amongst other important world events thât same year, 7492 was
the year of the first recorded mountain ascent - of Mount Aiguille in the
ed out of the Middle Ages, its
French Alps. As
learn all they could about their
philosophers and
ops
of the Alps and Pyrenées. Since
world, including
many
changes, yet humans have
through
that time, the world has gone
Initially, the spirit of
mountains'
the
high
retained their fascination with
fic purpose, e.g.
provided Europe

climb.

'\Øhen

new peaks to
peak on Earth in
loftiest
as
the
was
discovered
Mount Everest

1852 (IGakauer, p. 13-14), it provided a focal point for mountaineering that
remains to this day.1 \X/hile mountains have been drawing climbers to them
for centuries, the motivation to climb, the nature of climbing expeditions,
and the nature and numbers of climbers themselves have been very different
hat. In this paper I will explore
even in the past two
in the twentieth century, and
ng
the changesìn intern

itical climates of the wealthy
,elate them to the ch
western nations.
The historical nature of many foreign western expeditions was for
exploration, often of colonized nations. Early international mountaineering

the high elevation.
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was conducted in this manner, often following reports by missionaries who
had seen mountains in the distance. Scientific sketches and descriptions of
local flora and fauna, as well as descriptions of the visible cusroms of the
people encountered along the journey inevitably accompanied early ascents
in Africa and South America (e.g. Dundas t924,Bird 1927, or Lewis 1950).
\X/hile the Europeans spoke favorably of the people they encountered as
often as not, colonialist attitudes of the early explorers sometimes mede
their accounts one-sided. As a result, the perceived opinions of the locals
regarding foreign climbers or their trearment by wesrerners are topics
generally absent from early climbing accounrs.
It is also interesting that rhe local rural people living in the shadow
of a destination mountain were usually nor keen on climbing the peak in
quesÌion. Regarding the western interest in Everesr and the Himalayas in
the early 1900's, Sir John Hunt explains how rhe local Sherpas originally
had no interest in climbing the "awesome mountains" that surrounded them
prior to the arrival of the Europeans. "But, once caught up the enterprise,
they proved tough and game" ftIunt 1954, p.11). The reasons for this lack
of interest appears to often be associared with culture and spirituality: In his

account of his early ascent of Mt. Demavend in modern daylran, F. L. Bird
explains that "because of the superstirious awe with which the inhabitants
regard the mountain, very few of them have tried ro scele it, and it requires
the inducement of a month's salary to secure a guide for the climb" @ird
1921, p.395). The buying off of local cusroms and "superstitions" by
visiting climbers is one of the fundamental problems with international
mountaineering, and will be discussed later in this paper.

In the twentieth century, motivations for climbing mountains
became far more varied. Immediately before and afrer the Second'SØorld
\Øar, climbing was exploited by governmenrs as a political rool. The story
of Heinrich Flarrer and his role in the first ascent of the difficult and
coveted north wall of the Eiger mounrain in Switzerland recounts how the
Nazi regime used the tale for its own political publicity purposes. In her
recent analysis of Flarrer's possible Nazi affiliations, Audrey Salkeld
explains: "For two Germans and two Austrians to succeed on what was
popularly believed to be the most dangerous climb in the world was a
propaganda writer's gift, taken as proof of invincibility." (Salkeld t997, p.

68) in the Himalayas around the same time, nationalist sentiments hung
heavily over European efforts at first escenrs of the highest mountains in the
world. Nanga Parbat became "Germanyt Mountain of Destiny", just as
Everest became the focus of British effort and K2 signified the same for
Americans. (Ibid., p. 726) Infact, when the British 1953 expedition finally
succeeded in placing Hillary and Norgay arop Everesr, the achievemenr was
seen as one of the few causes for British rejoicing in the post-war period, on
par with (and coincidentally on the same date as) the crowning of young
queen Elizabeth tr (Ikakauer !997, p. 1S). By this rime, mounraineering

v¡as a grand old historic sport in Europe, and the first ascents of rhe higher
and more accessible North American peaks had already been achieved as

well.
Berween the 1950's and today, volumes and volumes of literature
have been written on the subject of mountaineering. Rock climbing,
formerly considered a training exercise for difficult mountain climbs,
became a sport in its own right. The mountaineers still seeking imponant
"firsts" had to turn to increasingly difficult, obscure, and often dangerous
goals. Reinhold Messner, and extraordinary German climber, was the first
to climb all fourteen 8000-meter peaks without bottled oxygen' In L985, a
middle-aged Texan with limited climbing experience named Dick Bass
became the first person to climb the highest mountain on all seven
2
continents, the sò-called "seven summits" (Krakauer 1997 , p. 2L-22) . At
that time, Everest had been climbed more than one hundred times.
Predictably, at some point along that path expedition climbing became a
vehicle for economic activity. Expensive and well-organized guiding
companies expanded from their origins in Europe and North America to
encompass nearly any fathomable mountain in the world, if the clients were
willing to pay the price. Formerly remote and dangerous mountaineering
had entered the mainstream.
'What
force compels a Person to climb? Given the danger, the
discomfort, and the expense of equipment, mountaineering hardly seems
like rhe ideal sport for the masses. Before he became an early victim of the
Everest challenge, George Mallory offered his famous answer: "because it's

there". In a treatise on motivations for rock climbing, Ian Heywood offers
a

more philosophical perspective:

belongs (Fleywood 1994, P. 180).1

In addition to making the world seem more meaningful and real,
mountaineering also is an activity which, at its culmination, allows a

mountaiaeering.
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climber to stand atop a summita - the highest point in the local landscape.
The climber then can be confronted with mixed feelings of humility and
hubris, The humility is from the view of the world that a summit usually
allows, and of one's own insignificance compared to the vâstness and beauty
of narure. The hubris is a result of the action of being "on top of nature"
from rhe summit perspective; thus, the mountaineer, having achieved the
summir, has the feeling of having conquered nature to a certain degree. The
conquistador feeling may be heightened if there was a clear "battle" between
climber and mountain, perhaps due to inclement weather, technically
difficult climbing, or obvious danger
- all of which were surmounted.
Obviously, not all climbers feel this way about summits, but this attitude
appears prevalent in popular and especially historic mountaineering
rhetoric.
These feelings can be tied back to the previous discussion on
colonialist attitudes driving mountaineering. A cynical scenario goes as
follows: A mountaineer might travel from afar, perhaps at considerable
expense and planning, in order to undertake a difficult and unlikely
subordination of nature, in the form of "conquering" a mountain. The local
people can be seen as servants who may help or hinder the challenge at

hand, but can be paid off to help in minor duties.
In reality, the help of the local people is almost invariably crucial to
the success of major expeditions in remote areas. The colonial element of
mountaineering has often resulted in the detriment of local culture, as well
as local environmental destruction. The best example of this is in Nepal,
which has been affected by nearly every Everest expedition5 whirling
through the land and changing the lives of the Sherpas forever6. Garbage
from hundreds of expeditions litters the mountain all the way to nearly the
summit (Krakauer t997,p.60, 161, 180). A self-described Sherpa orphan
a

Actually, for some climbers today, the sum¡nit itself is less of a goal than the spirit
of the climb itself. Thus, the manner and route taken to achieve a mountaintop is
sometimes more importaat than whether or not the top is reached. Yet
traditionally, a climb is not ruccessful unless the summit is reached; this principle still
holds true for most mountai.neers, a¡d is i¡trinsic to its appeal, I believe.
s
I say "nearly" every Everest expedition, because the mountain straddles the border
between Tibet arrd Nepal, a¡d a small minority of expeditions occurred from the
Tibetan side.
6
Nepal has also been impacted considerably by rural tourism, in addition to
mountaineering expeditions. A 1985 article contains an ironic bit of writing:
"Nepal is a trekker's paradise. Porrers can be hired cheaply so that one
need only carry a light day pack. 'Where else in the world can you go for a
lengthy uek without the burden of a weighty tent, srove and food?. . . .
Children skipped along beside me with ourstretched hards crying'Hello,
one rupee'. It's a shame that tourists have spoiled them with money,
balloons and sweets, for these days it is rare ro pass through a village
without being pestered by children" (Spence 1985, p.26).
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provides a painful description of how mountaineering expeditions changed
the working lives of the Sherpas:

polluting her bosom.

S

escapedthrough
. . . I have no regrets of

lieu'

ãthers

le of

the area are doomed, a¡d so are those rich, arrogant outsiders who feel they
can conquer the world. . . . I have vowed never to ¡eturn home and be part
ofthat sacrilege." þosted on the Internet as Pert of a South Africa¡
discussion on Everest, quoted in Krakauer 7997, p.286-7)

Of course, the story of Nepal mountaineering

is far

from black and

white. A more accurate description presents atale of mutual exploitation
both by mountaineers and the Nepalese government. Permits fees for
from a simPle rate of
e past six
uP to 7 climbers, Plus
in t992 t

climber

p.22-23). Comparedto the
tens of thousands of dollars that usually go into Himalayan mountain

I
the line of duty. (Lustgarten 1996, p.184) Hospital and rescue services for
travelers in rural Nepal are aimed solely at wealthy tourists and climbers,
and are well out of the financial reach of most Nepalese (Ibid., p. 183). The
slopes of the highest mountain in the world present hard and cruel evidence
of the pluralism of international mountaineering culture.
In the 1990t, the motivation to climb mountains has become
human self against nature. Rather,
another way for the wealthy and stressed
at world for a brief while (Heywo od L994,

developed infrastructures that surround many peaks, including the permits
mentioned above, helicopter search and rescue oPerations, ranget stations'

radio and cellular phone communications, and even policies to avoid
- all contributing to the degree of control exerted on the
mountain environment. Ironically, this "rationalization" of the adventure
elements of the sport can be seen as fundamentally at odds with its purpose.
Like many things today, mountaineering may be suffering from growing
evidence of "embodyfing] the same principles as bureaucracies and fast-food
restaurants" S.itzer 1993, p. 23), a f.ar cry from the bold adventures of early
climbers.
The principles I have described are most prevalent in a select few
locations around the world, but remain true for the majority of
mountaineering destinations in developing nations. Nepal, China, India,
Pakistan, Kyrgystan, Indonesia, Chile, Argentina, and Tenzaniaare afew of.
the countries which are already international destinations for climbers. As
the marketed image of mountaineering continues to attract greater numbers,
the number of problem regions will increase. Mountaineers have a serious
responsibility today to respect the natural and human environments thar
they impact when they conduct expeditions. Climbers should consider
themselves as visitors in areas when that is clearly their role. Concern for
the local people's land and welfare will help keep the sport sustainable from
a political perspective, as well as from a moral one. \Øhile it may be
unrealistic to expect mountaineering to be a sport available to all people, we
can hope that those who do climb mountains realize their privilege, end do
so v¡ith utmost sensitivity for the culture, environment, economy and spirit
of the local people and area. Climbing has changed much in the past five
centuries, and might change further yet.
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How To'Write An Article For Tbe VOC Journal
by someone utho þnows

The VOC journal is produced every year by the VOC, and

has

been for almosr 40 years. In that time span, a few different genres of article
have come to be established. The Journal has seen wildly divergent writing
styles develop and the quality varies hugely from year to yeat and page to
page. Some articles are classics and some are forgettable. This article is iust a
collection of thoughts and suggestions on different toPics related to VOCJ
articles.

1) The Trip Report. In its simplest form, this is just like a trip
for
the VOCene. The trip reporrs provide a summary of 'who dun
report
course of the year, and indicate how active the club is. The
rhe
wirt, over
goes "Me and Buffy and Slu
trip
report
generic
it and then we came b
climbed
and
Ohmygod
!970's, an article calle
early
In
the
gud."
wuz
of the trip report
cliches
common
ten
listed
just
write (10) and everyone would know that it
you
could
that
so
each,
all".
by
was
had
time
"A
good
meant
There are a few different reasons to write trip reports:
- firstly, to repoft a first ascent' or something which in some
manner differs from the commonly available descriptions of the route

like the central coast. In articles of this sort good writing is not

down the road - maybe even your own kids!

as

important

- To wrire an article to impress people. 'Yeah, me n'Muffy went in
and simul-soloed University Vall - it took us thiny minures". The only
problem with rhese articles is that as standards improve your achievement
may become not quite so impressive. False modesty is usually obvious here.

("I was so scared I could barely continue to maintain my monodoight hold
on this overhanging 13c I was soloing")
- To embarrass someone else on the trip by pointing out details
they would rather have forgotten
-If your trip report serves none of these purposes, there is no reason
to write it, except as pracrice. Take that anicle which tells how you went
and top roped Flying circus, or hiked in to Garibaldi Lake, and throw it
away. 'SØe donl want to read ir.
2) The Food,A,

weights per day. They
expeditions love 'em, ev
as old foodstuffs vanish
you to buy all your jam er Eaton's are prime examples of this. Nuff said. In
my opinion, the genre is expandable to beyond the expedition - for long
road trips, eg.

6) Poetry. Only if you like embarrassing yourself - remember, the
VOCJ prints everything it receives.
7) The boundarypushing article. see if you can get the editor to
censor your article! This has happened twice in the last ,.rr"r, y."r, - before
that, I dont lcnov¡.
8) The 'general inrerest' article. Tells you where ro find good
restaurants on road trips, secret bivi spots near Moab or canmore, or
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anicle!

e) The

of routes compe
wrote an article
also be a list of
fast, or a printout of someone's dream tick list. Most interesting to those of
similar disposition.
tô) Historical inreresr. Excerpts from past VOC journals..Exposes
the members who would otherwise neve, read back issues to the activities of

writer's block!

12 and lastly) The President's message and so on. The least said
f""trrr.s, the better - the quality is usually low, as they are
these
about

out of true desire to write
writing some time.other than 5
examPles, not iust the last year's,
. Most of the best ones are in the

"must-writes' rather than articles written

something.

Qu

minutes b"foi.
allov¡s one to s
t970's and 1980's.

flashback$ may work. Tricks like writing the whole article in the third
person omniscient voice are rarely seen at this writing level- save them for
your Rock and Ice article or English 100. You can also write in tag ream
style with each member of the team describing their lead in alternating
paragraphs. The use of hallucinogens may help your imagery, but ir will
surely damage your spelling and grammar. V/hen you're done, run spellcheck, then print out a copy and get someone else to read it - if you have
misspelled a word as another word, spell check wont find it, but a human
reader can and will. Remember that the VOCene ed. does not have rime to
check for spelling errors, and any that make it in will make you look like a
fool. Getting other people to read trip reports may also improve
^ccvracy
especially when your partner reads it and says something like " I didnl
lead
that pitch, you did!". Finally, remember that the VOCJ prints almost
everything, and you aren't being marked - even the worst drivel will get
printed. There is no need for modesty - no matter what you write, it will be
usually be better than something else in the same journal. So roll up your
sleeves, crank the tunes and type away!

This year ue receiaed nÐo dnonyrlzous submissions. The fi.rst, "Solo', I
could publisb utithout cornnTent. ll/ith regards to tbis subrnission,
houeoer, I feh obligated to bighlight a ratber peraasioe attitude, and to offer a
more balanced oieut of tbe uritingprocess.
Mark Grist, Editor

feh we

"These [trip reports] are rhe valuable contribution of rhe journal to rhe
greater mountaineering community."
Wile the VOCJ ser,.tes the pørpose of informing tbe reader aboøt neu
route descriptions, it also sentes anotber purpose, d. rnore irnportant one in rny
oieq.ø: to tell the reader about the mountain/outdoor experience. The bottom line
Itere is tbat dffirent people ake dffirent things azøay frorn the joumal. Vbo am
I to say what \he most valuable contribution of the journal ro rhe greafer
mountaineering community' isl

"Ideally the article will be either funny or gripping, or both ar once."
Could we include insightful as uell? Articles can portra.y other
ernotions, or sen)e otber purposes, can't thqt?

"If your trip report
write it, except

as

seryes none

practice."

of these purposes, there is no reason to

Tbis is my major beef

uith

tbis article

one
you don't fit
you
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opinion
your
uritten
is
well
article
into

-

the pervasiae

attitude that "if
't count." That\
to sbare it- If an

tells me uthat it
read it - even if
tben
I
to
enttironment"
'u)dnt
outd.oor
in
the
alioe
to
be
feek tiÞe
Ia
difference!
Vizte
Parþ..
Stanlq
tbrougb
walking
it's øbout

"Poetry. Only if you like embarrassing yourself... "
There are seoeral dffirent forms of uriting one can ,tse to express
otber, equally
oneself, and poetry is

)paitable
ubich best allotøs you

s best for you,
to conueY'

oalid- forms

oprntons.
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Here are the Answers for the Photo Trivia p.199-204
Whar is ir of?
1) Black Tusk

\Øhere wæ it taken?
Microwave tower

Rated

2) Mt. Joffre

(1

3) Habrich, Garibaldi

Mt. Matier
Sky Pilot

4) The Lions

Mt. Brunswick

s)H

each)

w gully ofdeath (2 points each)
,

Mt.

10)

point

Moderate

6)
Ò
8)
9)

Easy

Guard

Marriot

Mt. Fitzsimmons,

11)
Border Phs,
lle¡se,
12) Spidery

Pk.

Iago

Glaciår
er

Marriot Basin
Difficult
Overlord Mtn

Baker Nüelch (\Øilliamson Lake)
Overseer Mtn.

